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Analysis of the point-contact spectroscopy~PCS! data on the dramatic new high-Tc

superconductor magnesium diboride MgB2 reveals quite different behavior of two disconnected
s andp electronic bands, deriving from their anisotropy, different dimensionality, and
electron–phonon interaction. PCS allows direct registration of both the superconducting gaps and
electron–phonon interaction spectral function of the two-dimensionals and three-
dimensionalp band, establishing the correlation between the gap value and the intensity of the
high-Tc driving force—theE2g boron vibrational mode. PCS data on some
nonsuperconducting transition-metal diborides are surveyed for comparison. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1704612#
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1. INTRODUCTION

MgB2 was discovered to be superconducting only
couple of years ago,1 and despite that, many of its characte
istics have now been investigated and a consensus e
about its outstanding properties. First of all, this refers to
high Tc ('40 K), which is a record-breaking value amon
the s–p metals and alloys. It appears that this material i
rare example of multiband~at least two bands! electronic
structure with weakly interconnected bands. These ba
lead to very uncommon properties. For example,Tc is almost
independent of elastic scattering, unlike for other two-ba
superconductors.2 The maximal upper critical magnetic fiel
can be made much higher than that for a one-band d
superconductor.3 The properties of MgB2 have been compre
hensively calculated by modern theoretical methods, wh
lead to a basic understanding of their behavior in vario
experiments.

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of MgB2 .
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1.1. Crystal structure

Magnesium diboride, like other diborides MeB2 (Me
5Al, Zr, Ta, Nb, Ti, V, etc.!, crystalizes in a hexagonal struc
ture, where honeycomb layers of boron are intercalated w
hexagonal layers of magnesium located above and below
centers of boron hexagons~Fig. 1!. The bonding between
boron atoms is much stronger than that between magnes
and therefore the disordering in the magnesium layers
pears to be much easier than in the boron layers. This dif
ence in bonding between boron and magnesium atoms
ders the fabrication of MgB2 single crystals of appreciabl
size.

1.2. Electron band structure

The electron band structure of MgB2 has been calculated
using differentab initio methods yielding basically the sam
result.4–8 The E(k) curves are shown in Fig. 2. The dispe
sion relations are shown for boronp-character orbitals,
which play a major role in transport and thermodynam

FIG. 2. Band structure of MgB2 with the B p character. The radii of the
hollow ~filled! circles are proportional to thep ~s! character and the zero
line marks the Fermi energy. After Mazinet al.9
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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properties. The radii of the hollow circles are proportional
the p-band character, which is due topz boron orbitals,
while those of the filled circles are proportional to th
s-band character, due topxy orbitals. The most important is
a quasi-two-dimensional dispersion relation along
GA(D) direction with a small Fermi energy'0.6 eV, and
accordingly, with a moderate Fermi velocity. The corr
sponding sheets of the Fermi energy form the cylindri
surfaces along theGA direction seen in Fig. 5 below. Th
corresponding electron transport is very anisotro
(rc /rab.3.5),10 with the plasma frequency for thes band
along thec ~or z) axis being much smaller than that in th
ab (xy) direction.11 The hole branch alongGA experiences a
huge interaction with the phononE2g mode for carriers mov-
ing along theab plane~see below!, although its manifesta
tion is screened effectively by the much faster hole mobi
in the p band.2

In a dirty material, with prevailing disorder in the mag
nesium planes, thep-band conductivity is blocked by de
fects, and thes band takes over, implying greater electron
phonon interaction~EPI! than in the clean material. Thi
constitutes a plausible explanation for the violation of t
Matthiesen rule, which manifests itself in an increase of
residual resistivity together with an increase of the tempe
ture coefficient at high temperatures.2

At the same time, the critical temperatureTc does not
decrease substantially in dirty materials,2 since the supercon
ductivity is induced by EPI in thes band, whose crysta
order is much more robust.

This consideration is very important in understandi
the point-contact data, since the disorder at the surface o
native sample depends on the position of the contact s
and because of the uncontrolled introduction of further d
order while fabricating the contact.

1.3. Critical magnetic field

In a clean material the layered crystal structure dicta
strong anisotropy of the upper critical magnetic fieldsBc2

ab

@Bc2
c . Their ratio at low temperatures reaches about 6 wh

Bc2
c is as low as 2–3 T.12 If the magnetic field is not aligned

precisely along theab plane, theBc2 value is strongly de-
creased.

On the other hand, for a dirty material the anisotropy
decreased~to a ratio of about 1.6–2!, but both the magni-
tudes ofBc2

ab and Bc2
c are strongly increased. For strong

disordered sample, it may be3 as high as 40 T! It is interest
ing that this high value is achieved at low temperature, wh
the disorderedp band is fully superconducting.

Hence, we may expect that the value of the critical m
netic field at low temperatures is the smaller the cleane
the part of the MgB2 volume near the contact, provided i
Tc.Tc

bulk . This observation is important in the classificatio
of contacts with respect to their purity.

1.4. Phonons and electron–phonon interaction

The phonon density of states~PDOS! is depicted in Fig.
3. The upper panel shows the measured PDOS atT58 K,
while the lower ones show the calculated DOS with the p
tial contribution from boron atoms moving in theab plane
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and out of it. One can see the peak for boron atoms mov
in the ab plane at.75 meV, which plays a very importan
role in the electron–phonon interaction, as is shown in F
4, measured by inelastic x-ray scattering.14 This mode gives
a weak-dispersion branch between 60 and 70 meV in theGA
direction withE2g symmetry at theG point. The linewidth of
this mode is about 20–28 meV along theGA direction, while
along theGM direction it is below the experimental resolu
tion. The same phonon peak is active in Ram
scattering.15–17It is located at the same energy with the sam

FIG. 3. Upper panel: phonon density of states in MgB2 determined experi-
mentally by neutron scattering. Bottom panel: calculated curve~solid line!
with decomposition on boron atoms vibrating out of theab plane ~dotted
curve! and parallel to it~dashed curve!. After Osbornet al.13

FIG. 4. Dispersion curves of phonons in MgB2 and the width of phonon
lines determined by inelastic x-ray scattering~symbols! together with cal-
culations~solid lines!. After Shuklaet al.14
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linewidth. This points to the very strong EPI for this partic
lar lattice vibration mode. The same result follows from th
oretical considerations.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the superconduct
energy gap on the Fermi surface of MgB2.18 The maximum
gap value is calculated along theGA direction due to the very
strong EPI. This is the direction in which the 2Ds band is
located ~the cylinders along theGA direction!. The 3D p
band has a much smaller EPI, and, correspondingly
smaller energy gap. The EPI parameterl can be decompose
between different pieces of the Fermi surface. It is show19

that the value ofl on thes band amounts to 2–3. Moreove
ls can be decomposed between different phonon modes
it appears that only theE2g phonon mode along theGA di-
rection plays a major role, with a partialls value of about
.25,20 though concentrated in a very restricted phase sp

1.5. Mechanism for high Tc in MgB 2

The commonly accepted mechanism for highTc in
MgB2 is connected with the strong interaction betwe
charge carriers and phonons in theE2g mode. This mode is
due to antiparallel vibration of atoms in the boron plan
The key issue is that along theGA direction the electron band

FIG. 5. Superconducting energy gap distribution over the Fermi sur
~FS! of MgB2 . The gap value around 7 meV corresponds to cylinderl
sheets of the FS centered atG points, while the small gap value around
meV corresponds to the tubular FS network. After Choiet al.18
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structure is such that the Fermi energy of the hole carrier
only 0.5–0.6 eV, which shrinks even more when the boro
deviate from the equillibrium positions. Together with the 2
structure of the corresponding sheet of the Fermi surface,
leads to a constant density of states at the Fermi energy
correspondingly, to a very large EPI with partialls ~the EPI
parameter in thes band! of about;25.20 Cappellutiet al.21

point out that the small Fermi velocity for charge carrie
along theGA direction leads to a large nonadiabatic corre
tion to Tc ~about twice as much compared with the adiaba
Migdal–Eliashberg treatment!. Although this interaction is a
driving force to highTc in this compound, it does not lead t
instability of the crystal structure, since it occupies only
small volume in phase space.

The role of thep band is not completely clear. On th
one hand, thep ands bands are very weakly connected, a
for some crude models they can be thought as being c
pletely disconnected. On the other hand, the energy ga
the p band goes to zero at the sameTc as in the bulk, and
correspondingly 2Dp(0)/kTc51.4, which is much less than
the value predicted by the weak-coupling BCS theory. O
can think of thep band as having intrinsically much lowe
Tc'10 K than the bulk,22 and at higher temperatures its s
perconductivity is induced by a proximity effect ink space
from thes band.23 This proximity effect is very peculiar. On
the one hand, this proximity is induced by the interband sc
tering between thep ands sheets of the Fermi surface. O
the other, the charge carriers connected with thep band are
mainly located along the magnesium planes, which can
considered as a proximity effect in coordinate space for
ternating layers ofS–N–S structure, although on a micro
scopic scale. Moreover, many of the unusual properties
MgB2 may be modeled by an alternatingS–N–S layer
structure, the limiting case to the crystal structure of MgB2.
In other words, MgB2 presents a crossover between tw
band superconductivity and a simple proximity-effect stru
ture.

2. SAMPLES

We have two kind of samples supplied for us by o
colleagues from the Far East.1!

The first is a thin film with a thickness of several hu
dred nanometers~Fig. 6!.24 Similar films have been investi
gated by several other groups with different methods. Th
films are oriented with theirc axis perpendicular to the sub
strate. The residual resistance is several tens ofmV•cm with
a residual resistance ratio~RRR! of .2.2. This means tha
on average the films have disorder between crystallites.

That does not exclude the possibility that on some sp
the films contain clean enough small single crystals on wh
we occasionally may fabricate a point contact; see Fig
Normally, we make a contact by touching the film surface
noble metal counter electrode~Cu, Au, Ag! in the direction
perpendicular to the substrate. Thus, nominally the prefe
tial current direction in the point contact is along thec axis.
Nevertheless, since the surface of the films contains terra
with small crystallites, point contact to theab plane of these
crystallites is also possible. Sometimes, in order to incre
the probability of making the contact along theab plane, we

e
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broke the substrate with the film and made contact to the
face of the sample.

The second type of sample is single-crystal,26 which also
was measured by other groups.10,27The crystals are platelike
~flakes! and have submillimeter size~see Fig. 7!. They were
glued by silver epoxy to the sample holder by one of th
side faces. The noble metal counter electrode was ge
touched in liquid helium by another~the opposite! side face
of the crystal. In this way we tried to preferentially mak
contact along theab plane. On average, in the bulk, th
single crystals are cleaner than the films, but one should
cautious, since the properties of the crystal surface di
from the properties of the bulk, and fabrication of a po
contact may introduce further uncontrolled defects into
contact area.

Thus one cannot determinea priori the structure and
composition of the contacts obtained. Nevertheless, muc
that information can be ascertained by measuring vari
characteristics of a contact. Among those, the most impor

FIG. 6. Scanning electron microscopy image of MgB2 films. After Kang
et al.25

FIG. 7. Scanning electron microscopy image of MgB2 single crystals. After
Lee et al.26
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is the Andreev-reflection nonlinearities of theI –V curves in
the superconducting energy-gap range. The magnetic-
and temperature dependences of the superconducting no
earities supply us with additional information. And finall
much can be extracted from theI –V nonlinearities in the
normal states~the so-called point-contact spectra!. The more
information we can collect about the electrical conductiv
for different conditions of the particular contact, the mo
detailed and defined picture of it emerges. It is not an e
task, since a contact has limited lifetime, due to electri
and mechanical shocks.

Let us make a rough estimate of the distance sca
involved in the problem. The crystallite size of the films
of the order of 100 nm~see Ref. 25!. The contact sized
in the ballistic regime equalsd.Ar l /R ~the Sharvin
formula!. Taking r l >(731027 V•cm)(731026 cm)54.9
310212V•cm2 ~Ref. 10! we obtaind.7 nm along both the
ab and c directions for a typical resistance of 10V. If we
suppose that a grain is dirty~with a very short mean free
path!, then we apply the Maxwell formulad;r/R, with re-
sults for thed values of about 0.7 nm and 2.6 nm for theab
andc directions, respectively, takingr for the corresponding
directions from the same reference.10 Thus the contact size
can be of the order of or smaller than the electronic me
free path (l ab570 nm andl c518 nm, according to Ref. 10!,
which means that we are working admittedly in the spect
scopic regime, probing only a single grain.

Rowell,28 analyzing a large amount of experimental da
for the resistivity and its temperature dependence, cam
the conclusion that for highly resistive samples only a sm
part of the effective cross section should be taken into
count. The reason is that the grains in MgB2 are to a great
extent disconnected by oxides of magnesium and boron.
point-contact spectroscopy previous analysis leads us to
conclusion that the contact resistance is frequently meas
only for a single grain or for several grains, with their inte
grain boundaries facing the contact interface. This is due
the current spreading on a scale of the order of the con
sized near the constriction.

3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF PCS

3.1. Nonlinearity of I – V characteristic

The nonlinearities of theI –V characteristic of a metallic
contact, when one of the electrodes is in the superconduc
state, can be written as29,30

I ~V!.
V

R0
2dI ph

N ~V!1I exc~V!. ~1!

HereR0 is the contact resistance at zero bias in the norm
state,dI ph

N (V) is the backscattering inelastic current, whic
depends on the electron mean free pathl . For ballistic con-
tact this term is equal in order of magnitude to

dI ph
N ~V!;

d

l in
I ~V!, ~2!

wherel in is the inelastic electron mean free path, andd is the
characteristic contact diameter. If the electron flow throu
the contact is diffusive (l el!d, l el being the elastic mean fre
path! but still spectroscopic, sinceAl inl el@d, then the ex-
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pression~2! should be multiplied byl el /d. This decreases th
characteristic size for which the inelastic scattering is imp
tant fromd to l el (d→ l el), and for shortl el makes the inelas
tic current very small. We notice that the inelastic bac
scattering currentdI ph

N (V) in the superconducting state
approximately equal to the same term in the normal state
second derivative turns out to be directly proportional to
EPI functiona2(v)F(v) ~Refs. 31, 32!,

2
d2I

dV2 }
8ed

3\vF
a2~v!F~v!, ~3!

where a describes the strength of the electron interact
with one or another phonon branch, andF(v) stands for the
phonon density of states. In point-contact~PC! spectra the
EPI spectral functiona2(v)F(v) is modified by the trans-
port factor, which strongly increases the contribution fro
backscattering processes.

In the superconducting state the excess currentI exc ~1!,
which is due to the Andreev reflection of electron quasip
ticles from theN–S boundary in anN–c–S point contact (c
stands for ‘‘constriction’’!, can be written as

I exc~V!5I exc
0 1dI exc~V! ~4!

whereI exc
0 'D/R0'const foreV.D ~D being the supercon

ducting energy gap!.
The nonlinear term in the excess current~4! can in turn

be decomposed in two parts, which depend in different w
on the elastic scattering of electron quasiparticles:

dI exc~V!5dI exc
el ~V!1dI exc

in ~V! ~5!

where dI exc
el (V) is of the order of (D/eV)I exc

0 , and dI exc
in V

;(d/ l in)I exc
0 . Notice that the latter behaves very similarly

the inelastic backscattering currentdI ph
N (V), namely, it dis-

appears ifl el→0, while the first term in the right-hand side o
expression~5! does not depend onl el in the first approxima-
tion. This enables one to distinguish the elastic term from
inelastic. Finally, all excess current terms disappear when
superconductivity is destroyed, whiledI ph

N (V) remains very
similar in both the superconducting and normal states.

The expression for the elastic term in the excess cur
was calculated forballistic N–c–S contacts by Omelyan
chuk, Beloborod’ko, and Kulik.33 Its first derivative equals
(T50):

S dIexc
el

dV D
NcS

ballistic

5
1

R0
U D~eV!

eV1A~eV!22D2~eV!
U2

. ~6!

For thediffusive limit ( l i!d), Beloborod’koet al. de-
rived the current–voltage characteristic~see Eq.~21! in Ref.
34!, which gives35 for the first derivative atT50

R0S dIexc
el

dV D
NcS

diffusive

5
1

2
lnUeV1D~eV!

eV2D~eV!
U

3ReF eV

A~eV!22D2~eV!
G Y ReF D~eV!

A~eV!22D2~eV!
G .

~7!
r-
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For the sake of comparison, the similar expression of
nonlinear term inNIS tunnel junctions (I stands for ‘‘insu-
lator’’ !, due to the self-energy superconducting energy g
effect, has the form36

S dI

dVD
NIS

5
1

R0
ReF eV

A~eV!22D2~eV!
G . ~8!

Equations~6!, ~7!, and~8! are identical in their structure
and take into account the same effect, viz., the renormal
tion of the energy spectrum of a superconductor in the vic
ity of characteristic phonon energies.

From the expressions~1!, ~2!, ~4!, and ~5! it becomes
clear that only on the relativelycleanspots can one observ
the inelastic backscattering currentdI ph

N (V), provided that
the excess current termdI exc

in (V) is negligible. The latter can
be canceled by suppression of superconductivity either w
magnetic field or temperature. On the contrary, in the sup
conducting state, for dirty contacts, all the inelastic terms
very small, and the main nonlinearity is provided by t
D(eV) dependence of the excess current~7!.

3.2. Two-band anisotropy

Brinkmanet al. have shown11 that in the clean case fo
anNIS MgB2 junction, the normalized conductance is give
by

s~V!5S dI

dVD
NIS
Y S dI

dVD
NIN

5
~vp

p!2sp~V!1~vp
s!2ss~V!

~vp
p!21~vp

s!2

wherevp
p(s) is the plasma frequency for thep~s! band and

sp(s)(V) is the normalized conductivity of thep~s! band
separately. The calculated tunneling conductances in theab
plane and along thec axis are11

sab~V!50.67sp~V!10.33ss~V!, ~10!

sc~V!50.99sp~V!10.01ss~V!. ~11!

Hence, even along theab plane the contribution of thes
band is less than that of thep band, to say nothing of the
direction along thec axis, where it is negligibly small. The
calculation predicts that if the ‘‘tunneling cone’’ is about se
eral degrees from precisely in theab plane, then the two
superconducting gaps should be visible in the tunneling ch
acteristics. In other directions only a single gap, correspo
ing to the p band, is visible. We will see below that thi
prediction is fulfilled in a point-contact experiment, as we

Things are even worse when one tries to measure
anisotropic Eliashberg function by means of superconduc
tunneling. The single-band numerical inversion program36,37

gives an uncertain result, as was shown in Ref. 38.
Point-contact spectroscopy in the normal state can h

in this deadlock situation. It is known that the inelastic bac
scattering current is based on the same mechanism a
ordinary homogeneous resistance, provided that the m
mum energy of the charge carriers is controlled by an app
voltage. The electrical conductivity of MgB2 can be consid-
ered as a parallel connection of two channels, correspon
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to thep ands bands.2 The conductivity of thep band can be
blocked by disorder of the Mg atoms. This situation is
ready obtained in experiment, when the temperature co
cient of resistivity increases simultaneously with an incre
of the residual resistivity, which leads to violation of Ma
thiessen’s rule~see Fig. 3 in Ref. 2!. In this case we obtain
direct access to thes-band conductivity, and the measur
ments of the PC spectra of the EPI for thes band is explic-
itly possible in the normal state. Below we will see that th
unique situation happens in single crystals along theab
plane.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Superconducting energy gaps

c-axis oriented thin films. Our measurements of the su
perconducting energy gap by means of Andreev reflec
from about a hundredNS junctions yield two kinds ofdV/dI
curves, shown in Fig. 8.

The first one clearly shows two sets of energy g
minima located, as shown in the distribution graph of Fig
~upper panel!, at 2.460.1 and 7.160.4 meV.

These curves are nicely fitted by BTK39 theory ~with
small G parameter! for two conducting channels with an ad
justed gap weighting factor.40 The second kind is better fitte
with a single gap provided an increased depairing param
G @Fig. 9 ~middle panel!#. Certainly, the division of the gap
structure into the two kinds mentioned is conventional, a
depends upon the circumstance that the larger energy g
explicitly seen. These two kinds of gap structure compr
about equal parts of the total number of junctions. Usua
the contribution of the large gap in the double-gap spectr
an order of magnitude lower than that of the small o
which is in line with the small contribution of thes band to
the conductivity along thec axis @see Eq.~11!#.

It is important to note that the critical temperature of t
material around the contact is not more than a few K be
Tc in the bulk material. This is determined by extrapolati
the temperature dependence of the PC spectra up to the
mal state. Such an insensitivity ofTc on the elastic scattering
rate is explained in Ref. 2. Nevertheless, we stress that
gap structure~either double- or single-gap feature, and t

FIG. 8. Typical shapes ofdV/dI ~experimental dots! for 4 contacts between
MgB2 thin film and Ag with the corresponding BTK fitting~lines!. DL and
DS stand for large~small! superconducting energy gap. After Naidyu
et al.40
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position of the single-gap minimum ondV/dI) depends very
much on random variation of the scattering in the cont
region. Moreover, since the main part of the junction co
ductivity is due to the charge carriers of thep band, even the
background conductance quite often follows the ‘‘semico
ductive’’ behavior, namely, the slope of thedV/dI curve at
large biases is negative~Fig. 10!. That means that the carrier
in the p band are close to localization.41

In the lower panel of Fig. 9 the theoretical prediction
the energy gap distribution18 is shown. One can see that th

FIG. 9. Superconducting energy gap distribution of;100 different junc-
tions prepared on a MgB2 film. On the lower panel the theoretical distribu
tion is shown. After Naidyuket al.40

FIG. 10. Negative slope ofdV/dI at large biases for a 36V contact between
MgB2 single crystal and Ag showing the magnetic-field gap-structure e
lution at 4.2 K.
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theoretical positions of the distribution maxima coincide a
proximately with the experimental values. Only the low
lying maximum is not seen in the experiment. It should
noted that, according to Mazinet al.,42 variation of the su-
perconducting gaps inside thes andp bands can hardly be
observed in real samples.

The distribution of the different gaps over the Fermi s
face is shown in Fig. 5. One can immediately see that fo
c-oriented film the main structure should have a smaller g
which is approximately isotropic. Only if the contact touch
the side face of a single crystallite~Fig. 6! is the larger gap
visible, since it corresponds to the cylindrical parts of t
Fermi surface with Fermi velocity parallel to theab plane.

Single crystals. The same variety of energy gap structu
is observed for single crystals as well, but with some pe
liarity due to preferential orientation along theab plane. The
most amazing of them is the observation ofdV/dI-gap struc-
ture in Fig. 11 with visually only the larger gap present. Th
gap persists in a magnetic field of a few tesla, unlike
smaller gap, which, according to Refs. 43 and 44, vanis
above 1 T. Spectra of that kind were not observed in t
films. This means that the conductivity is governed only

FIG. 11. Large gap structure evolution for single crystal MgB2–Au 87 V
junction in magnetic field at 4.2 K. The curves are shifted vertically
clarity.

FIG. 12. Magnetic field dependences ofdV/dI curves~solid lines! for a
single-crystal MgB2–Cu 2.2V junction along theab plane with their BTK
fittings ~thin lines!. Two separate sets of gap minima are clearly seen at
fields.
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thes band. This may be caused by the circumstance that
p band is blocked completely by Mg disorder or by oxid
tion of Mg atoms on theab side surface of the crystal. At th
same time, in a single crystal there is much less scatterin
the boron planes, due to the robustness of the B–B bo
We will see below that this circumstance is what enables
to observe directly the most importantE2g phonon mode in
the electron–phonon interaction within thes band.

In single crystals the negative slope in thedV/dI curve
at large biases is observed quite often, which confirms
the disorder in thep band leads to quasi-localization o
charge carriers. An example of this has already been sh
in Fig. 10.

Figures 12 and 13 display a series of magnetic-field a
temperature dependence of thedV/dI curves with their BTK
fittings. Here the two gaps, corresponding to the theoret
prediction@Eq. ~11!#, are clearly visible in theab direction.
The temperature dependence of both gaps follows the B
prediction~see Fig. 14!. For temperatures above 25 K the

FIG. 13. Temperature dependences ofdV/dI curves ~solid lines! for the
same junction as in Fig. 12 with their BTK fittings~thin lines!.

FIG. 14. Temperature dependences of large and small superconductin
ergy gaps obtained by BTK fitting from Fig. 13. The solid lines repres
BCS-like behavior.
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behavior is unknown because this particular contact did
survive the measurements, probably because of therma
pansion of the sample holder.

Figure 15 displays the magnetic-field dependences
large and small gaps. Surprisingly, the small gap value is
much depressed by a field of about 1 T, and the estima
critical field of about 6 T is much higher, as stated in Re
44 and 45, although the intensity of the small-gap minima
suppressed rapidly by a field of about 1 T. Correspondin
the small-gap contribution2! w to the dV/dI spectra is de-
creased significantly by magnetic field, from 0.92 to 0.
~see Fig. 15!, while w versus temperature even increas
slightly from 0.92 at 4.3 K to 0.96 at 24 K~not shown!.

The area under the energy-gap minima indV/dI (V) is
approximately proportional to the excess currentI exc @see Eq.
~4!# at eV@D ~or roughly to the superfluid density!. The
excess current depends on the magnetic field with a pos
overall curvature~Fig. 16!. I exc(B) decreases abruptly at firs
and then more slowly above 1 T. This corresponds to a d
tic depression of thedV/dI (V) small-gap-minima intensity
by a magnetic field of about 1 T and to robustness of
residual superconducting structure against further increas

FIG. 15. Magnetic field dependences of the large and small supercondu
energy gaps~solid triangles! obtained by BTK fitting from Fig. 12. Open
triangles show theG value for large and small gap, respectively. The circ
demonstrate the depression of the small-gap contribution to thedV/dI spec-
tra by magnetic field. The lines connect the symbols for clarity.

FIG. 16. I exc(B) ~squares! for a MgB2–Cu junction from Fig. 12. The
dashed lines show the different behavior ofI exc(B) at low and high fields.
ot
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magnetic field. This is a quite different dependence fro
what is expected forI exc, which is in general proportional to
the gap value~4!.

In contrast,I exc(T) has mostly negative curvature an
shape, similar to the BCS dependence. Often a positive
vature appears above 25 K~see, e.g., Fig. 18!.

This kind of anomaly can be due to the two-band nat
of superconductivity in MgB2, since magnetic field~tem-
perature! suppresses the superconductivity more quickly
the p band and then, at higher field~temperature!, in the s
band. The same consideration is valid for 1/lL , which is
roughly proportional to the ‘‘charge density of superflu
condensate.’’ In the case of zero interband scattering,
simple model of Ref. 46 predicts the temperature depende
shown in Fig. 17 fors andp parallel channels, which will
yield a smooth curve with general positive curvature, tak
into account the small interband scattering occurring
reality.

ing

FIG. 17. Temperature dependence of the penetration depth in the mod
two independent BCS superconducting bands~dashed and dotted line! with
different superconducting gaps. The resulting penetration depth~solid line!
clearly shows a non-BCS temperature behavior. The low-temperature be
ior will be dominated by the band with the smaller superconducting g
After Golubovet al.46

FIG. 18. Temperature dependence of a single superconducting energ
~squares! obtained by BTK fitting ofdV/dI curves from the inset. The solid
lines represent BCS-like behavior. The triangles show the dependence o
excess current. Inset:dV/dI curves for a MgB2–Cu 8V contact at different
temperatures.
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If the p-band conductivity is blocked by a short mea
free path, then the curvature ofI exc(T), being proportional to
Ds(T), should be negative, which supplies us with ad
tional confirmation of single-band conductivity along thes
band. Thus, measuring the magnetic field and tempera
dependences ofI exc can elucidate the contact structure.

Figure 18 displays the temperature dependence of
gap for thedV/dI curves with a single-gap structure, whic
vanishes around 25 K. A magnetic field of 1 T suppresses
gap minima intensity by factor of two, but the minima a
clearly seen even at 4 T~not shown!, the maximal field in
this experimental trial. This excludes an origin of these g
minima due to a small gap. According to the calculation
Ref. 11 a large amount of impurity scattering will cause t
gaps to converge toD.4.1 meV andTc to 25.4 K. Therefore
these single-gap spectra reflect a strong interband scatt
due to impurities, which likely causes a ‘‘semiconductin
like’’ behavior of dV/dI above Tc ~see Fig. 18, inset!.
I exc(T) behaves nearly asD(T) except in the regionT
.25 K, where I exc is still nonzero because of a residu
shallow zero-bias minimum indV/dI above 25 K.

4.2. Phonon structure in the I–V characteristics

PC EPI spectra of nonsuperconducting diborides. We
have studied the PC EPI spectrad2V/dI2}2d2I /dV2 @see
also Eq. ~3!# of nonsuperconducting diborides MeB2 (Me
5Zr, Nb, Ta!.47 The cleanest sample we have is a Zr2

single crystal, and its PC EPI spectrum is shown in Fig.
One recognizes a classical PC EPI spectrum from which
can estimate the position of 3 main phonon peaks and ob
the lower limit of EPI parameterlPC ~Ref. 47!.

Essentially similar spectra were observed for other
borides, taking into account their purity and increased E
which leads to a transition from the spectroscopic to a n
spectroscopic~thermal! regime of current flow.47 The posi-
tions of the low-energy peaks are proportional to the inve
square root of the masses of thed metals,47 as expected. Fo
these compounds the phonon density of states is measure
means of neutron scattering48 and the surface phonon dispe
sion is derived by high-resolution electron-energy-lo
spectroscopy.49 The positions of the phonon peaks
dv/dq50 for the dispersion curves correspond to maxi
of the PC spectra~Figs. 20 and 21!.

FIG. 19. Raw PC EPI spectrum for a ZrB2 5.5 V point contact at 4.2 K.
After Naidyuk et al.47
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PC EPI spectra ofMgB2 in c-axis oriented films. From
the above considerations we had anticipated that one c
easily measure the EPI spectral function of MgB2 in the
normal state, provided that the superconductivity is d
stroyed by magnetic field. Unfortunately, that was not t
case. The stronger we suppress the superconductivit
MgB2, the less traces of phonon structure remain in theI –V
characteristic and its derivatives~Fig. 22!.23 This is in odd in
relation to the classical PCS, since the inelastic phonon s
trum should not depend on the state of the electrodes in
first approximation~see Sec. 3. Theoretical background!.

Instead, most of the MgB2 spectra in the superconduc
ing state show reproducible structure in the phonon ene
range~Fig. 23! which is not similar to the expected phono
maxima superimposed on the rising background. This str
ture disappears upon transition to the normal state. Q

FIG. 20. Comparison of high-resolution electron-energy-loss spectrosc
measurements of surface phonon dispersion~bottom panels, symbols!49 with
the PC spectra for ZrB2 and NbB2 after subtraction of the rising backgroun
~upper panels!.

FIG. 21. Comparison of phonon DOS neutron measurements after H
et al.48 ~symbols! with PC spectra for TaB2 and NbB2 after subtraction of
the rising background~solid curves!.
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interestingly the intensity of this structure increases with
crease of the value of the small gap, which means that
gap in the p band and observed phonon structure
connected.23 Based on the theoretical consideration me
tioned in the Introduction, we conclude that the disorder
the p band is so strong that it precludes observation of
inelastic current, and the phonon nonlinearities of the exc
current@see Eq.~6!# play the main role, which does not de
pend on the scattering.

Very rarely did we see signs that the observed charac
istics indeed satisfy the conditions imposed on the inela
PC spectra. One such example is shown in Figs. 24 and
For this particular junction the superconducting peculiarit
are almost completely suppressed above 20 mV in mode
field ~4 T!. What remains is a very weak structure (;1%)
from the rather high value of the gap~Fig. 24!. The back-
ground indV/dI (V) rises nearly quadratically up to a fe
percent ofR0 at large biases (;100 mV). This leads to a
linear background inV2}d2V/dI2 (V) with phonon peaks

FIG. 22. Phonon singularities in the PC spectra of a MgB2 thin-film–Ag
junction as a function of magnetic field and temperature.T andB are shown
beside each curve. After Yansonet al.23

FIG. 23. Superconducting gap features~upper panel! and phonon structure
~bottom panel! in the spectra of thin-film MgB2–Ag junctions with different
resistances atT54.2 K, B50. After Yansonet al.23
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FIG. 24. dV/dI andV2}d2V/dI2 curves for a thin-film MgB2–Ag junction,
revealing the inelastic PC spectrum for thep band. After Bobrovet al.50

FIG. 25. Comparison of the PC EPI spectrum~upper panel! from Fig. 24
~after subtraction of the linear background and zero-bias maxima below
meV! with the phonon DOS measured by neutron scattering8,13 ~bottom
panel!.
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superposed above the background both in negative and
tive bias polarity~compare with Fig. 19!. The structure ob-
served corresponds reasonably in shape above 30 meV t
phonon density of states~Fig. 25!. At low voltages~below 30
meV!, most probably, the gap peculiarities still prevail ov
the d2V/dI2 (V) structure. Thus, for this contact we assum
to observe theinelasticPC spectrum for thep band, which
should be compared to the Eliashberg EPI function for
same band calculated in Ref. 51~Fig. 26!. Neither the ex-
perimental spectrum nor thep-band Eliashberg function
shows anomalously high intensity of theE2g phonon mode,
since only the Eliashberg function for thes band is the prin-
cipal driving force for highTc in MgB2. The same conclu-
sion should be ascribed to the excess-current phonon s
ture, since it also corresponds to thep band. This band has
much larger Fermi velocity and plasma frequency along
c axis compared to thes band.11

Thus, in order to register the principal EPI with theE2g

phonon mode, we are faced with the necessity of measu
the PC spectra for only thes band. This can be done in
single crystal along theab plane with blockedp-band con-
ductivity.

PC EPI spectra ofMgB2 in the ab direction. The de-
sired situation was described in Ref. 52 for a single crys
oriented in theab plane. As was mentioned above, mere
having the nominal orientation of the contact axis paralle
theab plane is insufficient to ensure that this situation occ
in reality. Moreover, even if one establishes the necess
orientation~i.e., contact axis parallel toab plane! the spectra
should reflect both bands with a prevalence of the undes
p band, because spherical spreading of the current make
orientational selectivity of a metallic point contact mu
worse than that for a plane tunnel junction, where it go
exponentially. The large mixture ofp-band contribution is
clearly seen from the gap structure in Fig. 27. Beyond
wings, at the biases corresponding to the large gap~supposed
to belong to thes-band gap! the deep minima located at th
smaller gap~correspondingly to thep-band gap! are clearly
seen~see bottom panel of Fig. 27!. The EPI spectrum of the
same junction is shown in the upper panel. One can see
the nonlinearities of theI –V characteristic at phonon biase
are very small, and a reproducible structure roughly co
sponding to the Eliashberg EPI function of thep band38,51

FIG. 26. Calculated Eliashberg functions for thes and p bands~inset!.
After Golubovet al.51
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appears in the bias range;20– 60 mV. Above 60 mV the
PC spectrum broadens sufficiently to hide higher-lying ph
non maxima. Even in the normal state (T>Tc), where the
excess current disappears, one can see the kink
'20– 30 meV, where the first peak of the phonon DOS a
the first maximum of the Eliashberg EPI function of thep
band occur. AteV'90– 100 meV the PC EPI spectrum o
Fig. 27 saturates just where the phonon DOS ends. AT
>Tc intermediate phonon peaks are hardly seen, since
thermal resolution, which equals 5.44kBT, amounts to about
20 meV, and the regime of current flow is far from ballisti
due to the high background observed. No prevalence of
E2g phonon mode is observed, like a big maximum of t
EPI at'60– 70 meV or a kink atT>Tc for these biases.

A quite different spectrum is shown in Fig. 28, which
our key result. Consider first thedV/dI (V) characteristics
~see bottom panel!. The energy gap structure shows the g
minima corresponding to the large gap~s-band gap!. The
increase ofdV/dI (V) at larger biases is noticeably large
than in the previous case~Fig. 27!. One can notice that the
relatively small magnetic field (;1 T) does not decrease th
intensity of the gap structure substantially, unlike those
Fig. 12, and even less than for Fig. 27. According to Refs.
and 44, a field of about 1 T should depress the small-
intensity completely.

All these facts evidence that we obtain a contact

FIG. 27. V2}d2V/dI2 ~for two bias voltage polarities! anddV/dI curves for
a single-crystal MgB2–Cu junction (R051.5 V) along theab plane. Here
the conductivity along thep band prevails, as is shown by the pronounc
small-gap structure for the zero-fielddV/dI curve at 4.5 K. Thea2F(v)
curve is the theoretical prediction for thep-band Eliashberg function from
Fig. 26 ~inset! smeared similarly to the experimental data. After Naidy
et al.52
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which only thes-band channel in conductivity is in opera
tion.

Let us turn to the PC EPI spectrad2V/dI2 (V), which
are connected via the following expression to the sec
harmonic signalV2 recorded in experiment:

1

R2

d2V

dI2 52&
V2

V1
2 .

HereR5dV/dI, andV1 is the rms value of the modulatio
voltage for the standard techniques of tunneling and po
contact spectroscopy.

The PC EPI spectra for this contact are shown in Fig.
~upper panel! for the highest field attainable in ou
experiments.52 One can see that 8–9 T is still not enough
destroy completely the superconductivity in the energy-g
low bias range~0–30 meV!, which can be taken as chara
teristic for a strongly superconductings band. On the other
hand, at larger biases no influence of field is noted, wh
evidences that this part ofI –V characteristic does not con
tain superconducting peculiarities, likely because of the h
current density in the contact. Except for a small asymme
the spectrum is reproduced for both polarities. Before sa
ration at biases>100 meV, where the phonon DOS ends
well-resolved wide bump occurs, which is located at ab
60 meV. Further on, we will concentrate on this.

First, we rescale it to the spectrum inR0
21dR/dV units,

in order to compare with the theoretical estimation. We w
show that the bump is of spectroscopic origin, i.e., the

FIG. 28. V2}d2V/dI2 ~for two bias voltage polarities at 9 T! and dV/dI
curves for a single-crystal MgB2–Cu junction (R057.2 V) along theab
plane. Here the conductivity along thes band prevails, as is shown by th
pronounced large-gap structure for the zero-fielddV/dI-curve at 4.5 K.
After Naidyuk et al.52
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gime of current flow through the contact is not thermal,
though the background at large biases (V>100 meV) is
high. To do so, we compare this bump with a PC spectrum
the thermal regime for a model EPI function, which consi
of a Lorentzian at 60 meV with small~2 meV! width. The
thermal PC EPI spectrum calculated according to Kulik53

shown as a dashed line in Fig. 29, is much broader. A
further increase of the width of the model spectra w
broaden the curve obtained. Comparing the experimental
model spectra enable us to conclude that, in spite of the la
width, the maximum of the experimental spectra still cor
sponds to the spectroscopic regime. The high-tempera
(T>Tc) spectrum in Fig. 28 shows the smeared kink
about 60 meV, unlike that of Fig. 27. By introducing great
disorder in the boron plane by a fabrication procedure or
trying other spots on the side-face surface, smeared the
spectra were observed, coinciding in shape with the das
curve in Fig. 30. In this figure another junction is show
where the energy gap structure also points to thes-band
channel. Other junctions display the kink at about 30–
meV, like the high-temperature spectrum in Fig. 27, whi
together with their energy-gap structure can be ascribed
the thermal limit mainly in thep band, despite the rather low
bath temperature.

A PC spectrum with broad maxima including one
about 60 mV was observed in Ref. 45 on polycrystalli
MgB2 samples driven to the normal state by applying a m
erate magnetic field and increasing the temperature.

The large width of the EPI peak connected with theE2g

phonon mode~Fig. 28! is not surprising. Shuklaet al.14 mea-
sured the phonon dispersion curves along theGA and GM
directions by means of inelastic x-ray scattering~see Fig. 4!.
The full width at half maximum for theE2g mode along the
GA direction amounts about 20–28 meV, which correspon
well to what we observe in the point-contact spectrum. If t
phonon lifetime corresponds to this~inverse! energy, then the
phonon mean free path is about equal to the latt
constant,52 and due to phonon reabsorption by accelerat
electrons, we should anticipate a large background in the
spectra as observed. If we compare the position of the bu
('60 meV) with what is predicted for isotropic Eliashbe
EPI function19 ~see Fig. 29!, then we, together with Shukla

FIG. 29. Comparison of the experimental spectrum of Fig. 28 with
thermal spectrum for a model spectral function in the form of a Lorentz
at 60 meV with a width of 2 meV~dashed line! and with the theoretical EPI
spectra~bottom curves!. After Naidyuket al.52
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et al., must admit that the phonon–phonon anharmonicity
inessential for this mode, and its high width is due co
pletely to the EPI.

Now turn to the nonlinearity of theI –V curves due to
the electron–phonon interaction, which can be estima
from the dV/dI curves as about 10% for contacts with t
E2g phonon modes in Fig. 28. This is comparable with t
nonlinearity observed for nonsuperconducting diboride47

with a small electron–phonon coupling constant. The rea
for the relatively low nonlinearity of theI –V curves and low
intensity of the principalE2g phonon modes in the spectr
for the MgB2 contacts can be the fact that anomalou
strong interaction is characteristic for a restricted group
phonons with sufficiently small wave vector,9 whereas in
point-contact spectroscopy the large-angle scattering is
phasized.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an overview of the PCS invest
tions of c-axis oriented thin films and single crystals
MgB2.

Our conclusions are as follows:
1. There are two different superconducting gaps

MgB2, which are grouped at 2.4 and 7.0 meV. In rough
half of all point contacts studied forc-axis oriented films the
two-gap structure merges together due to strong elastic s
tering, leaving a single gap at about 3.5 meV.

2. Anomalous temperature and especially magnetic fi
dependences of the excess current in point-contact junct

FIG. 30. Thermal limit for thes band ~as is shown by the pronounce
large-gap structure for the zero-fielddV/dI curve at 4.5 K! in the PC spec-
trum of a MgB2 single crystal along theab plane. After Naidyuket al.52
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reflect the two-band structure of the superconducting or
parameter in MgB2.

3. There are two mechanisms for revealing phonon str
ture in the point-contact spectra of MgB2: i! through the
inelastic backscattering current, like for ordinary poin
contact spectroscopy, and ii! through the energy dependenc
of the excess current, like in the similar tunneling spectr
copy of the electron–phonon interaction. They can be d
criminated by destroying the superconductivity with a ma
netic field and/or temperature and by varying the elect
mean free path.

4. The prevailing appearance of theE2g boron mode,
which mediates the creation of Cooper pairs, is seen in
PC spectra only along thea–b direction in accordance with
the theory. The relatively small intensity of this mode in t
PC spectra is likely due to their small wave vector and
stricted phase volume.

5. Related diborides (ZrB2 , NbB2 , and TaB2) have
d2V/dI2 spectra proportional to the electron–phonon int
action spectral function, like that in common metals and
small EPI constant corresponding to their nonsupercond
ing state.

The authors are grateful to N. L. Bobrov, P. N. Chubo
V. V. Fisun, O. E. Kvitnitskaya, and L. V. Tyutrina for col
laboration during the MgB2 investigation. I.K.Y. thanks the
Institute of Solid State Physics in Forschungzentru
Karlsruhe for hospitality, and Prof. H. von Lo¨hneysen for
constant support. The work in Ukraine was supported by
State Foundation of Fundamental Research under G
F7/528-2001.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

After the paper was completed we have learned of
paper by Koshelev and Golubov,54 where the magnetic field
dependence ofDs andDp was presented. It turned out tha
the Ds(B) andDp(B) behavior is different and is governe
by diffusion constants depending on the coherence len
However, the critical field is the same both forDs andDp .
This is in line with our observation given in Fig. 15. Add
tionally, two experimental reports on the effect of magne
field on both gaps in MgB2 by Gonnelli et al. ~cond-mat/
0308152! and Bugoslavskyet al. ~cond-mat/0307540! ap-
peared in the E-print archive. Bugoslavskyet al. reported
that both order parameters persist to a common magn
field. Gonnelli et al. corrected their previous claims an
mentioned that it might not be correct to identify the ma
netic field at which thep-band features indV/dI visually
disappear as the critical field for thep band.

*E-mail: yanson@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!The films were provided by S.-I. Lee from the National Creative Resea

Initiative Center for Superconductivity, Department of Physics, Poha
University of Science and Technology, Pohang, South Korea. The si
crystals were provided by S. Lee from Superconductivity Research La
ratory, ISTEC, Tokyo, Japan.

2!Sincew depends inversely on the value ofG, the nearly constantw value
between 0 and 1 T is due to the fact thatG rises by factor 4 at 1 T.
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Features of the local structure of fine-grained HTSC YBa 2Cu2.985
57Fe0.015Oy
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Polycrystalline high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs! with the composition YBa2Cu2.985
57Fe0.015Oy

(y'6.92, Tc591– 91.5 K) with micron and submicron grain sizes are investigated by the
method of gamma resonance~Mössbauer! spectroscopy at temperatures of 293, 91, and 78 K.
A correlation is found between the changes of the intensities of the components of the
Mössbauer spectra and the mean grain sizes^D&. It is shown that the observed changes in the
spectra are caused by an interplane redistribution of oxygen wherein the oxygen content
d in the (CuOd) planes increases and the lattice parameterc decreases. This effect is greater for
smaller mean grain sizes^D&. It is concluded that the observed changes in the anion
subsystem of the fine-grained HTSCs as compared to bulk equilibrium samples of YBa2Cu3O61d

are mainly due to a partial interchange of the Y31 and Ba21 cations in them. This interchange
may be a result of the nonequilibrium synthesis conditions that must be used to produce HTSCs
with micron and submicron grain sizes.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1704613#
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INTRODUCTION

In previous studies1–3 of the magnetic, superconductin
and structural characteristics of polycrystalline high-Tc su-
perconductors YBa2Cu3Oy (Tc'92 K) with mean grain
sizes^D& in the micron and submicron range (^D&,2 mm)
it was found that their properties differ from those of t
bulk HTSCs of the same composition and with the sa
value of Tc . For such samples the values of the lattice p
rameters, superconducting transition temperatureTc , and
oxygen indexy do not conform to the relationships esta
lished previously for equilibrium HTSCs~see, e.g., Ref. 4!,
and the variations of a number of magnetic characteris
are correlated with the variation of the mean grain size.

To explain the nature of the variations of the propert
observed in fine-grained HTSCs a more detailed study of
real structure of such objects is needed. The integral meth
used previously must be supplemented by other methods
are sensitive to features of the local structure. Mo¨ssbauer
spectroscopy can serve as an effective probe for analys
the local structure.5

In the present study we have used Mo¨ssbauer spectros
copy to make a detailed study of the oxygen subsystem
series of polycrystalline HTSCs with the compositio
YBa2Cu2.985

57Fe0.015Oy (Tc'91.5 K) with different mean
grain sizes in the range 0.4–2mm. It will be shown that
substantial changes in the shape of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra
occur with decreasing mean grain size as the result of a
distribution of oxygen around the Cu~1! positions. These
2751063-777X/2004/30(4)/9/$26.00
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studies have revealed a hitherto unnoticed effect wherein
oxygen contentd in the (CuOd) planes of the crystalline cel
increases at a constant total oxygen indexy'6.92. The na-
ture of this effect is apparently due to the existence o
partial antistructure interchange of the Y31 and Ba21 cations
in the lattice of HTSCs crystals of small size. It is shown th
this effect is more pronounced for smaller mean grain si
in the HTSC compound under study.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The YBa2Cu32x
57FexOy (x50.015) were prepared from

a mechanically activated highly disperse mixture of the i
tial oxides Y2O3, CuO, BaO2, and57Fe2O3 by the technique
described in detail in Refs. 1 and 6. It is known that regu
tion of the microstructure of HTSCs so as to realize sub
cron grain sizes is possible only when nonequilibrium sy
thesis conditions are used.7 In this study the nonequilibrium
conditions were brought about by mechanochemical meth
applied to the mixture of initial components in the initi
stage of synthesis and also by a subsequent high-speed f
ing of the structure of the compound at temperaturesT
.800 °C. A distinctive feature of this technique is the fo
mation of an orthorhombic lattice of the compoun
YBa2Cu3Oy at T.800 °C directly from the amorphous~ac-
cording to X-ray data! state arising in the initial mixture o
oxides as a result of the mechanochemical activation.
main advantage of the method is that it completely elim
nates the stage of formation of any intermediate reac
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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products. This eliminates any contamination of the fin
compound by impurities of an accompanying phases, and
complete fixation of the barium ions and the other com
nents in the initial stage of synthesis promotes the chem
purity of the surface of the crystallites.1,6

All of the samples were prepared from initial sample N
1, which was synthesized at the lowest annealing temp
ture (T* 5840 °C), by additional high-temperature anne
ing at temperatures ofT* 5900 ~sample No. 2! and T*
5930 °C ~sample No. 3!. Saturation of the samples wit
oxygen is done by the standard method on slow cooling in
atmosphere of oxygen and a subsequent hold for'2 hours at
500 °C. The isothermal high-temperature annealing tim
were quite long (;100 h), since this is necessary for anne
ing of nonequilibrium defects and the achievement o
quasi-equilibrium state such that further annealing at
same temperatureT* has no effect on the crystal lattice p
rameters. As was shown in Ref. 1, each quasi-equilibri
state corresponding to a definiteT* is contained by a definite
value of the degree of orthorhombic distortion, which is p
gressively larger the higher the annealing temperature. S
it is the value ofT* that largely determines the parameters
the diffusion of the components, it can be assumed that e
quasi-equilibrium state reached in the samples correspo
to a definite degree of cation ordering of the crystal lattic

The unit cell parameters were calculated from single
flections on X-ray diffraction pattern~a URD-6 diffracto-
meter, CuKa radiation! in the angle interval 36°,2u,60°
using a standard software package~germanium internal stan
dard!.

The total oxygen content of the samples was determi
from measurements of the magnetic susceptibility in a sm
alternating magnetic field to an accuracy ofDy560.03.

The value of the superconducting transition temperat
Tc was determined to an accuracy ofDT560.2 K from
measurements of the magnetic susceptibility in a low al
nating magnetic field.

Information about the mean value of the grain size a
the size distribution in the samples studied was obtained
ing a Philips SEM-515 scanning electron microscope.1!

The Mössbauer measurements were done on a preci
standard gamma-resonance device. The velocity of
gamma-ray source relative to the absorber in this device
set, stabilized, and measured using a laser interferom
ensuring an accuracy of better than 1mm/s in the measured
values independently of the duration of the experiment
fluctuations of the temperature of the surrounding mediu
We used a57Co source in a Cr matrix at room temperatu
The Mössbauer spectra were measured at sample temp
tures of 293, 91 and 78 K. The samples for the measurem
were mixed in paraffin in the amount of 27 mg/cm2. The
Mössbauer spectra were processed using the program S
code. The values of the isomer shifts are given relative
a-Fe.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the data of an x-ray analysis, all of th
YBa2Cu2.985

57Fe0.015Oy samples were single-phase and h
an orthorhombic structure with unit cell parametersa, b, c
given in Table I. Also given are the mean value^D& and
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standard dispersionsD of the grain size, the value of the
superconducting transition temperatureTc , and the oxygen
index y.

It can be seen from Table I that only two paramete
were markedly different in the samples studied: the me
grain size^D& and the lattice parameterc, and their varia-
tions are correlated with each other. This sort of correlat
was first established in Ref. 1. The fact that the values of
parametersb, y, andTc were practically the same for all the
samples means that one can correctly do a study of the
pendence on the size factor^D& in this series of samples.

We note that the values of the parameterb are close to
those which are usually realized for equilibrium bu
samples of YBa2Cu3Oy with y'6.92.4 The indicated values
of the parametersb and y are optimal for the latter in the
sense that they correspond to the highest value ofTc for this
compound. Importantly, the characteristics given in Tabl
practically coincide with those observed in Ref. 1 fo
samples prepared in a similar way but without iron. The on
noticeable change upon the introduction of iron was a sli
~not more than 0.5 K! decrease in the value ofTc , as was to
be expected for the given concentrationx50.015.8

The temperature dependence of the magnetic suscep
ity xac(T), from which the value ofTc for the samples was
determined, is shown in Fig. 1, where it is seen that t

TABLE I. Characteristics of the YBa2Cu2.985
57Fe0.015Oy samples.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibilityxac mea-
sured at two amplitudes of the alternating magnetic field: 0.1 Oe~d! and 3
Oe ~m! for YBa2Cu2.985

57Fe0.015Oy samples~the curves are labeled with the
sample No.!.
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diamagnetic response appears at the same temperatuTc

591– 91.5 K for all the samples. It is also seen that there
two different regimes of response of the samples to an a
nating magnetic field. The first~amplitude-dependent! re-
gime is characterized by the flow of supercurrents aro
individual crystallite grains and corresponds to the linear p
of thexac(T) curve, which intercepts the temperature axis
the pointTc . The second regime sets in atTc,TcJ , where
TcJ is the critical temperature for the appearance of sup
current through the Josephson contacts between grains.

A detailed discussion of these two regimes has b
given previously1,6 and is not pertinent to our present topi
We note only that the differences in the slopes of the lin
parts of thexac(T) curves are due to the difference of th
mean grain sizêD& in the samples, since, as was shown
Ref. 1, this slope obeys the relation

dxac

dT
5

1

24Tc
S 2

g
11D S ^D&

lab~0! D
2

, ~1!

where for YBa2Cu3Oy the London penetration dept
lab(0)50.145mm at T50, and the anisotropy paramet
g'7. The values of̂ D& determined from formula~1! and
from the SEM data agree with each other.

Figure 2 shows the Mo¨ssbauer spectra obtained for th
samples atT5293 K. It is seen in Fig. 2 that the Mo¨ssbauer
spectrum for samples with different grain sizes and, acco
ingly, different parametersc, are substantially different. A
mathematical processing of these spectra showed that
can all be described by a superposition of four symme
quadrupole doublets with different intensities and differe
isomer shifts. Table II gives the main parameters of all co
ponents of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra—the quadrupole splitti
QS, the isomer shiftsI relative toa-Fe, the relative areasS
of the components~normalized to the area of the whole spe
trum!, and the linewidths HW at half maximum—obtained
T5293 K.

The character of the variation of the absolute values
the areassi and isomer shiftsI i for each componenti of the
spectra as the temperature is lowered to 78 K is demonstr
in Fig. 3. ~Similar temperature dependence of the analog
quantities for a YBa2Cu32xFexO7 sample withx50.06 and
y56.95, prepared by the standard ceramic technology,
given in Ref. 9.!

As we see from Tables I and II and Fig. 3a, with decre
ing grain size and, accordingly, decreasing lattice param
c, the relationship of the intensities of the main quadrup
doublets changes substantially. While for sample No. 3
componentsD2 and D1 have the largest area, for th
samples with the smaller grain sizes the main doublets
D2 andD4.

Analysis of published data~see, e.g., Refs. 10–12!
shows that the Mo¨ssbauer spectra of bulk samples
YBa2Cu32xFexO7 (x<0.1 andy.6.9) prepared under mor
equilibrium conditions, as a rule, are superpositions of th
same four doublets:D1(QS'2), D2(QS'1.1), D3(QS
'0.6), andD4(QS'1.6), where the values of QS are give
in millimeters per second. It is important to note, howev
that for the fine-grained samples studied here, the rela
intensity of theD4 doublet is substantially higher, especia
for samples Nos. 1 and 2. In addition, the value of the isom
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shift of doubletD1 becomes small, and atT5293 K is even
negative~Table II and Fig. 3b!, whereas in the bulk sample
the shift is always positive and large in absolute valueI
50.3– 0.6 mm/s). A similar tendency in the behavior of t
isomer shift of the doubletD1 was observed under cond
tions of high pressure in Ref. 13. Apparently this analogy
consistent, since the samples are characterized by pred
nantly lowered values of the parameterc in comparison with
the equilibrium samples of YBa2Cu3O61d , and decrease o
the parameterc can have the same effect as high pressur

It is well known ~see, e.g., Ref. 14! that the ideal crystal
lattice of YBa2CuO61d consists of layers stacked in the fo
lowing sequence: ... – (CuOd) – (BaO) – (CuO2) – (Y) –
(CuO2) – (BaO) – (CuOd) – ... . It is also known10,11 that
upon a weak substitution of copper ions by iron

FIG. 2. Mössbauer spectra of polycrystalline samples
YBa2Cu2.985

57Fe0.015Oy ~at T5293 K) with different mean grain sizes an
values of the lattice parameterc ~the panels are labeled with the samp
No.!. The solid curves show the components of the spectra.
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YBa2Cu32xFexOy (x,0.1) practically all the iron ions are
located in the Cu~1! sites in the (CuOd) planes, and the in-
troduction of iron into this compound leads to trapping
additional oxygen in the amount of one O atom for every tw
Fe atoms. In the majority of papers~see, e.g., Refs. 11 an
12! it is assumed that the quadrupole doubletsD1, D2, D3,
andD4 correspond to the following oxygen coordinations
57Fe in the Cu~1! sites~see Fig. 4!: doubletD1 to a fourfold
coordination of a plane rhombus@2O(1)12O(4)#, doublet
D2 to a fivefold pyramidal coordination~where two types of
pyramids can exist, with axes directed along thea andb axes
of the crystal,@2O(1)12O(4)1O(5)# or @2O(1)1O(4)
12O(5)#); doubletD3 to a sixfold octahedral coordinatio
@2O(1)12O(4)12O(5)#; doubletD4 to a highly distorted
tetrahedron@2O(1)1O(4)1O(5)#. Here we use the stan
dard notation O~4! and O~5! for the oxygen positions in the
(CuOd) plane and O~1! for the apical oxygen, which belong
to the ~BaO! plane~see Fig. 4!.

In analyzing the possible variants of the local enviro
ment of the iron atoms found in the Cu~1! sites~Fig. 4! and
comparing them with the oxygen coordinations for Cu~1! in
the equilibrium samples of YBa2CuO61d (0.5,d,1),
which have close to the ideal crystal lattice~see, e.g., Ref.
14!, one notices a difference: in the fine-grained samples
oxygen positions O~5! are populated to a considerable d
gree, whereas in the equilibrium samples at 0.5,d,1 these
positions are predominantly vacant.

The oxygen atoms found in the O~5! positions can be
divided into two types. Those of the first type form a fourfo
coordination corresponding to the doubletD4. In this case
the oxygen atoms occupy the O~5! instead of the O~4! posi-
tions. Because of this, the presence of doubletD4 should be
regarded as a manifestation of a certain type of structu
defect state of the fine-grained samples, since the ideal s

TABLE II. Parameters of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra obtained atT5293 K.
f

f

-

e

al
c-

ture of this compound corresponds only to fourfold coor
nation of theD1 type, which reflects the existence of cha
acteristic chains Cu~1!–O~4!–Cu~1! in the (CuOd) planes of
the unit cell.

The second type of oxygen atoms in the O~5! positions
are those which form five- or sixfold coordination, corr
sponding to doubletsD2 and D3. In this case the oxygen
atoms occupy O~5! positions in addition to the occupied O~4!
positions, i.e., there are ‘‘extra’’ atoms in comparison w
the ideal structure of the equilibrium compoun
YBa2CuO61d (0.5,d,1). Since, as we have said, whe
Fe31 ions are substituted for Cu21, ‘‘half’’ of the iron atoms
trap an additional oxygen, it is natural to assume that
population of the given O~5! positions corresponding to dou
blets D2 andD3 can occur precisely because of this ex
trapped oxygen. Then, however, the number of these m
not exceed 50% of the number of57Fe atoms. However, ther
is another possibility, namely that there is excess oxygen
the (CuOd) plane unrelated to the presence of iron in it.
that case the total number of oxygen atoms found in the O~5!
positions and forming doubletsD2 andD3 will exceed that
value by 50% of the number of iron atoms.

Judging from the experimental values of the relative
eas of the Mo¨ssbauer components, one can obtain a qua
tative estimate of the total fraction of ‘‘excess’’ oxygen a
oms in our particular fine-grained HTSC samples.

In the first step we shall compare the value of the re
tive area of thei th quadrupole doubletSDi5si /(si ~Table
II ! with the fractionsni of iron atoms in the given coordina
tion, neglecting the other factor influencing this relati
area—the Mo¨ssbauer effect probabilityf i for the given co-
ordinate of the iron.5 The influence of this factor is taken int
account in Sec. 3.

It is clear that the formation of the fivefold and sixfol
coordinations corresponding to doubletsD2 andD3, respec-
tively, requires one or two ‘‘extra’’ oxygen atoms in the O~5!
position in addition to the oxygen atoms located in the O~4!
and O~1! positions. If the fractions of the iron in the six- an
fivefold coordinations aren35SD3 and n25SD2 , respec-
tively, then the sum (2SD31SD2) will comprise the total
fraction of excess oxygen in the O~5! positions. It is easily
found from the data of Table II that this sum is equal
approximately 50% only for sample No. 3 (2•7.6%
135.4%550.6%). For samples Nos. 1 and 2 the su
2SD31SD2 is appreciably higher than 50%. It is 80.6% fo
sample No. 1 and 66.7% for sample No. 2. These eleva
values of the parameter 2SD31SD2 are unambiguous evi
dence of the existence of an appreciable amount of ex
oxygen occupying the O~5! positions in the (CuOd) plane for
samples Nos. 1 and 2, but which here is unrelated to
presence of iron in the Cu~1! positions.

Let us obtain numerical estimates ofd, which reflects the
amount of oxygen occupying the O~4! and O~5! positions in
the (CuOd) plane, for samples Nos. 1 and 2. To do this w
must determine the mean coordination number^k& realized
for the Cu~1! positions:

^k&5( kini20.5'( kiSDi20.5 ~2!

whereki is the coordination number for the Cu~1! position
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the areas~a! and isomer shifts~b! for four components of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra of the YBa2Cu2.985
57Fe0.015Oy samples.

The numbers 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the sample No.
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occupied by iron and corresponding to thei th component of
the Mössbauer spectrum. The presence of the second ter
expression~2! takes into account that in going from iron ion
to copper one must subtract the trapped oxygen in
amount of 0.5 per iron ion. Thus the value of^k& character-
izes that value of the coordination number for the Cu~1! po-
sitions which would obtain in the case of arbitrary distrib
tion of the oxygen over the positions O~1!, O~4!, and O~5!
for any amount of oxygen~here the additional oxygen
trapped by the iron is taken out of consideration!. As we
showed in Ref. 15, in the case of an excess oxygen conte
the (CuOd) plane, i.e., when the O~5! positions are partially
occupied, the oxygen environments of the iron and cop
turn out to be practically equivalent, and such an approac
justified.

To obtain the total amount of oxygen in the O~4! and
O~5! positions it is necessary to subtract the two oxyg
atoms found in the O~1! positions from the value of̂k& and
divide the result by 2 per unit cell. Thus

d5~^k&22!/2 ~3!
in

e

in

er
is

n

By straightforward calculations using formulas~2! and ~3!
and the data of Table II, we obtain the values^k&54.3 and
4.2,d51.15 and 1.10 for samples Nos. 1 and 2, respectiv

These estimates must be refined by doing additional
culations with allowance for the difference of the Mo¨ssbauer
effect probabilities in each oxygen coordination. However,
will be shown in Sec. 3, taking the given factor into accou
has practically no effect on the result given above.

If we assume that the oxygen positions O~1!, O~2!, and
O~3! lying in the interior planes of the unit cell are com
pletely occupied, as in an equilibrium sample
YBa2CuO61d , then the values obtained for the parameted
mean that our fine-grained samples Nos. 1 and 2 have
oxygen content equal to that which would obtain in equil
rium samples with oxygen indexy5(61d)57.15 and 7.1,
respectively.

However, as we have said, it follows from the iodome
ric titration data that the total oxygen content in the
samples is approximately the same,y56.92– 6.93. These
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FIG. 4. Variants of the local oxygen environment of iron atoms in the Cu~1! positions of the crystal structure of the compound YBa2Cu32xFexOy ,
corresponding to the componentsD1, D2, D3, andD4 of the Mössbauer spectra. Shown in the upper right-hand corner are the directions of the cry
graphic axes and the positions of Cu~1! and oxygen in the nearest environment of the given positions.
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two contradictory facts can be reconciled as follows. A
constant total oxygen concentrationy an increase in the
amount of oxygen in the exterior, (CuOd) planes of the unit
cell means a decrease in the amount of oxygen in the inte
(CuO2) and~BaO! planes. Consequently, the second com
nent ofy, characterizing the amount of oxygen in the O~1!,
O~2!, and O~3! positions, is smaller in our samples than t
value y2d56 inherent to equilibrium samples o
YBa2CuO61d .

Such a situation is entirely possible in the case wh
antistructure interchange is present in the cation sublat
Y31↔Ba21. An interchange of this kind requires that add
tional oxygen enter the defective, (CuOd) plane. In this case
one can speak of enhancement of the Coulomb attrac
between layers, which corresponds to a decrease in the s
tural parameterc, which is actually observed in our sample
We assume that a certain contribution to the realization of
cation disordering comes in because of the use of me
nochemical activation of the mixture of initial components
r,
-

n
e,

n
uc-

e
a-

the initial stage of the synthesis and also because of the h
speed regime of formation of the crystal structure of the
compounds, i.e., the nonequilibrium synthesis conditions
in some form or other are always used to obtain a fi
grained crystal structure of the compounds under study.

3. CALCULATION OF THE RELATIVE FRACTIONS OF 57Fe
ATOMS LOCATED IN DIFFERENT OXYGEN
COORDINATIONS, WITH ALLOWANCE FOR THE
MÖSSBAUER EFFECT PROBABILITY

For ‘‘thin’’ samples the experimentally observable ar
of the i th componentsi of the Mössbauer spectrum can b
written in the form5

si~T!;s i f i~T!, ~4!

wheres i is the surface density of iron ions in thei th oxygen
environment, andf i(T) is the Mössbauer effect probability
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for these ions. Then we obtain the following expression
the relative fraction of iron located in thei th oxygen coordi-
nation:

ni5
s i

( is i
5

si~T!

f i~T! F (
j 51

N
sj~T!

f j~T! G21

, ~5!

where N is the total number of possible oxygen coordin
tions ~in our caseN54), which are labeled by the numberj .

The values ofsi(T)/sj (T) are determined experimen
tally. Consequently, for correct calculation of the desiredni

values, we must evaluate the ratiosf i(T)/ f j (T).
The Mössbauer effect probability is known to be give

by5

f i~T!5expH 1

l–2
^x2& iJ , ~6!

wherel–5l/2p, l is the wavelength of theg ray, and^x82&
is the mean square projection of the amplitude of the vib
tions of the Mössbauer ion in the direction of theg rays. For
a polycrystalline sample with a random orientation of t
crystallites, we obtain, after averaging over their orientat
angles,

f i~T!5expH 2
1

2l–2
^x2~T!& iJ , ~7!

where^x2& i is the mean square vibrational amplitude of t
Mössbauer ion in thei th oxygen coordination in the poly
crystalline sample, and the averaging is to be done ove
possible modes of its vibrational spectrum.

The result of a calculation off i(T) depends on the kind
of the model adopted for the vibrational spectrum of t
crystal. Among the most often used is the Debye mod
which in the case of a cubic monoatomic crystal gives
correct description of the experimentalf (T) curves. How-
ever, as was shown in Refs. 16 and 17, the Debye mod
completely inapplicable in the case of the noncubic po
atomic lattice of YBa2Cu3Oy .

It is known that the vibrational spectrum of any crys
in the presence of impurity ions~in our case, the iron ions!,
even in a very low concentration, in the general case cons
of energy bands and several discrete levels.18 Here a substan
tial part of the energy of the whole vibrational spectrum tu
out to be concentrated at the impurity atom~spatially local-
ized! in the form of energy of its motion. Therefore, it be
comes possible to consider the impurity atom as a cohe
oscillator in accordance with the Einstein model, with
typical equidistant discrete levels of excitation with energ
(n11/2)\v i , wheren50,1,2,... , and\v i is the vibrational
energy of the characteristic oscillator for eachi th oxygen
configuration. Thus, to the57Fe atom of each oxygen coo
dination one can associate an eigenfrequencyv i and a char-
acteristic temperatureu i , which are related to each other b
kBu i5\v i (kB is Boltzmann’s constant!.

In the framework of the harmonic oscillator model th
values ofv i andu i can be determined from a joint consid
eration of the temperature dependences of the areas and
mer shifts of the components of the spectrum. For this i
not necessary to use a concrete form of vibrational ene
spectrum.
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It follows from formula ~7! that

f i~T1!

f i~T2!
5expH 2

1

2l–2
@^x2~T1!& i2^x2~T2!& i #J . ~8!

On the other hand, the difference of the isomer shifts m
sured at two different temperatures~the temperature shift! for
the i th configuration has the form5

I i~T1!2I i~T2!5
1

2c
@^v2~T2!& i2^v2~T1!& i #, ~9!

where^v2(T)& i are the mean square vibrational velocities
the Mössbauer atom in thei th oxygen environment, andc is
the speed of light.

In the framework of the harmonic oscillator model w
have

^v2~T!& i5~v i !
2^x2~T!& i . ~10!

From Eqs.~8!–~10! we obtain

I i~T1!2I i~T2!5
l–2~v i !

2

c
lnF f i~T1!

f i~T2!G . ~11!

It follows from Eq. ~4! that

si~T1!

si~T2!
5

f i~T1!

f i~T2!
; ~12!

and also using that relation and the relation between
wavelength and energyE0 of a g quantum, we obtain from
Eq. ~11! the following expression for the characteristic tem
perature:

u i5
E0

kBAc
F I i~T1!2I i~T2!

ln~si~T1!/si~T2!!G
1/2

. ~13!

On the other hand, if it is assumed that the vibration
spectrum of the iron ion in the compound under study
described by the Einstein model, then the expression for
temperature dependence of the Mo¨ssbauer effect probability
is written in the form5

f i~T!5expH 2
R

\v i
cothS \v i

2kBTD J , ~14!

whereR is the recoil energy of the free Mo¨ssbauer nucleus
57Fe upon the absorption of ag quantum (R5E0

2/2mc2

51.8131023 eV).
With Eq. ~12! taken into account, expression~14! allows

one to determine the values ofv i and, hence,u i for each
oxygen configuration from the experimental values of t
area ratios of the corresponding spectral components m
sured, e.g., at two temperaturesT1 andT2 .

Thus the determination ofu i ~or v i) can be done by two
methods that, to a certain extent, are independent: ei
from the temperature dependencesi(T) with the use of for-
mulas~14! and ~12! in the framework of the chosen mode
or by additionally invoking the results of measurements
the isomer shiftsI i(T) and using formula~13!.
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It turned out that results of a calculation by the tw
methods for each doublet are in good agreement with e
other; this tends to confirm the correctness of the Einst
model for calculating the temperature dependence of the
rameters of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra for57Fe impurity atoms in
samples of the HTSC YBa2Cu3Oy . Table III gives the aver-
age values of the characteristic temperaturesu i and eigenfre-
quencies for all four oxygen coordinations, corresponding
the doubletsD1, D2, D3, andD4 of the Mössbauer spectra
Also given there are the corresponding values of the Mo¨ss-
bauer effect probabilities calculated according to formu
~14!. It should be noted that the differences in the values
u i , which might be expected for samples with different gra
sizes, are small if they exist at all~the differences do not
exceed the error limits!.

We also note that in the Einstein model forT,u i /2 the
values off i(T) become practically independent of temper
ture ~as is seen from Table III, the results of the calculati
of f i for T50 andT578 K are close!. As a result, the values
which we seek for the ratiosf i(T)/ f j (T) turn out to be very
close to unity and can be ignored when using formula~5! to
calculate ni from the experimental data measured atT
,100 K. However, the differences of the valuesf i found for
the different components of the spectrum atT5293 K are
more substantial and must be taken into account in the
culation ofni .

Table IV gives the calculated values of the relative fra
tions of57Fe atoms in different oxygen coordinations accor
ing to formula~5! for temperatures of 78 and 293 K~calcu-
lated using the values off i(T) given in Table III!. It is seen
that the values ofni are in good agreement with each oth

TABLE III. Characteristics of the Mo¨ssbauer atom57Fe in the different
oxygen coordinations realized in the HTSC YBa2Cu2.985

57Fe0.015Oy .
ch
in
a-

o

a
f
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-
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~this attests to the absence of appreciable redistribution of
oxygen ions with temperature!. At the same time, they are
somewhat different~they differ, in the main, by no more tha
10%! from the values ofSi given in Table II.~Recall that in
the first step of the calculations we assumed thatni5Si .)
However, as calculations show, the values of the mean c
dination number̂ k& and oxygen contentd in the (CuOd)
planes~see formulas~2! and~3!! are practically the same fo
the two versions of the calculations: both with and witho
allowance for the Mo¨ssbauer effect probability. Such agre
ment can be explained by the features of the tempera
dependence ofsi(T) for the different components of th
Mössbauer spectra of the compounds under discussion.

CONCLUSION

In this study we have for the first time made Mo¨ssbauer
measurements atT5293, 91, and 78 K for fine-grained
samples of the HTSC YBa2Cu2.985

57Fe0.015O6.92 (Tc

'91.5 K) having different mean grain sizes in the ran
0.4–2 mm. The main variation with changing grain size
the samples studied was in the value of the lattice param
c and, somewhat weaker, in the parametera, while the val-
ues ofTc , the oxygen indexy, and the parameterb remain
practically unchanged~the latter circumstance makes this s
ries of samples suitable for studying the influence of the s
factor!.

It was found that the form of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra i
substantially different for samples with different grain size
and in the evolution of the components of the Mo¨ssbauer
spectra a correlation is observed between the mean grain
^D& and the value of the lattice parameterc.

A qualitative analysis of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra obtaine
led us to conclude that the occupation of the O~5! positions
in the (CuOd) planes is anomalously high. For samples w
submicron grain sizes the total fraction of oxygen located
the O~5! positions is markedly larger than what could be d
to additional trapping of oxygen by Fe31 ions substituting
for Cu21.

We have for the first time proposed a method of quan
tative estimation of the oxygen contentd in the (CuOd)
planes based on joint consideration of the experimental t
perature dependence of the areas and isomer shifts o
Mössbauer components and a calculation of the relative f
tions of iron ions in thei th oxygen coordination with allow-
ance for the Mo¨ssbauer effect probability in each coordin
TABLE IV. Relative fractionsni of 57Fe atoms in different oxygen coordinations corresponding to the different components of the Mo¨ssbauer
spectra, the mean coordination numbers^k& for the Cu~1! positions, and the oxygen contentd in the (CuOd) planes.
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tion. The estimates obtained for the oxygen contentd for
HTSC samples with mean grain sizes of from 1 to 0.4mm
showed elevated valuesd.1 in comparison with the value
for equilibrium samples of YBa2CuO61d , for which, as a
rule, d,1.

The given values for the oxygen contentd in the (CuOd)
planes, in view of the fact that the total oxygen content in
samples was a practically constanty'6.92, allowed us to
conclude that the crystal structure of superconductors of
cron and submicron size contains antistructure interchang
the type Y31↔Ba21 in the cation sublattice. This type o
interchange should lead not only to an increase of the oxy
content in the (CuOd) planes but also to a decrease of t
amount of oxygen in the other, internal planes of the unit c
and also to a decrease in the lattice parameterc ~as a result of
the enhancement of the Coulomb attraction between diffe
planes!. The latter is usually observed for HTSC samp
with small grain sizes, independently of the methods
preparation.

A possible cause of the inferred changes in the lo
structure in fine-grained HTSCs in comparison with th
bulk equilibrium analogs lies in the nonequilibrium synthe
conditions that must be used to get fine-grained samp
There is reason to assume that the inferred features of
local structure may be an inseparable property of any sam
of a HTSC of the YBa2Cu3Oy type, the real structure o
which is not completely equilibrium, and are the reason
the experimentally observed variations of the physical pr
erties of such objects~see, e.g., Ref. 1!.

The results are also of interest in that all of the inferr
changes in structure occur without a substantial change in
superconducting transition temperatureTc , which is usually
extremely sensitive to defects of the crystal structure. Ad
tional studies will be needed to ascertain the reasons for
behavior ofTc in fine-grained samples of HTSCs.

This study was supported by the Russian Foundation
Basic Research~Project No. 03-03-32083!.
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Structural and high-frequency „0–110 MHz… resistive characteristics of MgB 2

in the temperature range 5–300 K
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The structure and resistivity of polycrystalline MgB2 and its impedance at frequencies of 9–110
MHz are determined in the temperature range 5–300 K. It is shown that the lattice type
and symmetry of the superconducting phase of MgB2 remain unchanged over this temperature
range. At the superconducting transition temperatureTc539.5 K a structural instability is
observed which is accompanied by an overshoot of the measured lattice parameters. It is concluded
that the strain of the crystals upon a change in temperature is of a substantially anisotropic
character. Measurements of the temperature and frequency dependence of the surface resistance
Rs(T, f ) in the superconducting state reveal a transition from the Pippard nonlocal limit at
T!Tc to the London local limit nearTc . At T/Tc,0.76 the value ofRs(T) is well described by
an exponential dependence exp(2D(T)/kT) in accordance with the BCS theory. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1704614#
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INTRODUCTION

Although magnesium diboride MgB2 was synthesized in
the early 1950s,1 it was only in 2001 that superconductivit
with Tc539 K was discovered in it,2 and this immediately
aroused a heightened interest in this new type of super
ductor. It was not long before technologies were develo
for preparing magnesium diboride samples of different fo
~polycrystals, thin films, powders, wires, ribbons, and sin
crystals!, and the characteristics of this compound have b
investigated in hundreds of studies. The results of much
the research on the physical properties of MgB2 in the region
of the N–S transition have been systematized in a revi
article.3

Magnesium diboride has a hexagonal lattice of symm
try P6/mmm (D6h

1 ) with one formula unit in the cell.4 The
structure is substantially anisotropic and consists of an a
nation of a hexagonal ‘‘honeycomb’’ network of boro
~which is like the carbon network in graphite! and hexagona
close-packed layers of magnesium~Fig. 1!. According to the
first precision x-ray data,4 the lattice parameters of MgB2 at
room temperature have the valuesa5(3.08360.0003) Å,
c5(3.521360.0006) Å. The nearest distance betwe
neighboring atoms is 3.08 Å in the magnesium layers, 1.7
in the boron layers, and 3.52 Å between layers of the sa
type. The shortest distance between magnesium and bor
neighboring layers is 2.5 Å. It is assumed3 that the high
2841063-777X/2004/30(4)/8/$26.00
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transition temperature for a superconductor of the BCS t
is due mainly to the quasi-two-dimensionality of the stru
ture and the substantial anisotropy of the interatomic in
action in the boron subsystem. A number of rece
studies2,5–9 at room temperature have found similar but d
ferent values of the lattice parameters~Table I!.

The differences can be due not only to errors of t
diffraction techniques but also to technological features
the synthesis of magnesium diboride in different studies.
a result of this, it is possible, for example, to have a par
substitution of the components of the compound by impu
ties, breakdowns of stoichiometry, etc. The references c
in Table I deal mainly with the structural characteristics
magnesium diboride. At the same time, there is not mu
information in the literature on the high-frequency losses
MgB2, and the papers known to us mainly give data on
electromagnetic properties of this compound in the hig
frequency and optical ranges. There are practically no dat
the literature on the surface resistance of magnesium
boride.

In this paper we give the following experimental resul
First, we have done x-ray studies of MgB2 by the pow-

der method not only at room temperature but also in
region of the transition to the superconducting state. T
following structural characteristics are obtained in the wh
interval 5–293 K: the intensities and half-widths of the r
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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flections, the unit cell parameters and molar volumes, a
refined data on the lattice symmetry and phase composi
of the samples. The results are compared with the neut
diffraction data8 in the interval 11–297 K. Particular atten
tion is paid to the temperature region around the phase t
sition point.

Second, we obtain and analyze the results of experim
tal studies of the Ohmic lossesRs of magnesium diboride
pressings at temperatures of 5–300 K in the radio-freque
range 9–110 MHz.

SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT METHODS

The technique used to prepare the powder and sinte
pressings of magnesium diboride is described in detail
Ref. 11. Here we shall only mention that the powder w
obtained by solid-state synthesis from the elements Mg~98%
pure! and B ~99.5% pure! in an atmosphere of argon. Th
samples for the measurements of the surface resistance i
form of pressed cylinders 5.5 mm in diameter and 6 mm h
were prepared by a preliminary pressing of the powder i
high-pressure chamber at pressures up to 1.3 GPa and a
sequent sintering. After the sintering the samples w
cooled at a rate of 100 deg/s under pressure, and then
pressure was lowered to standard pressure at a rate o
GPa/s.

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of magnesium diboride MgB2 ~hexagonal lattice of
symmetryP6/mmm(D6h

1 )).

TABLE I. Parametersa, c, andc/a of the hexagonal lattice of magnesium
diboride.
d
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The x-ray studies were done on a DRON-3M diffract
meter equipped with a helium cryostat, allowing us to ma
measurements in the temperature region 5–293 K. The er
of measurement and the stabilization of the temperature
the samples was not worse than 0.05 K, and the errors o
intensity of the diffraction peaks and the lattice paramet
were 1% and 0.02%, respectively.

The resistivityr and the impedanceZ were measured in
the temperature interval 5–300 K by a four-contact meth
using contacts of beryllium bronze. The surface resistanceRs

in the frequency range 9–110 MHz was measured over
temperature interval 5–300 K by a resonator method.12 Cop-
per was used as a standard. The temperature of the sa
was regulated and stabilized to a precision of 0.1 K with
equipment described in Ref. 13. The temperature of the s
of the transition of the compound to the superconduct
state was determined from the start of the influence o
static magnetic field on the resistance in the four-cont
method of measurement and from the start of the influenc
a static magnetic field on the Q of an oscillatory measur
circuit incorporating the sample in the measurements ofRs

by the resonator method.
The temperature dependence ofr(T) and Rs(T) and

also their absolute values were obtained as a result o
averaging of several measurements.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. X-ray studies

To determine the quality of the MgB2 samples prepared
by the technique described above we did x-ray studies
room temperature. A typical diffractometer trace is shown
Fig. 2. Additional reflections appear besides those from
hexagonal lattice. Based on the results of Ref. 14, wher
was shown that magnesium oxide MgO can appear as
impurity in the synthesis of MgB2 powders, and on the basi
of the data of the structural studies15,16of pure MgO we have
been able to identify rather reliably the additional lines
the diffractometer traces as reflections from the cubic M
structure.

To refine the structure and determine the amount of
observed phases we use the method of Rietveld total-pr

FIG. 2. Typical x-ray diffractometer trace of one of the magnesium dibor
samples at room temperature~a!, the line x-ray diffraction patterns of the
phases MgB2 ~b! and MgO~c!, and deviation of the theoretical trace for
two-phase sample from the experimental trace~d!.
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analysis.15–17For calculation of the intensities of the diffrac
tion peaks of the observed phases we used the coordinat
the atoms and the initial values of the lattice parame
given in Ref. 2. As a result of several refinement cycles
obtained the minimum confidence factors for the structure
the phases:

R5
(@Fo~hkl!2Fc~hkl!#

(Fo~hkl!
, ~1!

whereFo(hkl) andFc(hkl) are the observed and calculate
structure amplitudes. For magnesium diboride the coeffic
R is found to be 1.9% in the framework of the symmet
space groupP6/mmm. This result again confirms the hig
confidence in the symmetryP6/mmm for MgB2 crystals in
comparison with the groupP622 proposed in Ref. 6. If the
symmetry groupP622 is assumed, the confidence factor
the structure comes out substantially lower. As a result of
procedure of refining the structure, we obtained the value
the unit cell parameters of the phases observed. For M2
the refined values of the hexagonal cell parameters at r
temperature are given in Table I; for the cubic cellFm3m of
magnesium oxide a valuea54.2163 Å was obtained. The
minimum discrepancies between the calculated and exp
mental intensities in MgO are less than 14%. Besides
experimental diffractometer trace, Fig. 2 also shows the
diffraction patterns for MgB2 and MgO and the value of th
deviation of the experimental trace from the theoretical. T
parameters obtained for the hexagonal lattice of magnes
diboride are in satisfactory agreement with the data of R
2 and 8–10 the slight disparities observed may be due
differences in the sample preparation temperature or in t
impurity composition, etc.

Cooling the samples in the regionT,Tc to 5 K did not
lead to a change in the lattice type or to a redistribution
the intensity of the reflections from MgB2. A Rietveld total-
profile analysis of the data taken at 5 K permitted the con-
clusion that the superconducting phase of MgB2 has the
same symmetry as at room temperature:P6/mmm. The val-
ues of the lattice parameter of the low-temperature phas
5 K are given in Table I.

Of particular interest is the behavior of the structu
parameters in the region of the transition to the superc
ducting state. Jorgensenet al.8 have studied the temperatu
dependence of the lattice parameters and volume of ma
sium diboride by neutron diffraction on polycrystallin
samples in the temperature range 11–297 K, with a fine t
perature step in the region below 100 K. As the phase tr
sition temperature was approached in the high-tempera
phase, in the interval 48–41 K, they observed that, after
usual decrease with decreasing temperature, the lattice
rametera and volumeV increased by approximately 0.001
and 0.0025 Å3, respectively. Although in principle the theor
of Ref. 18 predicts such an effect for the lattice paramete
layered HTSCs, the increase in volume is surprising~at least,
we know of no other cases in which the volume increa
with decreasing temperature at the transition to the super
ducting phase!.

With the goal of checking the effect observed by J
gensenet al.8 and establishing the behavior of the structu
characteristics nearTc , we made a detailed study of the tem
of
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perature behavior~with a step of 0.1–0.3 K! of the lattice
parameters and volume of MgB2 in the region 35–45 K.
Within the error limits of the measurements we did not o
serve any peculiarities on the temperature dependence o
lattice parametersa andc and volumeV or in the widths and
intensities of the reflections. The only systematic anom
that we noticed was an increase in the scatter of the m
sured values in that temperature interval~Fig. 3!. It may be
that our sample was insufficiently pure and uniform for u
ambiguous verification of the result of Jorgensenet al. For
example, we do not rule out the presence of a nonstoic
metric excess of atomic magnesium, which occupies a bo
position, or of Mg–B positional disorder. However, we ca
state with confidence that our data tell of a noticeable str
tural instability of the magnesium diboride crystals near

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the parametersa ~a!, c ~b!, and volume
~c! of the hexagonal lattice of MgB2 in the region of the transition to the
superconducting state,Tc539.5 K.
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transition, which, in particular, should be evidence of a rat
strong electronic coupling.

On the basis of the known thermodynamic relations18

we can state that for theN–S transition, which is second
order, no jump in volume~or in the lattice parameters!
should be observed. The quantities having discontinui
are, in particular, the volume coefficient of thermal expa
sion b5] ln V/]T and also all of the coefficients of linea
expansiona i5(1/ai)]ai /]t, whereai is the lattice param-
eter in thei th direction. The jump of the linear expansio
coefficients at theN–S transition can be written in the
form18

Da i5~a i !n2~a i !s52DCV(
j

si j

1

Tc

]Tc

]ai
ai . ~2!

HereDCV5Cn2Cs is the jump in the heat capacity~per
unit volume in this formula! at a superconducting transitio
with critical temperatureTc , andsi j is the compliance tenso
~the inverse of the tensor of elastic constantsci j ). Expression
~2! can be transformed to a more convenient form by us
the definition of the volume coefficient of thermal expansi
b5( ia i :

Db52DCV

1

Tc

]Tc

]P
. ~3!

All of the quantities appearing in~3! are well known. The
value of the derivative]Tc /]Pc varies depending on th
quality and morphology of the sample. Typically one c
assume]Tc /]Pc51 K/GPa.19 The jump in the specific hea
~per mole! DCm is traditionally expressed in the followin
form, with allowance for the definition of the direction of th
jump in ~2!:20

DCm521.09gnTc , ~4!

wheregn52.7 mJ/(mole•K2). The quantityDCV appearing
in ~2! has the form DCV5DCm /Vm , where Vm

517.35 cm3/mole is the molar volume of MgB2 at 39 K,
according to our data on the lattice parameters. Substitu
the numerical values of the parameters into Eq.~3!, we fi-
nally obtain the calculated valueDb50.1731026 K21. The
experimental value of the change in thermal expansion at
transition,Db, according to estimates from our experime
is somewhat larger but of the same order of magnitude.
data of Ref. 8 imply a value ofDb approximately an order o
magnitude larger.

From our data on the temperature dependence of
lattice parameters in the whole interval studied we can c
clude that the strain of the crystals is of a substantially
isotropic character. The change with temperature of the h
agonal lattice of MgB2 is significantly larger along thec axis
than in the basal plane~Table I!. The mean values o
the coefficients of linear thermal expansion in the inter
5–293 K was found to beaa53.531026 K21, ac

58.831026 K21. This result is in satisfactory agreeme
with the values of the change of the lattice parameters w
temperature obtained in Ref. 8. Near room temperature
following values of the coefficients of linear thermal expa
sion were obtained in Ref. 8:aa'5.431026 K21, ac

'11.431026 K21. The mean values ofa in the interval
r

s
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g

g
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e

e
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l
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from helium to room temperature according to our estima
based on the data of Ref. 8 areaa'2.331026 K21, ac

'6.431026 K21.

2. Resistivity

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the re
tivity r of the compound MgB2 in the interval interval 5–300
K. The inset in Fig. 4 shows the interval 30–45 K in a
expanded scale. It is seen thatTc539.5 K is the temperature
of the start of the transition to the superconducting state,
that r50 at T0536 K.

It follows from the figure thatr(T) has a linear characte
in the temperature range 39.5–300 K. Herer(300 K)5107
31028 V•m, r(40 K)58931028 V•m, and the slope
]r/]T57310210 V•m/K. Analysis of the temperature de
pendence of the resistivityr(T) showed that in the interva
39.5–300 K it can be described by the equation

r~T!5r0~11arT!, ~5!

wherer058631028 V•m, ar5831024 K21.
A linear dependence of the resistivityr(T) has been

observed in several studies devoted to MgB2 ~e.g., Ref. 2!. In
HTSC materials a linear dependencer;T is discussed in the
framework of the two-band model for conductors.21,22 In this
approach a compound is treated as a solid solution with
purities. It is possible that MgB2, as a two-band conductor,23

can also be treated in terms of such concepts.

3. Rs of MgB 2 in the normal state

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the
face resistanceRs of MgB2 in the temperature interva
5–300 K for measurements at different frequencies.

It follows from the figure that in the normal state (T
.39.5 K) the temperature dependenceRs(T) is linear and,
consequently,Rs(T);r(T) at all measurement frequencie
The slope]Rs /]T in that region is independent of frequenc
although the value ofRs itself is a function of frequency.
Figure 6 shows the frequency dependence ofRs( f ) for two
temperatures: 300 and 50 K. These dependences can b
scribed by the expression

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr of MgB2 in the tem-
perature interval 5–300 K. The inset shows the same dependence i
neighborhood of the transition temperature of MgB2 to the superconducting
state in an expanded scale.
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Rs~T, f !5Ar~T! f , ~6!

whereA51.1631023 m21Hz21.
It is important to note that linear dependencesRs(T) and

Rs( f ) do not correspond to the standard concepts whe
Rs;(r f )0.5 in metals.24

Near the N–S transition in the temperature interva
39.5–45 K theRs(T) curves exhibit a slight increase ofRs

~Fig. 7!, while ther(T) curves do not~Fig. 7a!. The ampli-
tude of the anomalous increase ofRs decreases with increas
ing frequency. This is seen from a comparison of Figs.
and 7c, which showRs(T) measured at frequencies of 9 an
110 MHz, respectively. Here we note that the amplitude
the increase inRs before the temperature-induced transiti
Tc is independent of the value of the the static external m
netic field ~within the limits 0–3 kOe!.

In our view the observed effect can be explained eit
as a size effect or as structural instability of MgB2 near the
phase transition from the normal to the superconduc
state.

However, the size effect arises atT<Tc owing to the
appearance of the Meissner effect at theN–S transition at
frequencies for which the penetration depth of the elec
magnetic field is comparable to the size of the sample~or the
grain size!. Therefore, if the surface resistanceRs increases
at T<Tc in the absence of an external static magnetic fi
~the Fisher–Kao effect!,25 then Rs will decrease in a mag
netic field. In our experiments, however,Rs is independent of
magnetic field.

FIG. 5. Experimental temperature dependence of the surface resistanRs

of MgB2 at frequencies@MHz#: 9 ~1!, 16 ~2!, 40 ~3!, 55 ~4!, 80 ~5!, and 110
~6! in the temperature interval 5–300 K. The solid curves are calcula
according to formula~7!.

FIG. 6. Experimental frequency dependence of the surface resistanc
MgB2 at 300 and 50 K.
in
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f
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In addition, the effect is also observed at temperatu
slightly aboveTc .

Apparently the observed effect is caused by structu
instability of MgB2 in the region of theN–S phase transi-
tion. It was in that region that we observed a systema
scatter of the measured quantities in the x-ray diffract
studies~Fig. 3!. Most likely this effect depends on the stru
tural state of the sample, and for that reason in measurem
of some physical parameter or other it is observed only
some of the samples but not all of the them. For example
was shown in Ref. 21 that the annealing of an MgB2 film can
cause an increase in its resistivity. In Ref. 26 an increas
the surface resistance in the centimeter range nearTc is ob-
served only in the imaginary part of the impedance, while
Ref. 27 it is observed in the active part. In Ref. 28
anomaly of only the imaginary part of the magnetic susc

d

of

FIG. 7. Experimental temperature dependence of the resistivity~a! and sur-
face resistance of MgB2 at frequencies of 9~b! and 110 MHz~c! in the
temperature interval 35–70 K.
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tibility is observed in the temperatures region of theN–S
transition.

4. Intermediate and superconducting states

It follows from Fig. 5 that the critical temperatureTc is
independent of the measurement frequency and is equ
39.5 K. When the temperature is lowered from 39.5 to 35
the surface resistanceRs at all frequencies decreases by
practically linear law. The steepnessRs

21]Rs /]T decreases
monotonically with increasing frequency, as is shown in F
8. At temperatures below 35 K the linearity ofRs(T) is dis-
rupted, andRs(T, f ) becomes noticeably nonlinear, going
a plateau atT,10 K.

Before analyzing the dependenceRs(T, f ) let us deter-
mine some important parameters of a superconductor w
have an influence onRs(T, f ). As we have said, we worke
with high-resistance samples having a residual resisti
nearTc of r r58931028 V•cm ~see Fig. 4!. Using the val-
ues of Rs(T, f ) for T>Tc from Fig. 5 and the relationd
5r/Rs , we estimate the values of the skin depthd for pen-
etration of the electromagnetic field. At the measurement
quencies the values ofd lie between 80 and 8mm. From the
relation l 53@2N(0)e2VFr r #

21 ~Ref. 29! with the values of
the Fermi velocityVF54.83107 cm/s and charge carrie
density n56.731022 cm23 ~Ref. 27!, we obtain l 526 Å,
which is many orders of magnitude smaller thand. Thus,
even when the increase inl as the sample is cooled to heliu
temperatures is taken into account, we remain in the reg
of the classical skin effect at all temperatures and frequ
cies. The coherence lengthj05\VF /pD(0) is found with
allowance for the small gap valueD(0)52.45 meV,30 which
is usually observed in ‘‘dirty’’ samples. We obtainj0

5409 Å@1. The value of the London penetration dep
lL(0)5(mc2/4pne2)1/2 is equal to 206 Å. SincelL(0)
,j0 and l !lL(0),j0 , we use the expressionl
5lL(j0 / l )1/2 ~Ref. 29! to find the effective penetration
depth l~0!, which comes out to bel(0)5817 Å. The
Ginzburg–Landau parameter for the caseT!Tc is now de-
fined as ¸5l(0)/l and is equal to 31.4. NearTc for a
‘‘dirty’’ metal the parameteŗ 50.753lL(0)/l'6. Thus, dc
measurements indicate that MgB2 is a London supercon
ductor, sincȩ .1 at all temperatures belowTc . Here the
value of¸ decreases asTc is approached, reflecting the ten

FIG. 8. Experimental frequency dependence of the steepnessRs
21]Rs /]T.
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dency toward a transition to the Pippard limit in the norm
state.31

In an alternating field the behavior of MgB2 is com-
pletely different. Figure 9 shows a plot ofRs( f ) constructed
with the use of the data of Fig. 5 forT55 K. It is clearly
seen thatRs( f ); f 2, which, in accordance with BCS theor
for T,Tc , is a sign of a nonlocal Pippard superconduct
which should have a frequency dependenceRs( f ); f n with
n52.32,33 Figure 10 shows how the exponentn varies with
temperature in the range 5 to 50 K, based on theRs(T, f )
curves in Fig. 5. It is seen thatn is practically independent o
temperature in the interval from 5 to 15 K and has a value
2, which is characteristic for the Pippard nonlocal lim
Upon further increase in temperature the degree of nonlo
ity falls off, and n decreases almost linearly to a valuen
51.5, which is maintained in the temperature interval 35–
K and is a sign of the local London limit.32 It is in this
narrow temperature interval nearTc that the London limit in
alternating fields is realized, according to the theory of R
31. Upon further increase in temperature the London limi
destroyed, andn falls off sharply to the valuen51 associ-
ated with the normal state.

In classical superconductors with lowTc such transitions
from the Pippard to the London region in alternating fiel
are usually difficult to realize,31 both because of their ‘‘clean
liness’’ and the anomalous skin effect and also because o

FIG. 9. Experimental frequency dependenceRs( f 2) of MgB2 at a tempera-
ture of 5 K.

FIG. 10. Experimental temperature dependence of the exponentn in the
relationRs; f n.
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narrow temperature interval usually accessible to exp
menters. In MgB2 these limitations are absent, and this tra
sition can be observed.

Let us now consider the completeRs(T, f ) curves pre-
sented in Fig. 5. According to BCS theory, they can be
scribed by an expression containing the residual resista
and cofactors giving the dependence on frequency
temperature.31,32,34We therefore writeRs(T, f ) in the form

Rs~T, f !5Rs0~ f 0!~ f / f 0!2@11F~ f !e2~D~T!/kT!#. ~7!

Here Rs055.731025 V is the residual resistance atT
55 K at the lowest frequency f 059 MHz, D(0)
52.45 meV is the value30 of the small gap for MgB2, F( f )
is an adjustable parameter of order unity, the numerical
ues of which are presented in Fig. 11. The physical sign
cance of this parameter is that with increasing frequency
value tends toward zero, removing the temperature dep
dence ofRs(T, f ) at the superconducting transition at ve
high frequencies, when the limiting value ofRs(T, f ) is in-
dependent of temperature and corresponds to the no
metal.33 The results of calculations according to formula~7!
are shown by the solid curves in Fig. 5. In the calculation
D(T) according to BCS theory we used the tabulated d
from Ref. 35. It is seen that the calculated and experime
data are in rather good agreement forT,30 K, i.e, for
T/Tc,0.76.

Thus the frequency dependenceRs; f 2 in the Pippard
region atT!Tc ~see Fig. 9!, its transformation to a depen
denceRs; f 1.5 in the London region when the temperature
increased toT'Tc ~see Fig. 10!, and the exponential depen
dence ofR(T) in the regionT/Tc,0.76 ~see Fig. 5! elo-
quently attest to the fact that MgB2 is a superconductor de
scribed by the conventional BCS theory.

CONCLUSION

Let us summarize the main results obtained in this stu
We have done the first x-ray study of the compou

MgB2 at the temperatures of the transition to the superc
ducting state. An appreciable anisotropy of the strain of
crystals upon changes in temperature was revealed.
changes of the lattice with temperature along thec axis are
substantially larger than those in the basal plane.

We have established that the anomaly ofRs in the tem-
perature interval 39.5–45 K is correlated with features
served in the x-ray analysis of MgB2.

FIG. 11. Frequency dependence of the functionF( f ) in expression~7!.
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A study of the temperature and frequency dependenc
the surface resistanceRs(T, f ) in the superconducting stat
showed that the characteristics of MgB2 measured in dc and
ac fields are different: unlike the case for the dc measu
ments, in an alternating field MgB2 manifests the character
istic signs of a Pippard superconductor atT!Tc . The tran-
sition from the Pippard nonlocal limit forT!Tc to the
London local limit nearTc was observed, the exponent in th
relationRs( f ); f n changing fromn52 to n51.5. At T/Tc

,0.76 the behavior ofRs(T) is described well by an expo
nential dependence exp(2D(T)/kT), in accordance with BCS
theory.

The authors thank Yu. G. Naiyuk for helpful discussio
and comments.
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Temperature dependence of the conductivity, thermopower, and heat capacity
of TlCoS 2

E. M. Kerimova,* S. N. Mustafaeva, M. A. Aldjanov, and A. I. Jabbarly
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The temperature dependence of the conductivity and thermopower of TlCoS2 is studied over a
wide range of temperatures~77–400 K!. It is found that TlCoS2 is characterized by
p-type conductivity in the temperature interval 77–225 K and that an inversion of the sign of the
thermopower occurs at 225 K. The heat capacity of the ferromagnetic compound TlCoS2 is
also measured in the temperature interval 55–300 K. It is shown that the behavior of the magnetic
part of the heat capacity of TlCoS2 is typical of a quasi-low-dimensional magnet. The
experimental data on the temperature dependence of the heat capacity are used to calculate the
thermodynamic parameters of TlCoS2 : the changes in entropy and enthalpy. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1704615#
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Compounds with the general chemical formula TlMeX2

(Me5Co, Ni, Fe, Cr, Mn; X5S, Se, Te! belong to the class
of low-dimensional magnets. Results on the synthesis
such compounds and the study of their physical proper
are reported in Refs. 1–9. For the particular case
thallium–cobalt sulfide only the magnetic properties ha
been reported.8 In particular, the magnetization and parama
netic susceptibility of TlCoS2 were studied, and it was
shown that it is a ferromagnet. The Curie temperature
TlCoS2 is 112 K, and the effective magnetic moment
4.6mB . The goal of the present study is to investigate
electric, thermoelectric, and thermodynamic properties
TlCoS2 .

The synthesis of TlCoS2 was achieved by the interactio
of initial components of high purity in quartz ampoule
evacuated to a pressure of 1023 Pa. The particulars of the
synthesis technology are described in detail in Ref. 8. It
been established on the basis of an x-ray structural ana
that this compound has a hexagonal crystal structure with
following lattice parameters:a53.726 Å, c522.510 Å, z
53, r56.026 g/cm3. Because of the rather large ratioc/a
;6, it can be assumed that TlCoS2 is a quasi-two-
dimensional magnet.

Below we present the results of a study of the tempe
ture dependence of the conductivity and thermopower
TlCoS2 compounds prepared by us. The samples for
electrical measurements were in the form of parallelepipe
Before deposition of the contacts the samples were anne
at a temperature of;450 K. Ohmic contacts were made b
electrolytic deposition of copper. The conductivitys and
thermopower~Seebeck coefficient! a of the samples were
measured by the four-probe method in the temperature ra
78–400 K with an accuracy of 1% or better.

Figure 1 shows the typical temperature dependence
the conductivity of a TlCoS2 sample. Initially as the tem
2921063-777X/2004/30(4)/3/$26.00
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perature is raised from 78 K the conductivity decreases; n
100 K a slight growth ofs occurs; atT'110 K it passes
through a maximum and again decreases until 225 K. In
temperature interval 225–300 K the conductivity of TlCo2

remains practically constant. The temperature (;110 K) at
which we observed the anomaly on thes(T) curve is close
to the temperature of the magnetic transformation of TlCo2

(T5112 K) determined from the temperature dependenc
the magnetization.8

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the t
mopower in TlCoS2 . It should be noted that at 112 K thi
dependence, likes(T), passes through a maximum. In th
temperature interval 75–225 K the sign of the thermopow
corresponds to conductivity of the hole type. AtT5225 K an
inversion of the sign of the thermopower is observed, i.e.
the temperature region 225–290 K the TlCoS2 sample is
characterized byn-type conductivity. In the temperature re

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the conductivity of a TlCoS2 sample.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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gion 225–290 K, as was mentioned above~see Fig. 1!, the
conductivity of TlCoS2 is practically independent of tem
perature.

We also measured the heat capacity of TlCoS2 in the
temperature interval 55–300 K and evaluated the main t
modynamic parameters: the changes in entropy and enth
The heat capacity was measured by the an adiab
method.10

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the
capacity of TlCoS2 . Near 118 K a small anomaly is observe
on Cp(T), apparently due to the magnetic transition. Unfo
tunately, because of the smallness of the anomaly it
impossible to determine the critical parameters of the m
netic phase transition. The temperature corresponding to
anomaly is close to the temperature of the three-dimensi
transition determined from the magnetization.8 To determine
the magnetic contribution to the heat capacity of a magn
cally ordered substance, one generally chooses a nonm

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the thermopower in TlCoS2 .

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the heat capacity of TlCoS2 . The
dashed curve is the lattice heat capacity; the solid curve, the magnetic
capacity.
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netic reference compound for which the heat capacity and
temperature dependence are very similar to the lattice c
tribution to the heat capacity of the magnetic substance un
study. Because of a lack of the necessary data we could
find an isostructural diamagnetic compound for determin
the magnetic heat capacity. We therefore used TlCrS2 , which
has a structure similar to that of TlCoS2 ~Ref. 1!. The tem-
perature dependence of the lattice heat capacity of TlCrS2 is
described by the Tarasov formula11 with the characteristic
temperaturesu25342 K andu35103 K. We note that de-
spite its simplified nature, the Tarasov model is used, w
recourse to a small number of adjustable parameters, to
scribe the lattice heat capacity of layered and chainlike m
netic compounds in the regionClatt@Cmagn. We could not
compare these values ofu2 and u3 with data on the elastic
constants and sound velocity because no such data exis
calculateClatt of TlCoS2 by comparison with TlCrS2 we used
the method of corresponding states, withr 51.022. Also
shown in Fig. 3 are the lattice~dashed curve! and magnetic
~solid curve! heat capacities (Cmagn5Cexp2Clatt) of TlCoS2 ;
these are of a qualitative character. It can be seen in Fig
that the magnetic heat capacity has a broad maximum
TC max5118 K and approaches zero at a temperature ab
180 K. The behavior of the magnetic heat capacityCmagn(T)
of TlCoS2 is characterized by the presence of a broad ma
mum with a high-temperature ‘‘tail.’’ Such behavior of th
magnetic heat capacity is typical of a quasi-two-dimensio
system.12

The magnetic energy and entropy calculated by integ
ing Cmagn and Cmagn/T are equal toDHmagn5154.6 J/mole
andDSmagn51.41 J/K•mole.

The temperature dependence of the heat capacity
used to calculate the thermodynamic functions: the chang
entropy and enthalpy of TlCoS2 in the temperature interva
0–300 K. Below 55 KCp(T) was calculated by the Debye
law. The values of the entropy and enthalpy of TlCoS2 are
given in Table I.

*E-mail: ekerimova@physics.ab.az
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TABLE I. Values of the entropy change and enthalpy change of TlCoS2.
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The approximation of geometrical optics for bulk spin waves in spatially inhomogeneous
ferromagnetic insulators with an exchange defect

S. A. Reshetnyak*
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Ukraine
~Submitted July 21, 2003; revised October 7, 2003!
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The refractive index for bulk spin waves propagating in a ferromagnetic medium with an
inhomogeneous distribution of exchange interaction parameters and uniaxial anisotropy is
calculated in the spin density formalism. The reflection and transmission coefficients for
spin waves at the boundary between two homogeneous magnets with different exchange interaction
constants, uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, and saturation magnetization are calculated with
allowance for ad -function-like exchange at the interface. The dependence of the reflected wave
intensity and the refractive index on the frequency of the wave and the value of a
homogeneous external dc magnetic field is obtained. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1704616#
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INTRODUCTION

Significant technological progress in the field of nan
technologies and nanoelectronics necessitates the dev
ment of new materials and devices in which the advanta
of high-frequency waves can be exploited. In particu
there is interest in the use of the characteristic feature
spin waves in applications. As a rule, in the theoretical
scription of the features of the propagation of spin waves
traditional to use a wave approach, which has been u
successfully, for example, to determine the spectral and s
other characteristics of magnetic materials.1–5 The present
study is devoted to the application of the mathematical f
malism of geometrical optics to the description of the beh
ior of spin waves propagating in a ferromagnetic medi
with an inhomogeneous distribution of magnetic paramet
This approach makes it possible to obtain the neces
change in the direction of propagation of spin waves~in par-
ticular, focusing! with the use of artificially created inhomo
geneities of the magnetic parameters of a medium of sp
fied configuration and also by a change in the value of
external magnetic field. In Ref. 6 the refractive index of
spin-wave ray was calculated, and its behavior at the bou
ary between two homogeneous magnets with different
change interaction parameters and uniaxial magnetic an
ropy parameters was investigated. In the present pape
results are generalized to the case of a continuous distr
tion of these parameters in a magnetically uniaxial mediu
In addition, the refractive index and reflected spin-wave
tensity are calculated at the boundary between two unia
ferromagnets with different values of the exchange inter
tion constants, magnetic anisotropy, and saturation mag
zation.

1. DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS FOR THE MAGNETIC MOMENT

We consider an infinite ferromagnet consisting of tw
semi-infinite parts in contact with each other along theyz
plane; the values of the magnetization in the respective
2951063-777X/2004/30(4)/4/$26.00
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spaces areM01 and M02, and the values of the exchang
interaction parametera and uniaxial magnetic anisotropy pa
rameterb are continuously~or piecewise continuously! vari-
able. The easy axis of the magnet and the external dc m
netic field are directed along the 0z axis. In the exchange
approximation the energy density of the magnet in the c
figuration described has the form

w5(
j 51

2

u@~21! j x#wj1Ad~x!M1M2 , ~1!

where

wj5
a

2 S ]mj

]xk
D 2

1
b

2
~mjx

2 1mjy
2 !2H0M jz , ~2!

u(x) is the Heaviside step function;A is a parameter char
acterizing the exchange interaction between half space
x50; M j5M0 jmj , mj are unit vectors in the magnetizatio
direction, with j 51,2.

We use the spin density formalism,7 according to which
the magnetization can be written in the form

M j~r ,t !5M0 jC j
1~r ,t !sC j~r ,t !, j 51,2, ~3!

whereC j are quasiclassical wave functions, which play t
role of the order parameter of the spin density,r is the radius
vector of a Cartesian coordinate system,t is the time, ands
are the Pauli matrices.

The Lagrangian equations forC j have the form

i\
]C j~r ,t !

]t
52m0He j~r ,t !sC j~r ,t !, ~4!

wherem0 is the Bohr magneton, and

He j52
]wj

]M j
1

]

]xk

]wj

]~]M j /]xk!
.

© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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Taking into account that in the ground state the mate
is magnetized parallel toez , and assuming thatM j

2(r ,t)
5const in each of the half spaces, we shall seek a solutio
~4! in the form

C j~r ,t !5exp~ im0H0t/\!S 1
x j~r ,t ! D . ~5!

Here the upper element corresponds to the ground state
x j (r ,t) is a small correction characterizing the deviation
the magnetization from the ground state. Linearizing Eq.~4!
with allowance for~5!, we obtain

2
i\

2m0M0 j

]x j~r ,t !

]t
5~a~r !D2b~r !2H̃0 j !x j~r ,t !,

~6!

whereH̃0 j5H0 /M0 j , j 51,2.

2. APPROXIMATION OF GEOMETRICAL OPTICS

Following Refs. 8 and 9, we apply the approximation
geometrical optics to the system described. Representing
time dependence ofx j (r ,t) by the function exp(2ivt), we
rewrite Eq.~6! in the form

Dx j~r !1k0
2nj

2~r !x j~r !50, ~7!

where

k0
25~V12b02H̃01!/a0 , V j5v\/2m0M0 j ,

and a0 and b0 are values of the exchange and anisotro
parameters at, say, infinity on the incident wave side.10 Thus,
according to Ref. 10,k0

2 is the square of the incident wav
vector;nj

2(r )5(V j2b(r )2H̃0 j )/a(r )k0
2, and, if the param-

eters a~r ! and b~r ! are slowly varying, thennj
2(r )

5kj
2(r )/k0

2 , wherekj
2(r )5(V j2b(r )2H̃0 j )/a(r ).

We transform Eq.~7! using the WKBJ method.9 Substi-
tuting x j5C exp@ik0sj(r )#, whereC is a slowly varying am-
plitude andsj is the eikonal, under the condition

l!a, ~8!

where l is the wavelength of the spin wave anda is the
characteristic size of the inhomogeneities, we obtain from~7!
the eikonal equation

~¹sj~r !!25nj
2~r !. ~9!

Inequality ~8! is the condition for the transition to geo
metrical optics for spin waves. As in optics,11 we shall as-
sume that the right-hand side of Eq.~9! is the square of the
refractive index, i.e.,

nj~r !5
1

k0

A~V j2b~r !2H̃0 j !/a~r !, ~10!

since the ratio of the moduli of the wave vectors at tw
different points of space characterizes the change in direc
of propagation of the spin wave.

After writing Eq. ~9! in the form H51/2@p22n2(r )#
50, wherep5¹s, we obtain the ray equations in Hami
tonian form:
l

of

nd
f

f
he

y

n

ṙ5p, ṗ5
1

2
¹n2~r !.

It follows from Eq. ~9! that u¹s(r )u5ds(r )/dt5n(r ),
wheredt5Adx21dy21dz2 is an element of the ray trajec
tory. Therefore the functions can be determined as a curv
linear integral along the ray trajectory:

s5E
A

B

ndt. ~11!

Minimizing ~11! with the aid of Fermat’s principle,12 we
obtain the equation of the ray trajectory:8

d

dt S n
dr

dt D5¹n.

3. REFRACTION OF A SPIN-WAVE RAY AT THE INTERFACE
BETWEEN TWO HOMOGENEOUS MAGNETS

Let us apply formula~11! to the particular case of two
homogeneous semi-infinite magnets. Suppose we have
magnets with parametersa1 , b1 , M01 and a2 , b2 , M02,
respectively, in contact along theyz plane, and suppose tha
a spin wave is incident on the boundary between them fr
the side of the first magnet. A ray propagates from the po
(x1 ,y1 ,z1) in medium 1, which has a refractive indexn0

51, to the point (x2 ,y2 ,z2) in medium 2, the refractive in-
dex of which, according to Eq.~10!, is equal to

n5Aa1

a2

V22b22H̃02

V12b12H̃01

,

crossing the interface at a point (0,y,z) with unknown coor-
dinatesy andz. It follows from the conditions of an extre
mum of the functions in this case that

sinu1

sinu2

5
k2

k0

5Aa1

a2

V22b22H̃02

V12b12H̃01

5n, ~12!

where u1 is the angle of incidence andu2 is the angle of
refraction.

4. REFLECTION OF SPIN WAVES AT THE INTERFACE
BETWEEN TWO HOMOGENEOUS MEDIA

In all cases when one is talking about processes of
flection and refraction of waves of an arbitrary nature, it
important to estimate the relative intensities of the transm
ted and reflected waves. If the intensity of the reflected w
is much greater than that of the transmitted wave, then
structure under consideration can be used to make a mirro
some kind~we are talking about plane, convex, or conca
mirrors of the spherical or cylindrical type, etc.!. In the op-
posite case, when the intensity of the transmitted wave
much greater than the intensity of the reflected wave,
structure can be used to make lenses with required par
eters.

We obtain the expressions for the reflection and tra
mission amplitudes of the spin wave, using the bound
conditions forx(r ,t) at the interface that follow from Eqs
~1! and ~2!:
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@Ag~x22x1!1a1x18#x5050,

@A~x12x2!2ga2x28#x5050. ~13!

Hereg5M02/M01.
In Eq. ~6!, we associate the functionx I5exp(i(k0•r

2vt)) with the incident wave,xR5R exp(i(k1•r2vt))
with the reflected wave, andxD5D exp(i(k2•r2vt)) with
e

th

n

f
a

th
v
p

in

m

lit
the transmitted wave, whereR is the complex reflection am
plitude of the spin wave from the interface,D is the trans-
mission amplitude, andk0 , k1 , andk2 are the wave vectors
of the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves, resp
tively. Substituting these expressions into Eq.~13!, we arrive
at expressions for the reflection and transmission amplitu
of the spin wave:
R5
k0a1a2g cosu1An22sin2 u12 iA~a1 cosu12a2g2An22sin2 u1!

k0a1a2g cosu1An22sin2 u12 iA~a1 cosu11a2g2An22sin2 u1!
,

D5
22iAa1 cosu1

k0a1a2g cosu1An22sin2 u12 iA~a1 cosu11a2g2An22sin2 u1!
. ~14!
if-

n

rial
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he
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at
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We note that fork2
2,k2y

2 1k2z
2 ~this pertains to the cas

k0
2.0, k2

2,0) we obtain:k2x52 iAk1y
2 1k1z

2 2k2
252 i /2h,

xD(r ,t)5D exp(2x/2h)exp(i(k2yy1k2zz2vt)), i.e., h plays
the role of the penetration depth of the spin wave into
second material and is equal toh5(k0Asin2 u12n2)21. The
limiting angle of total reflection is given by the expressio

sinu05Aa1

a2

V22b22H̃02

V12b12H̃01

.

5. ESTIMATES OF THE PARAMETERS OF SPIN-WAVE
LENSES AND MIRRORS

Let us estimate the material parameters necessary
achieving the required transparency of a thin lens at sm
angles of incidence of the spin-wave rays with respect to
optic axis of a lens. Since the intensity of the reflected wa
is determined by the square modulus of the reflection am
tude and, as follows from Eq.~14!,

uRu2'@~a12a2g2n!/~a11a2g2n!#2

~for small angles of incidence andA→`), by requiring sat-
isfaction of the conditionuRu2,h, whereh is the necessary
degree of smallness of the reflection coefficient, we obta
restriction onn and, hence, ona, b, v, M0 , andH0 :

12Ah

11Ah
,

a2

a1
n,

11Ah

12Ah
.

In particular, fora15a2 , M015M02 the reflection coef-
ficient does not exceed 10% if 0.52,n,1.92. The corre-
sponding restrictions in the case of a mirror have the for

a2

a1
n,

12Ah

11Ah
or

a2

a1
n.

11Ah

12Ah
.

For example, uRu2.0.9 is achieved in the casea1

5a2 , M015M02 for n,0.03 orn.37.97.
To satisfy the condition of geometrical optics~8! the

thickness of the lens or mirror is restricted by the inequa

a@2pAa/~V2b2H̃0!. ~15!
e

or
ll
e
e
li-

a
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As we see from Eqs.~12!, ~14!, and~15!, the parameters
for constructing a lens or mirror can be chosen without d
ficulty for a broad spectrum of magnetic materials.13 In par-
ticular, in the case of iron garnets it follows from conditio
~15! that for a thin lens one must havea.1026– 1028 m.

The dependence of the reflected intensityI R5uRu2 and
refractive indexn on the spin-wave frequencyv at typical
values of the material parameters13 are shown in Figs. 1 and
2. It is clearly seen that suitably by choosing the mate
parameters one can achieve the necessary relation bet
the intensities of the reflected and transmitted waves fo
chosen frequency. In addition, as follows from Fig. 3, t
reflected intensity depends substantially on the value of
external uniform magnetic field, making it possible to cont
the intensity of the reflected wave over a wide range
changing only the value of the external magnetic field
fixed material parameters. The character of the change in
refractive index in such a case is illustrated in Fig. 4.

CONCLUSION

Thus we have obtained an expression for the refrac
index of a spin wave propagating in a magnetically uniax

FIG. 1. Dependence of the reflection coefficientuRu2 on the spin-wave fre-
quencyv for a252a1 , b252b1 , M01590 G, M 025125 G, A530, u1

5p/80, andH05900 Oe.
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medium with slowly varying magnetic parameters and ha
studied the processes of spin-wave reflection at the inter
between two homogeneous media with allowance fo
d-function-like character of the exchange interaction betw
the media in contact. We have obtained the conditions un
which the spin wave manifests ray properties. We ha
shown that there exists a possibility of achieving the requi
reflection coefficient from an embedded inhomogene
which plays the role of a lens or mirror, by changing t
value of a uniform external dc magnetic field. Here the
flection coefficient can be varied practically from zero

FIG. 2. Dependence of the refractive indexn on the frequencyv for a2

52a1 , b252b1 , M 01590 G, M 025125 G, andH05900 Oe.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the reflection coefficientuRu2 on the value of the
external static magnetic fieldH0 for a252a1 , b252b1 , M01590 G,
M025125 G, A530, u15p/80, andv52.331011 s21.
e
ce
a
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er
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d
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unity without changing the parameters of the medium,
that the same inhomogeneity can be used as a spin-wave
and as a mirror for the same structure parameters.

The results obtained above can be used to design
construct devices for spin-wave microelectronics.

The author thanks Yu. I. Gorobets for participating in
discussion of the results of this study.
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It is established by x-ray, resistive, NMR, and magnetoresistive studies of ceramic and thin-film
laser perovskites La0.7Mn1.3O3 with ‘‘excess’’ manganese that the real structure of these
compounds contains heterovalent manganese ions and cationic and anionic vacancies and clusters,
the magnetism and resistivity of the latter being manifested near 42 K. The broad, asymmetric
55Mn and139La NMR spectra of the ceramics attest to the presence of high-frequency
electron–hole exchange between the heterovalent manganese ions and to a high degree of
imperfection and mesoscopic inhomogeneity of nonstoichiometric lanthanum manganite
perovskites. The differences of the metal–semiconductor phase transition temperatures and
activation energy of the ceramics and films is explained by the different oxygen nonstoichiometry,
structural imperfection, and, accordingly, densities of charge carriers and excitons. The low-
field magnetoresistive effect of the ceramic is explained by tunneling at grain boundaries. It is
conjectured that the decrease in resistance in magnetic field is due to an increase in charge
carrier density due to weakening of the electron–hole interaction in excitons. An anomaly of the
resistance and magnetoresistive effect observed near 42 K is explained by the presence of
clusters. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1704617#
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INTRODUCTION

Interest in lanthanum manganite perovskites contin
unabated for several reasons: the colossal magnetoresis
~CMR! effect,1–5 which is observed in them near th
temperatures of the metal–semiconductor (Tms) and
ferromagnet–paramagnet (Tc) phase transitions, the lack o
consensus as to the nature of such a unique coupling o
transport and magnetic properties, and the prospects for p
tical application of these materials.

The majority of research has been done on lanthan
manganite perovskites doped in the A sublattice:6–9

La12x
31 Ax

21Mn12x
31 Mnx

41O3
22 (A215Ca21, Sr21, Ba21,

Pb21) at the optimal concentrationx50.3, or in the B
sublattice:10–12 La0.7

31A0.3
21Mn12y

31 ByO3
22 , where By is most

often a transition-metal ion.
There has been less research13,14on autodoped LaMnO3,

in particular, compounds with a breakdown of the La/M
2991063-777X/2004/30(4)/6/$26.00
s
nce

he
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ratio to the lanthanum deficit side,15,16 i.e., with an ‘‘excess’’
of manganese ions,16,17 which are responsible for the electr
cal and magnetic properties. As was shown in Refs. 18
19, increasing the manganese concentration
La12xMn11xO3 and (La0.7

31Ca0.3)12xMn11xO3 leads to
marked growth in the magnetoresistive effect without low
ing the phase transition temperaturesTms andTc . The lack
of consensus in the ideas about the form in which this ‘‘e
cess’’ manganese is found~either in separate phases
Mn3O4 or Mn2O3 or dissolved in the lanthanum mangani
perovskite phase with the formation of clusters, which a
coherently coupled to the matrix structure! makes for addi-
tional interest in the study of such materials, bo
single-crystal20,21 and polycrystalline/ceramic22,23 and also
magnetron24,25 or laser26,27 sputtered thin films. Of particula
interest are studies over the wide temperature range in w
the different phase transitions can appear, with elucidation
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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the role of oxygen nonstoichiometry and structural imperf
tion in the formation of the properties of the lanthanum ma
ganite perovskites.

SAMPLE PREPARATION TECHNOLOGY AND METHODS
OF STUDY

Since it has been established that for autodoped18 and
doped19 compositions the maximum values of the CMR a
characteristically achieved forx50.3, our studies were don
on ceramics and laser films with the formal compositi
La0.7Mn1.3O36d ~if one ignores the structural imperfection!.
Ceramic samples, including the target for deposition of
laser film, were obtained from the corresponding pow
mixture of the oxides La2O3 (Ia3; a511.498 Å) and
Mn3O4 (I 1

4/amd; a55.77 Å; c59.38 Å) after a twenty-
hour synthesizing anneal at 900 °C with a subsequent sin
ing of the pressings at 1150 °C~24 h! in the regime of slow
heating and cooling of samples in the form of tablets~8 mm
in diameter and with a heighth53 mm) and targets for lase
sputtering~25 mm in diameter,h56 mm).

Single-crystal laser films of La0.7Mn1.3O3 of thickness
d'1000 Å were deposited on a LaSrGaO4 substrate having
the parametersa53.840 Å, c512.68 Å and oriented in the
~100! plane. We studied both the initial laser film~f1! and the
completely oxidized film~f2!, which was subjected to a
additional oxidizing anneal at 780 °C with a subsequent s
cooling in air.

The following methods were used in these studies:
1! x-ray structural studies in CuKa radiation on a

DRON-3 device, for determining the phase composition,
tice parameters, and crystallographic orientation of the s
strate and film;

2! NMR of 139La and55Mn by the ‘‘spin-echo’’ method,
for determining the resonance frequency, magnetic sta
and inequivalence of the environment of those nuclei
77 K;

3! four-probe resistive method, for studying the tempe
ture dependence of the resistivityr and the phase transition
Tms;

4! magnetoresistive~MR! method, for determining the
temperature dependence ofDr/r0 ~where Dr5r02rH)
over a wide range of temperatures atH50 and 8 kOe.

The errors of measurement were;3% for the phase
composition,;0.3% for the lattice parameters,;0.2% for
the resistivity,;0.3% for the magnetoresistivity,;0.1% for
the NMR of 55Mn, and;0.05% for the NMR of139La.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the x-ray diffraction data, the ceramic a
film samples were practically single-phase and containe
rhombically distorted perovskite structure (Pnma). The lat-
tice parameters of the ceramic werea55.464 Å, b
55.515 Å, andc57.728 Å.

The NMR spectra of55Mn and 139La in the ceramic
sample are presented in Fig. 1. The broad, asymmetric s
trum of 55Mn in the frequency interval 330–430 MHz attes
to both the presence of high-frequency electron exchang
the B positions between Mn31 and Mn41 with their aver-
aged valence and also to the inequivalence of their envi
-
-

e
r

r-

w

t-
b-

s,
t

-

a

c-

in

n-

ments, which is due to the nonuniformity of the distributio
of La31 and of defects in the A positions and also of t
more complex defects of the cluster type. A computer
composition of this spectrum made it possible to separate
3 components. The main component, with the frequencyF1

5384 MHz, is due to a superposition of the Mn31 and
Mn41 ions found in high-frequency electron–hole exchan
The environment of those ions is predominantly La31. The
lowest-frequency component, withF25361 MHz ~interme-
diate in intensity!, is apparently due to inhomogeneity i
which the ratio of the number of Mn31 to Mn41 ions is
smaller, and their environment includes cation vacancies
the A positions. The inhomogeneity of intermediate fr
quency (F35376 MHz) is apparently due to an intermedia
ratio of Mn31/Mn41, near which are found clusters due
the excess heterovalent manganese ions and those ions
which are localized the electrons (Mn31) and holes (Mn41)
that take part in the formation of excitons.

The less broad but no less asymmetric and even bi
cated induced NMR spectrum of139La confirms the high
degree of imperfection and the inhomogeneity of the per
skite structure. This spectrum also decomposes into 3 c
ponents. The main component, with frequencyF18

FIG. 1. NMR spectra of55Mn ~a! and 139L ~b! of a ceramic sample
La0.66Mn1.23V0.11

(c) O2.84
22 V0.16

(a) at 77 K.
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518 MHz, corresponds to La31 with a nearest environmen
of Mn31 and Mn41 found in the B positions of the main
matrix structure (F15384 MHz). The lower-frequency par
of the139La spectrum (F28515.3 MHz) is due, we believe, to
La31 ions near which are found manganese ions with a lo
ratio of Mn31/Mn41 (F25361 MHz). The highest-
frequency component of the spectrum (F38519 MHz) appar-
ently corresponds to La31 ions near which are found man
ganese ions of the matrix structure and clusters with
superposition of Mn21 and Mn41.

Taking these data into account along with the mec
nism of defect formation18 and comparing the x-ray and py
cnometric density, we can write the molar formula of the r
perovskite structure in the following form:

$La0.66
31 V0.11

~c! %A@Mn0.77
31 Mn0.17

41 #B~Mn0.23
21 Mn0.06

41 !clO2.84
22 V0.16

~a! .

Here V(c) and V(a) are cation and anion vacancies, and t
parentheses indicate manganese ions of a cluster. Analy
this model of the defect state of the crystal lattice, which
similar to the model of Ref. 28 except that it contains n
only cation but also anion vacancies and also clusters,
must note the following. Despite the high density of defe
in both the cation and anion sublattices, with a ratio close
the stoichiometric~0.75!, the vacancy concentration is 5.5%
i.e., it does not exceed the empirical number~15%! associ-
ated with the limit of solubility.

The experimental values of the resonance frequen
for the NMR of55Mn and and the values calculated from th
formula for manganese ions in the B positionsF
5384 MHz) of the main matrix structure are in good agre
ment if the frequency corresponding to Mn31 is F
5403 MHz and that corresponding to Mn41 is F
5300 MHz. NMR studies could not be done on the fil
because of its insufficient mass. In comparison with the
ramic, the completely oxidized film the contains more ox
gen, which can be manifested either in a decrease in
concentration of anion vacancies or in additional format
of cation vacancies. However, the difference of the oxyg
nonstoichiometry~Dd ! with allowance for the difference o
the temperaturesTms (DTms525 and 35 K, respectively, fo
the initial and completely oxidized films in comparison wi
the ceramic! was only 0.01. These differences in the oxyg
nonstoichiometry of the ceramic and film are small. It c
therefore be assumed that the real perovskite structures o
ceramic and even the completely oxidized film are not v
different.

The good agreement of the experimental and calcula
values of the resonance frequencies confirms the correct
of our ideas about the defect structure of lanthanum man
nite perovskites, the lattice of which contains heteroval
manganese ions Mn31 and Mn41, found in high-frequency
electron exchange with the averaged valence, in the B p
tions, anion V(a) and cation V(c) vacancies, found primarily
in the A positions, and clusterized defects formed by ‘‘e
cess’’ manganese in the form of Mn3O4 or Mn2O3, with a
superposition of Mn21 – Mn41 ions and, possibly, partially
Mn31 with a ‘‘canted’’ magnetic structure, which is ascribe
to the lanthanum manganite perovskite matrix structur29

However, we did not detect Mn21 ions at 77 K by the NMR
method, since their magnetism is not manifested at that t
r
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perature, and we did not have the means to do lo
temperature NMR studies. The NMR spectrum of Mn21 in
lanthanum manganite perovskites has been observed at l
temperatures of 1.8–4.2 K.30,31 It should be noted that the A
sublattice of the main perovskite structure is filled out
cation vacancies and Mn21, with a defect of the coordination
number (Z58) owing to anion vacancies. The B sublattice
filled out by Mn41 ions of a cluster, around which the catio
vacancies are distributed.

The molar formula of a cluster analogous to the def
cluster Mn3O4→@Mn1.78

31 Mn0.89
21 V0.33

(c) #O3.56
22 V0.44

(a) with allow-
ance for the cation distribution over inequivalent positions
the tetragonal lattice, can be written̂Mn0.89

21 V0.11
(c) &

3@Mn1.78
31 V0.22

(c) #O3.56
22 V0.44

(a) . The molar formula of the more
highly oxidized defect cluster Mn2O3

→Mn1.70
31 V0.30

(c) O2.55
22 V0.45

(a) with allowance for the cation distri-
bution can be written in the form ^Mn0.70

21 V0.30
(c) &

3@Mn0.30
31 Mn0.70

41 #BO2.55
22 V0.45

(a) . It should be noted that the
Mn31 and Mn41 ions in both cases are found in octa~B!
positions, while the Mn21 ions are found in tetra positions o
with a coordination number of 8. Depending on the degree
oxidation in the lanthanum manganite perovskites the c
ters can be found in the form of one of these compositions
with a composition intermediate between them, correspo
ing to their concentration in the sample. The elucidation
the crystal-chemical, magnetic, and resistive nature of s
clusters will require doing low-temperature studies. Inves
gations into the magnetic nature of anomalous clusters h
been carried out in Ref. 32, where a preference was give
the ‘‘canted’’ magnetic structure.

Since lanthanum manganite perovskites are of pa
mount interest as objects with a colossal magnetoresis
effect, we show in Fig. 2 the temperature dependence of
resistivity of a ceramic and of the initial f1 and complete
oxidized f2 laser films atH50 and 8 kOe. For the film tha
had not undergone an additional low-temperature oxidiz
anneal, the measurements were made over a wider temp
ture interval, including the region of interest to us, 42–45
The higher values of the resistivity of the ceramic are app
ently due to its porosity. For the ceramic sample, unlike
films, the temperature dependence ofr is characterized by

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of the ceramic~C! and of
the initial ~f1! and completely oxidized~f2! laser films.
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the presence of two peaks. This is due to the specific in
mogeneity of polycrystalline ceramic samples, which cont
crystallites ~grains! and intergrain zones. Then the le
smeared peak, the temperature of which,cTms5255 K, is
comparable tof1Tms5260 K for the f1 films, is obviously
due to the crystallites. The more smeared peak atcTms8
5200 K is apparently due to the contribution from the inte
grain zones.

The difference of the temperature of the meta
semiconductor phase transition of the ceramic (cTms) and,
especially, of the completely oxidized film (f2Tms) we at-
tribute to their different oxygen nonstoichiometries, to whi
the value ofTms in manganite perovskites is extremely se
sitive, the sensitivity being determined by the relati
Dd/DT5631024 K21 ~Ref. 33!.

The anomaly in the form a smeared minimum nearT
542 K ~Fig. 2! on the r(T) curve in the low-temperature
region ~15–75 K! for the initial film f1 is worthy of special
mention. We link this temperature anomaly of the resistiv
at f1Tms8 '42 K, which we have observed for the first time
lanthanum manganite perovskites, to the appearance
cluster. As can be seen in the inset to Fig. 2, the characte
the variation ofr(T) at H50 and 8 kOe for a cluster is
opposite to what is observed at the transition tempera
Tms of the main matrix structure.

The influence of the intergrain zones on the magneto
sistive effect atH58 kOe was manifested in an addition
increase of the CMR in the low-temperature region~Fig. 3!,
which is not observed in the single-crystal films, as they
not have intergrain zones. This low-field magnetoresistiv
due to the tunneling effect at the grain boundaries23,34,35has
been attracting increased attention recently in connec
with its high sensitivity to magnetic field.

Returning to the nature of the inhomogeneities of lant
num manganite perovskites, especially those containing ‘
cess’’ manganese, the magnetism of the clusters in whic
manifested in the temperature interval 42–45 K, we sho
mention that, unlike the case of the individual Mn3O4 phase,
a decrease of the magnetization with decreasing tempera

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistive effect aH
58 kOe of the ceramic~C! and of the initial~f1! and completely oxidized
~f2! laser films.
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and a peculiar temperature hysteresis are observed in w
magnetic fields.17,36

There is a paucity of data on the resistive behavior
manganites37 and practically no information about the ma
netoresistive effect in this temperature interval. For this r
son our additional studies of the resistivity and magneto
sistive effect of the initial~f1! laser film over a wide range o
temperatures, including low temperatures~42–45 K!, are of
particular interest. We plan to devote more attention to t
question in our future studies.

One of the important characteristics in the physics
semiconductors is the activation energyEa . On the basis of
an analysis of the temperature dependence of the resist
of the ceramic sample~Fig. 2! in the temperature region
corresponding to conductivity of a semiconductor charac
i.e., for T.Tms, we have calculated the activation energy
a field H50 and 8 kOe, obtaining values which are clos
107.8 and 108.6 meV, respectively. The temperature inte
T5275– 320 K in which an exponential trendr
5r0 exp(Ea /kT) should hold, was chosen so that the dev
tion of the experimental values ofr from the linear depen-
dence lnr5ln r01Ea(kT)21 did not exceed the experimenta
error ~i.e., 0.2%!. Then the standard deviations(Ea)
<0.16 MeV.

In accordance with the band theory of semiconductor38

the observed change of the activation energyDEa

50.8 MeV is due to a shift of the top of the valence ba
downward and the bottom of the conduction band upward
a magnetic field of inductionB parallel to the electric field
used for measuring the resistivity by the four-probe meth
Here DEa is related to the value ofB as DEa5e\B/2m* ,
wherem* is the effective mass. A numerical estimate of th
last relation with the experimental data taken into acco
and with the approximation thatB'0.8 T for H58 kOe in
the paramagnetic region, which is based on the experime
data17 on the behavior of the magnetization of samples of
given composition in magnetic field, yields a valuem*
50.06me , whereme is the mass of the electron. Such a lo
value of the effective mass suggests the possibility of e
tence of an exciton with a reduced effective massm*
5mn* mp* /(mn* 1mp* ), where mn* and mp* are the effective
masses of electrons and holes found near the bottom of
conduction band and the top of the valence band, resp
tively.

This approach to the determination ofm* cannot be ap-
plied to the laser film, since an exponential trend ofr(T) in
the high-temperature region holds only in zero field. T
activation energies aref1Ea(H50)5106.4 meV and
f2Ea(H50)569.7 meV. For a film the deviation from a lin
ear trend of lnr5ln r01Ea(kT)21 in a magnetic field is ob-
served in the entire temperature interval fromTms to 320 K.
Such behavior ofr(T) in the high-temperature region is po
sible if the thermodynamic equilibrium established betwe
the number of thermally activated electrons and the num
of hole recombinations due to other mechanisms is brok
In the present case of a laser film such a mechanism lea
to an increase in the charge carrier density can be a mag
field, which imparts to the exciton a rotational motion at t
cyclotron frequencyvc5eB/m* .

It is of interest to estimate the exciton velocity and lif
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time. A magnetic field gives rise to a perpendicular comp
nent of the exciton velocityvB in the plane normal to the
direction of motion of the charge; this component, which c
be determined from the expressionp2/2m* 5\vc/2, has the
value vB'73104 m/s in a field of 0.8 T. The exciton life
time can be estimated from an analysis of the NMR spect
and the nuclear magnetic relaxation spectrum of55Mn with
the use of the spin echo technique. From Ref. 39 the sp
spin and spin–lattice relaxation times in the perovski
(La12xSrx)12dMnO3 for x50 are t0'20 mm and t1

'1 ms, respectively.
Returning to an analysis of our NMR spectrum for55Mn

~Fig. 1a!, we propose a model wherein a complex of h
erovalent manganese ions found in the matrix structure,
Mn31 – Mn41 can be considered as a possible source of
formation of an electron–hole bound state, i.e., an excit
Specifically: upon the transition of an electron from the v
lence band to the conduction band at an Mn31 site, an Mn41

ion with a hole in the valence band is formed. A coupling
established between the electron and hole, leading to the
mation of an exciton, the lifetime of which corresponds
the spin–spin relaxation timet0'20 ms. The time the elec-
tron spend in the conduction band before recombination w
a hole found in the valence band corresponds to the sp
lattice relaxation time, i.e.,t1'1 ms.

Such a model explains theF3 component of the NMR
spectrum of55Mn ~Fig. 1a!, which is due to the formation o
excitons in high-frequency electron–hole exchange betw
the electron subsystem of the manganese ions of the m
structure. Furthermore, the large difference in amplitude
theF3 component of the NMR spectrum fromF1 andF2 can
be explained by the short exciton lifetimet0 compared tot1

(t0'0.02t1).
As to the deviation from the experimental trend of t

r(T) curve of the laser film f1 in a magnetic fieldH
58 kOe in the temperature interval 275–320 K, it is easy
find the thicknessd of the boundary layer of the film within
which the excitons will scatter on the boundary of the fi
owing to the appearance of the cyclotron frequency. Tak
into account the numerical estimates obtained form* , vc ,
andvB and using the equation for the radius of the cyclotr
orbit r 5vB /vc , we find that r'300 Å in a field B
50.8 T. This result can be paramount for our films, sinc
large part of even those excitons that move in the plane
the film will be scattered by the boundary of the film in
magnetic field owing to the appearance of the cyclotron co
ponent ofvB . Here the mean lifetime of the exciton will b
governed by the time spent on traversing the distance to
boundary of the film along a circular orbit of radiusr at
velocity vB . In our case, for a film of thickness'1000 Å,
the exciton lifetime will be decreased tot8'1027t0 .

In our opinion this mechanism of exciton destructi
and, hence, of increasing the charge carrier density ca
observed not only at the boundary of the laser film but als
grain boundaries in ceramic samples and at domain wal
the grain size or domain size upon magnetic ordering is c
parable to the mean free path or, in the case of Frenkel
citons, the radius of the cyclotron orbit. The latter, unli
Wannier excitons, can be localized only within a lattice s
and, accordingly, have a size comparable to the lattice
-
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rameter. The size of a Wannier exciton is determined by
band structure and the Coulomb attractive forces betw
particles of unlike charge, which are screened on accoun
the dielectric constant« of the crystal.

A numerical estimate of the exciton sizel by the present
authors on the basis of the expressionl 5«(m/m* )a0 ~where
a0 is the Bohr radius!40 gives a valuel;90– 450 Å in lan-
thanum manganite perovskites with«510– 50. This value of
the size indicates that bound states between electrons
holes can be localized not only within a single unit ce
(;10 Å) and not only within a single grain (;200 Å)41

but, thanks to the tunneling effect, can span a rather la
spatial region including intergrain zones and clusters. This
turn is evidence that for determining the spin–spin inter
tion it is necessary to take into account not only the influen
of the first coordination sphere but also the variation of
mesoscopic inhomogeneity on a nanostructure scale.

CONCLUSIONS

Our comprehensive studies of ceramic and laser fi
samples of lanthanum manganite perovskites done by x
diffraction, NMR of 55Mn and 139La, resistive, and magne
toresistive methods have established the following.

1. The real structure of the perovskite
$La0.66V0.11

(c) %A@Mn0.77
31 Mn0.17

41 #B(Mn0.23
21 Mn0.06

41 )clO2.84
22 V0.16

(a) con-
tains heterovalent manganese ions, cation and anion va
cies, and more complex defects of the cluster type.

2. Analysis of the broad, asymmetric NMR spectra
55Mn and 139La attests not only to the presence of hig
frequency electron exchange between heterovalent ma
nese ions in the B positions of the main matrix structure
also confirms the high degree of imperfection and inhom
geneity of lanthanum manganite perovskites.

3. The presence of two peaks on the temperature de
dence of the resistivity of the ceramic is explained by t
contribution of the grains and intergrain zones of the po
crystalline samples.

4. The differences of the metal–semiconductor ph
transition temperaturesTms of the ceramic and, especially, o
the laser film is due to the different nonstoichiometry of th
perovskite structure.

5. The low-field region of the magnetoresistive effect
the ceramic is due to the appearance of tunneling at the g
boundaries.

6. The stronger smearing of the phase transitionTms and
of the magnetoresistive effect in the laser film is explain
by microstresses caused by the crystallographic differen
of the film and substrate.

7. It is conjectured that the decrease of the resistanc
the magnetic field is due to a weakening of the electron–h
interaction in excitons.

8. An anomaly of the resistance and magnetoresis
effect at temperatures near 42 K is observed for the first t
and attributed to clusters of Mn ions.

9. The different values of the activation energy of t
ceramic and laser films is explained by the differences
their structural imperfection and, accordingly, charge car
density.

In closing, we thank M. M. Savosta for doing the NM
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investigation on139La and A. V. Klimov for deposition of the
laser film.
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The electronic structure and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism~XMCD! spectra of US, USe, and
UTe are investigated theoretically from first principles, using the fully relativistic Dirac
LMTO band structure method. The electronic structure is obtained with the local spin-density
approximation~LSDA!, as well as with a generalization of the LSDA1U method which
takes into account that in the presence of spin–orbit coupling, the occupation matrix of localized
electrons becomes nondiagonal in the spin indices. The origin of the XMCD spectra in the
compounds is examined. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1704618#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The uranium compounds US, USe, and UTe belong
the class of uranium monochalcogenides that crystallize
the NaCl structure and order ferromagnetically~on the ura-
nium sublattice! at Curie temperatures of 178, 160, and 1
K, respectively~see, e.g., the review1!. These uranium com
pounds exhibit several unusual physical phenomena, w
are the reason for a continuing ongoing interest in these c
pounds. Despite their relatively simple and highly symme
cal NaCl structure, it has been found that the magnetic
dering on the uranium atoms is strongly anisotropic,2,3 with
the uranium moment favoring a@111# alignment. The mag-
netic anisotropy in US, e.g., is one of the largest measure
a cubic material, with a magnetic anisotropy constantK1 of
more than 23108 erg/cm3 ~Ref. 4!. Also the magnetic mo-
ment itself is unusual, consisting of an orbital moment tha
about twice as large as the spin moment, and of oppo
sign.5–7 A bulk magnetization measurement3 yields an or-
dered moment of 1.55mB per formula unit, and neutron sca
tering measurements8 show a slightly larger value o
1.70mB , which is assigned to the 5f magnetic moment.
These values are far smaller than that expected for the
ion, indicating that some sort of ‘‘solid state effect’’ take
place with the 5f states. From several experimental resu
~for instance, photoemission,9 electrical resistivity,10 pressure
dependence of Curie temperature,11 and specific hea
measurements,12,13! the 5f electrons of US are considered
be itinerant.

It has been suggested that uranium monochalcogen
are mixed valence systems.14 Low-temperature ultrasonic
studies on USe and UTe were performed in the contex
questioning the possibility of the coexistence of magnet
and intermediate valence behavior.15 They found a mono-
tonic trend of the Poisson’s ratio, which decreases with
3051063-777X/2004/30(4)/12/$26.00
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creasing chalcogenide mass and is positive in US and n
tive in USe and UTe. This indicates the possibility
intermediate valence in the last two compounds. Indeed
negative Poisson’s ratio, i.e., a negative elastic constantC12,
is quite common for intermediate valence systems, and
occurrence seems to be due to an anomalously low valu
the bulk modulus. A negativeC12 means that it costs mor
energy to distort the crystal from cubic to tetragonal struct
than to modify the volume. Thus, when uniaxially com
pressed along a@100# direction, the material will contract in
the @010# and @001# directions, trying to maintain a cubic
structure. An explanation for a negativeC12 may be given
through a breathing deformability of the actinide ion due to
valence instability.16

The dependence of the Curie temperaturesTC of US,
USe, and UTe on hydrostatic pressure up to 13 GPa has
determined in Ref. 17. For USe and UTe,TC initially in-
creases with applied pressures, passing through maxim
pressures of about 6 GPa and 7 GPa, respectively. For
TC decreases monotonically with pressure, which is con
tent with pressure-dependent itinerant electron magnet
Pressure increases the bandwidth and correspondingly
creases the density of states at the Fermi level, which lead
a decrease ofTC . The behavior of USe and UTe is sugge
tive of localized interacting 5f moments undergoing Kondo
type fluctuations, which begin to exceed the magnetic in
action whenTC passes through a maximum. A theoretic
analysis of these experiments is given in Ref. 18. On
basis of band structure calculations it is argued that the n
monotonic behavior ofTC under pressure is solely the resu
of pressure-driven increased 5f itineracy.

It must be remarked that the behavior of uraniu
monochalcogenides cannot be explained entirely by a sim
trend of increasing localization with increasing chalcog
mass.19 Whereas such a trend is evident in the dynamic m
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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netic response, in the pressure dependence of the Curie
peratures, and in the value of the ordered moment, the
havior of Poisson’s ratio and of the Curie temperature is
opposite from what one would naively expect.

There are several band structure calculations of uran
monochalcogenides in the literature.7,20–28Kraft et al.23 have
performed a local spin-density approximation~LSDA! calcu-
lation with the spin–orbit interaction~SOI! in a second varia-
tional treatment for ferromagnetic uranium monochalc
genides~US, USe, and UTe! using the ASW method, and
they found that the magnitude of the calculated orbital m
netic momentMl is larger than that of the spin momentMs

and that they couple to each other in an antiparallel w
However, the magnitude of the total magnetic moment (Ms

1Ml) is too small compared to the experimental data, in
cating that the calculatedMl is not large enough.

The optical and magnetooptical~MO! spectra of ura-
nium monochalcogenides have been investigated theo
cally in Refs. 20, 21, 23, and 25. These theoretical spe
are all computed from first principles, using Kubo linea
response theory, but it appears that there are large differe
among them. Cooper and coworkers22 find good agreemen
with experiment for the real part of the diagonal conductiv
(sxx

(1)) of UTe, but the much more complicated off-diagon
conductivity (sxy

(2)) of US and UTe is about 4 times large
than experiment, and also the shape of their spectrum is
ferent from the experimental one. Halilov and Kulatov20 also
find an off-diagonal conductivity which is much larger tha
the experimental one, but they additionally obtain a diago
conductivitysxx

(1) that differs substantially from experimen
Gasche21 finds a Kerr rotation spectrum of US that is qui
different from experiment, and subsequently considers
effect of an orbital polarization term to improve theab initio
Kerr spectra. Kraftet al.23 obtained reasonable agreeme
with experiment for the absolute value of the Kerr spectra
US, USe, and UTe. However, the shape of the Kerr spect
not reproduced by LSDA theory, since the theoretical spe
exhibit a double-peak structure, while the experimental sp
tra have only a single-peak structure. The LSDA1U calcu-
lations presented in Ref. 25 take into account the strong C
lomb correlations among the 5f orbitals and greatly improve
the agreement between theory and experiment for all th
materials. This finding appears to be consistent with
quasilocalized nature of the 5f electrons in these com
pounds.

The x-ray magnetic circular dichroism~XMCD! tech-
nique has developed in recent years into a powerful mag
tometry tool for investigating the orbital and spin contrib
tions to magnetic moments. XMCD measures the differe
in absorption of a compound for x rays with two oppos
~left and right! states of circular polarization. The study
the 5f electron shell in uranium compounds is usually p
formed by tuning the energy of the x-ray close to theM4,5

edges of uranium~located at 3552 and 3728 eV, respective!
where electronic transitions between 3d3/2.5/2 and 5f 5/2.7/2

states are involved. Recently XMCD measurements h
been successfully performed on US at theM4,5 edges.29 The
XMCD spectrum for U 3d→5 f transitions in US has bee
calculated in Ref. 27 on the basis of the HF approximat
for an extended Hubbard model. The parameters involve
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the tight-binding model were determined by fitting the e
ergy of Bloch electrons in the paramagnetic state obtaine
an LDA band structure calculation. There are no XMCD c
culations for USe and UTe in the literature.

With the aim of undertaking a systematic investigati
of the trends in uranium compounds we present the theo
cally calculated electronic structure and XMCD spectra
the M4,5 edges for the UX (X5S, Se, and Te! compounds.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presen
description of the crystal structure of the U monochalc
genides and the computational details. Section 3 is devo
to the electronic structure and XMCD spectra of US, US
and UTe calculated in the LSDA and LSDA1U approxima-
tions. The XMCD theoretical calculations are compared
the experimental measurements. Finally, the results are s
marized in Sec. 4.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Magnetooptical effects refer to various changes in
polarization state of light upon interaction with materia
possessing a net magnetic moment, including rotation of
plane of linearly polarized light~Faraday, Kerr rotation!, and
the complementary differential absorption of left and rig
circularly polarized light~circular dichroism!. In the near-
visible spectral range these effects result from excitation
electrons in the conduction band. Near x-ray absorpt
edges, or resonances, magnetooptical effects can be
hanced by transitions from well-defined atomic core levels
transition-symmetry-selected valence states. There ar
least two alternative formalisms for describing resonant s
x-ray MO properties. One uses the classical dielec
tensor.30 Another uses the resonant atomic scattering fac
including charge and magnetic contributions.31,32 The
equivalence of these two descriptions~within the dipole ap-
proximation! is demonstrated in Ref. 33.

For the polar Kerr magnetization geometry and a crys
of tetragonal symmetry, where both the fourfold axis and
magnetizationM are perpendicular to the sample surface a
the z axis is chosen parallel to them, the dielectric tenso
composed of the diagonal«xx and «zz components and the
off-diagonal«xy component in the form

«5S «xx «xy 0

2«xy «xx 0

0 0 «zz

D . ~1!

A complete description of MO effects in this formalism
given by the four nonzero elements of the dielectric ten
or, equivalently, by the complex refractive indexn(v)

n~v![A«~v!512d~v!1 ib~v! ~2!

for several normal modes corresponding to the propaga
of pure polarization states along specific directions in
sample. The solution of Maxwell’s equations yields the
normal modes.34 One of these modes is for circular comp
nents of opposite (6) helicity, with wave vectorhiM , and
having indices

n6512d61 ib65A«xx6 i«xy. ~3!
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The other two cases are for linear polarization w
h'M .33 One has electric vectorEiM and index ni

512d i1 ib i5A«zz. The other hasE'M and n'51
2d'1 ib'5A(«xx

2 1«xy
2 )/«xx.

At normal light incidence the complex Faraday angle
given by33,35

wF~v!5uF~v!2 ihF~v!5
v l

2c
~n22n2!, ~4!

wherec is the speed of light anduF(v) andhF(v) are the
Faraday rotation and the ellipticity. The complex Farad
response describes the polarization changes to the inc
linear polarization on propagation through a film of thickne
l . ~The incident linearly polarized light is a coherent sup
position of two circularly waves of opposite helicity.!

Magnetic circular dichroism is of first order inM ~or
«xy) and is given byb12b2 or d12d2 , respectively, the
latter representing the magnetooptical rotation~MOR! of the
plane of polarization~Faraday effect!. Magnetic linear di-
chroism ~MLD ! n'2ni ~also known as the Voigt effect! is
quadratic inM . The Voigt effect is present in both ferromag
nets and antiferromagnets, while the first-order MO effect
the forward scattering beam are absent with the net ma
tization in antiferromagnets.

The alternative consideration of the MO effects is bas
on the atomic scattering factorf (v,q), which provides a
microscopic description of the interaction of x-ray photo
with magnetic ions. For forward scattering (q50) f (v)
5Z1 f 8(v)1 i f 9(v), whereZ is the atomic number.f 8(v)
and f 9(v) are the anomalous dispersion corrections, rela
to each other by the Kramers–Kronig transformation. T
general equivalence of these two formalisms can be see
noting the one-to-one correspondence of terms describing
same polarization dependence for the same normal mod33

For a multicomponent sample they are related tod and b
through

d~v!5
2pc2r e

v2 (
i

Zi f i8~v!Ni , ~5!

b~v!5
2pc2r e

v2 (
i

f i9~v!Ni , ~6!

where the sum is over atomic spheres, each having num
densityNi , andr e is the classical electron radius. The x-ra
absorption coefficientml(v) of polarizationl may be writ-
ten in terms of the imaginary part off l(v) as

ml~v!5
4pr ec

Vv
f l9~v!, ~7!

whereV is the atomic volume. The x-ray MCD, which is th
difference in x-ray absorption for right- and left-circular
polarized photons (m12m2) can be represented by (f 19
2 f 29 ). The Faraday rotationuF(v) of the linear polarization
measures the MCD in the real partf l8 of the resonant mag
netic x-ray scattering amplitude, i.e.,36

uF~v!5
v l

2c
Re@n12n2#5

p lr e

Vv
~ f 28 ~v!2 f 18 ~v!!. ~8!

Finally, the x-ray scattering intensity from an elemental ma
net at Bragg reflection measured in the resonant magn
y
nt
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x-ray-scattering experiments is just the squared modulu
the total scattering amplitude, which is a linear combinat
of ( f 68 1 i f 69 , f z81 i f z9), with coefficients completely deter
mined by the experimental geometry.35 Multiple scattering
theory is usually used to calculate the resonant magn
x-ray scattering amplitude (f 81 i f 9).30,35,37

We should mention that the general equivalence of
dielectric-tensor and scattering-factor descriptions holds o
in the case when one is considering the contribution of
pole transitions to the atomic scattering factorf (v). Higher-
order multipole terms have different polarizatio
dependence.31

Using straightforward symmetry considerations, it c
be shown that all magnetooptical phenomena~XMCD, MO
Kerr and Faraday effects! are caused by symmetry reductio
in comparison to the paramagnetic state, caused by mag
ordering.38 XMCD properties are manifested only when S
coupling is considered in addition. To calculate the XMC
properties one has to take magnetism and SO coupling
account at the same time when dealing with the electro
structure of the material considered. The theoretical desc
tion of magnetic dichroism can be cast into four categori
On the one hand, there are one-particle~ground-state! and
many-body~excited-state! theories; on the other hand, the
are theories for single atoms and those which take into
count the solid state. To name a few from each category,
atomic one-particle theories we refer to Refs. 39 and 40,
atomic many-particle multiplet theory to Refs. 41–44, f
solid many-particle theories to Ref. 45, and for solid on
particle theories~photoelectron diffraction! to Refs. 46–49.
A multiple-scattering approach to XMCD, a solid-state on
particle theory, has been proposed by Ebertet al.50–52 and
Tamuraet al.53

Within the one-particle approximation, the absorpti
coefficientm for an incident x ray of polarizationl and pho-
ton energy\v can be determined as the probability of ele
tron transition from an initial core state~with wave function
c j and energyEj ) to a final unoccupied state~with wave
function cnk and energyEnk)

m j
l~v!5(

nk
u^CnkuPluC j&u2d~Enk2Ej2\v!

3u~Enk2EF!. ~9!

Pl is the dipole electron–photon interaction operator

Pl52eaal , ~10!

wherea are the Dirac matrices, andal is thel polarization
unit vector of the photon potential vector@a651/&(1,
6 i ,0), az5(0,0,1)] ~here6 denotes, respectively, left an
right circular photon polarizations with respect to the ma
netization direction in the solid!. More-detailed expression
of the matrix elements for the spin-polarized fully relativist
LMTO method may be found in Refs. 52 and 54.

While XMCD is calculated using equation~9!, the main
features can be understood already from a simplified exp
sion for paramagnetic solids. With restriction to electric d
pole transitions, keeping the integration only inside t
atomic spheres~due to the highly localized core states! and
averaging with respect to polarization of the light, one o
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tains the following expression for the absorption coefficie
of the core level with (l , j ) quantum numbers:55

m l j
0 ~v!5 (

l 8, j 8

2 j 11

4 S d l 8,l 21d j 8, j 11

j 11
1

d l 8,l 21d j 8, j 21

j

1
d l 8,l 11d j 8, j

j ~ j 11!~2 j 11! DNl 8, j 8~E!Cl , j
l 8, j 8~E! , ~11!

whereNl 8, j 8(E) is the partial density of empty states and t

Cl , j
l 8, j 8(E) radial matrix elements.55

Equation~11! allows only transitions withD l 561, D j
50,61 ~dipole selection rules! which means that the absorp
tion coefficient can be interpreted as a direct measure for
sum of (l , j )-resolved DOS curves weighted by the square
the corresponding radial matrix element~which usually is a
smooth function of energy!. This simple interpretation is als
valid for the spin-polarized case.30

The application of standard LSDA methods tof -shell
systems meets with problems in most cases, because o
correlated nature of thef electrons. To account better for th
on-sitef -electron correlations, we have adopted as a suita
model Hamiltonian that of the LSDA1U approach.56 The
main idea is the same as in the Anderson impurity mode57

the separate treatment of localizedf electrons for which the
Coulomb f 2 f interaction is taken into account by
Hubbard-type term in the Hamiltonian 1/2U( iÞ jninj (ni are
the f -orbital occupancies!, and delocalizeds, p, andd elec-
trons for which the local density approximation for the Co
lomb interaction is regarded as sufficient.

Hubbard58,59 was one of the first to point out the impo
tance, in the solid state, of Coulomb correlations which oc
inside atoms. The many-body crystal wave function has
reduce to many-body atomic wave functions as the lat
spacing is increased. This limiting behavior is missed in
LDA/DFT. The spectrum of excitations for the shell of a
f -electron system is a set of many-body levels describ
processes of removing and adding electrons. In the simpli
case, when everyf electron has roughly the same kinet
energy« f and Coulomb repulsion energyU, the total energy
of the shell withn electrons is given byEn5« f n1Un(n
21)/2 and the excitation spectrum is given by«n5En21

2En5« f1Un.
Let us consider anf ion as an open system with a fluc

tuating number off electrons. The correct formula for th
Coulomb energy off 2 f interactions as a function of th
number of f electronsN given by the LDA should beE
5UN(N21)/2 ~Ref. 60!. If we subtract this expression from
the LDA total energy functional and add a Hubbard-like te
~neglecting for now exchange and nonsphericity! we will
have the following functional:

E5ELDA2UN~N21!/21
1

2
U(

iÞ j
ninj . ~12!

The orbital energies« i are derivatives of~12!:

« i5
]E

]ni
5«LDA1US 1

2
2ni D . ~13!

This simple formula gives the shift of the LDA orbital energ
2U/2 for occupied orbitals (ni51) and1U/2 for unoccu-
pied orbitals (ni50). A similar formula is found for the
t
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orbital dependent potentialVi(r )5dE/dni(r ), where the
variation is taken not on the total charge densityr~r ! but on
the charge density of a particulari th orbital ni(r ):

Vi~r !5VLDA~r !1US 1

2
2ni D . ~14!

Expression~14! restores the discontinuous behavior of t
one-electron potential of the exact density functional theo

The functional~12! neglects exchange and nonspheric
of the Coulomb interaction. In the most general rotationa
invariant form the LDA1U functional is defined as61,62

ELDA1U@r~r !,n̂#5EL~S!DA@r~r !#1EU~ n̂!2Edc~ n̂!,
~15!

whereEL(S)DA@r(r )# is the LSDA ~or LDA as in Ref. 60!
functional of the total electron spin densities,EU(n̂) is the
electron–electron interaction energy of the localized el
trons, andEdc(n̂) is the so-called ‘‘double counting’’ term
which cancels approximately the part of the electro
electron energy which is already included inELDA. The last
two terms are functions of the occupation matrixn̂ defined
using the local orbitals$w lms%.

The matrix n̂5insm,s8m8i generally consists of both
spin-diagonal and spin-nondiagonal terms. The latter can
pear due to the spin–orbit interaction or a noncollinear m
netic order. Then, the second term in Eq.~15! can be written
as:61–63

EU5
1

2 (
s,s8,$m%

~nsm1 ,sm2
Um1m2m3m4

ns8m3 ,s8m4

2nsm1 ,s8m2
Um1m4m3m2

ns8m3 ,sm4
!, ~16!

whereUm1m2m3m4
are the matrix elements of the on-site Co

lomb interaction, which are given by

Um1m2m3m4
5 (

k50

2l

am1m2m3m4

k Fk, ~17!

with Fk being the screened Slater integrals for a givenl and

am1m2m3m4

k 5
4p

2k11 (
q52k

k

^ lm1uYkqu lm2&^ lm3uYkq* u lm4&.

~18!

The ^ lm1uYkqu lm2& angular integrals of a product of thre
spherical harmonicsYlm can be expressed in terms o
Clebsch–Gordan coefficients, and Eq.~18! becomes

am1m2m3m4

k 5dm12m21m3 ,m4
~Ck0,l0

l0 !2

3Ckm12m2 ,lm2

lm1 Ckm12m2 ,lm3

lm4 . ~19!

The matrix elementsUmmm8m8 and Umm8m8m which enter
those terms in the sum in Eq.~16! which contain a product of
the diagonal elements of the occupation matrix can be id
tified as pair Coulomb and exchange integrals:

Ummm8m85Umm8 ,Umm8m8m5Jmm8 . ~20!

The averaging of the matricesUmm8 and Umm82Jmm8
over all possible pairsm,m8 determine the averaged Cou
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FIG. 1. Self-consistent fully relativistic energy band structure and total DOS~in states/~unit cell•eV!! of US calculated within the LSDA and LSDA1U
approximations withU52 eV andJ50.5 eV.
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lomb U and exchangeJ integrals which enter the expressio
for Edc. Using the properties of the Clebsch–Gordan coe
cients, one can show that

U5
1

~2l 11!2 (
mm8

Umm85F0, ~21!

U2J5
1

2l ~2l 11! (
mm8

~Umm82Jmm8!5F0

2
1

2l (k52

2l

~Cn0,l0
l0 !2Fk, ~22!

where the primed sum is overm8Þm. Equations~21! and
~22! allow us to establish the following relation between t
average exchange integralJ and Slater integrals:

J5
1

2l (k52

2l

~Cn0,l0
l0 !2Fk, ~23!

or explicitly

J5
1

14
~F21F4!, for l 52, ~24!
- J5
1

6435
~286F21195F41250F6! for l 53. ~25!

The meaning ofU has been carefully discussed b
Herring.64 For example, in anf -electron system withn f
electrons per atom,U is defined as the energy cost for th
reaction

2~ f n!→ f n111 f n21, ~26!

i.e., the energy cost for moving anf electron between two
atoms which both initially hadn f electrons. It should be
emphasized thatU is a renormalized quantity which contain
the effects of screening by fasts andp electrons. The num-
ber of these delocalized electrons on an atom withn11 f
electrons decreases, whereas their number on an atom
n21 f electrons increases. The screening reduces the en
cost for the reaction given by Eq.~26!. It is worth noting that
because of the screening the value ofU in L(S)DA1U cal-
culations is significantly smaller then the bareU used in the
Hubbard model.58,59

In principle, the screened CoulombU and exchangeJ
integrals can be determined from supercell LSDA calcu
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FIG. 2. The partial 5f 5/2 and 5f 7/2 density of states~in states/~atom•eV!! within US, USe, and UTe calculated in the LSDA and LSDA1U approximations.
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tions using Slater’s transition state technique65 or from con-
strained LSDA calculations.66–68Then, the LDA1U method
becomes parameter-free. However, in some cases, as fo
stance for bcc iron,65 the value ofU obtained from such
calculations appears to be overestimated. Alternatively,
value of U estimated from the photoemission spectrosco
~PES! and x-ray bremsstrahlung isochromat spectrosc
~BIS! experiments can be used. Because of the difficultie
unambiguous determination ofU it can be considered as
parameter of the model. Then its value can be adjusted s
to achieve the best agreement of the results of LDA1U cal-
culations with PES or optical spectra. While the use of
adjustable parameter is generally considered an anath
among first-principles practitioners, the LDA1U approach
does offer a plausible and practical method for the appro
mate treatment of strongly correlated orbitals in solids. It h
been found that many properties evaluated by the LDA1U
method are insensitive to small variations of the value ofU
around some optimal value. Indeed, the optimal value oU
determined empirically is often very close to the value o
tained from supercell or constrained density functional c
culations.

All three chalcogenides, namely, US, USe, and U
considered in the present work crystallize in the NaCl ty
in-

e
y
y

of

as

n
ma

i-
s

-
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,
e

structure~B1! with space group symmetryFm3m. The ura-
nium atom is positioned at~0,0,0! and the chalcogen a
~1/2,1/2,1/2!.

The details of the computational method are describe
our previous papers,69,70 and here we only mention sever
aspects. The calculations were performed using the f
relativistic LMTO method for the experimentally observe
lattice constantsa55.86, 6.06, and 6.436 Å for US, USe
and UTe, respectively. To improve the potential we inclu
additional empty spheres in the~1/4,1/4,1/4! positions. We
used the von Barth–Hedin parametrization71 for the
exchange-correlation potential. Brillouin zone~BZ! integra-
tions were performed using the improved tetrahed
method72 and the charge was obtained self-consistently w
1330 irreduciblek points. The basis consisted of Us, p, d,
f , and g; chalcogens, p, and d; empty spheress and p
LMTOs.

We have adopted the LSDA1U method56 as a different
level of approximation to treat the electron–electron corre
tion. We used a generalization of the LSDA1U method
which takes into account that in the presence of spin–o
coupling the occupation matrix of localized electrons b
comes nondiagonal in the spin indices.61 The screened Cou
lomb U and exchangeJ integrals enter the LSDA1U energy
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FIG. 3. The partial 5f 5/2 density of states~in states/~atom•eV!! in US, USe, and UTe calculated within the LSDA, LSDA1U(OP), and LSDA1U
approximations.
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functional as external parameters and have been set to
value U52 eV derived from XPS measurements a
J50.5 eV.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Band structure and magnetic moments

In our band structure calculations we have perform
two independent fully relativistic spin-polarized calculation
We consider the 5f electrons as: itinerant electrons, using t
local spin-density approximation; and partly localized, us
the LSDA1U approximation.

Figure 1 shows the energy band structure of US for b
the approximations. The LSDA energy band structure of
can be subdivided into three regions separated by en
gaps. The bands in the lowest region around215 eV have
the

d
.

g

h
S
gy

mostly Ss character with a small amount of Usp character
mixed in. The next six energy bands are Sp bands separated
from thes bands by an energy gap of about 6 eV. The wid
of the S p band is about 4 eV. U 6d bands are broad an
extend between22.5 and 10 eV. The sharp peaks in th
DOS just below and above the Fermi energy are due to
5 f 5/2 and 5f 7/2 states, respectively. Figure 1 also shows
energy bands and total density of states of US in the LS
1U approximation.61,62 The Coulomb repulsion splits par
tially occupied U 5f 5/2 states, and the LSDA1U calculations
give a solution with three localized 5f electrons in US. U 5f
states just above the Fermi level are formed by the remain
5 f 5/2 states, whereas the peak of the 5f 7/2 states is pushed
about 1 eV upward from its LSDA position.

Figure 2 shows the calculated fully relativistic spi
polarized partial 5f density of states of ferromagnetic ura
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nium monochalcogenides calculated in the LSDA a
LSDA1U approximations. Because of large spin–orbit
teraction of 5f electrons, thej 55/2 and j 57/2 states are
fairly well separated, and the occupied states are compo
mostly of the j 55/2 states. The 5f 7/2 states are almos
empty.

In magnets, the atomic spinMs and orbitalMl magnetic
moments are basic quantities and their separate determ
tion is therefore important. Methods of their experimen
determination include traditional gyromagnetic ra
measurements,73 magnetic form factor measurements usi
neutron scattering,74 and magnetic x-ray scattering.75 In ad-
dition to these, the recently developed x-ray magnetic cir
lar dichroism combined with several sum rules76,77 has at-
tracted much attention as a method of site- and symme
selective determination ofMs and Ml . Table I presents a
comparison between the calculated and experimental m
netic moments in uranium monochalcogenides. For comp
son, we also list the results of previous band structure ca
lations. Our LSDA results obtained by the fully relativist
spin-polarized LMTO method are in good agreement w
the ASW results of Kraftet al.23 The LSDA calculations for
ferromagnetic uranium monochalcogenides~US, USe, and
UTe! give a magnitude of the total magnetic momentMt too
small compared to the experimental data, indicating that
calculatedMl is not large enough.

It is a well-known fact, however, that the LSDA calcu
lations fail to produce the correct value of the orbital m
ment of uranium compounds.7,78,80–82In LSDA, the Kohn–
Sham equation is described by a local potential including
spin-dependent electron density. The electric current, wh
describesMl , is, however, not included. This means th
althoughMs is self-consistently determined in LSDA, the
is no framework to simultaneously determineMl self-
consistently.

Numerous attempts have been made to better estim
Ml in solids. They can be roughly classified into two categ
ries. One is based on the so-called current density functio
theory83–85 that is intended to extend density function
theory to include the orbital current as an extra degree
freedom, which describesMl . Unfortunately the explicit
form of the current density functional is at present unknow
The other category includes the orbital polarizati
~OP!,7,78,81,82self-interaction correction~SIC!,86 and LSDA
1U61,62 approaches, which provide a means beyond
LSDA scheme to calculateMl .

For a better description ofMl , the OP functional form of
BLz

2 with the Racah parameterB has been deduced7 from an
atomic multiplet ground state without SOI, whoseS and L
are given by Hund’s rules. However, the OP method does
assure us that it will give a good description when the SO
included and thusS andL are no longer good quantum num
bers. Using the LSDA1OP method, Brooks7 obtained larger
magnitude ofMl and improvement inMt . However, they
have stated that the individual magnitudes ofMs andMl are
considered to be too large from the analysis of the magn
form factor, and the ratioMl / Ms is still far from the experi-
mental value for all three uranium monochalcogenid
~Table I!.

Solovyev et al.62 argue that the key parameter respo
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sible for the exchange-correlation enhancement of the orb
magnetic moments in solids is the ‘‘HubbardU ’’ rather than
the intra-atomic Hund’s second rule coupling, being cons
tent with a more general concept of the orbital polarizatio
This leads to a unified rotationally invariant LSDA1U pre-
scription for the orbital magnetism. Table I presents the c
culated magnetic moments in uranium monochalcogeni
using a generalization of the LSDA1U method.61,62 In these
calculations we usedU52.0 eV andJ50.5 eV. Table I pre-
sents also the LSDA1U calculated magnetic moments wit
U5J50.5 eV. Since in that caseUeff50 the effect of
LSDA1U comes from nonspherical terms which are det
mined byF2, F4, and F6 Slater integrals. Since the basi
idea of such an approach is similar to the OP method,7,81 we
denote the last approximation as LSDA1U(OP). The
LSDA1U(OP) approximation describes the correlations b
tween spin and orbital magnetic moment directions.

Figure 3 shows the 5f 5/2 partial density of states in US
calculated within the LSDA, LSDA1U(OP), and LSDA
1U approximations. The LSDA1U(OP) approximation
strongly affects the relative energy positions of th
mj -projected 5f density of states and substantially improv

TABLE I. The experimental and calculated spinMs , orbital Ml , and total
Mt magnetic moments at the uranium site~in mB) of US, USe, and UTe.
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FIG. 4. The partial 5f 5/2 density of states~in states/~atom•eV!! in US, USe, and UTe calculated within the LSDA1U approximation.
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their orbital magnetic moments~Table I!. For example, the
ratio Ml /Ms in the LSDA1U(OP) calculations is equal to
22.17 and22.14 for US and UTe, respectively. The corr
sponding experimental values are22.3 for US from the neu-
tron measurements8 and 22.21 for UTe from the magnetic
Compton profile measurements.79

The 5f spinMs and orbitalMl magnetic moments in US
have been also calculated in Ref. 27 on the basis of the
approximation for an extended Hubbard model. The tig
binding model includes the intra-atomic 5f 25 f multipole
interaction and the SOI in the 5f state. The parameters in
volved in the model were determined by fitting with the e
ergy of Bloch electrons in the paramagnetic state obtaine
the LDA band structure calculation. The calculated ratio
the momentsMl /Ms of 22.14 andMl of 3.19mB are in
good agreement with available experimental results~Table I!.

We should mention that the results of the LSD
1U(OP) calculations are in close agreement with the res
obtained using the HF approximation for an extended H
bard model27 ~Table I!. Both approximations take into ac
count the SOI and the intra-atomic 5f 25 f Coulomb inter-
action in the Hubbard model. The small differences
magnetic moments are due to slightly different values
Ueff . In our calculations we usedU5J50.5 eV, which
givesUeff50. The authors of Ref. 27 usedU50.76 eV and
F
t-

-
in
f

ts
-

f

J50.5 eV, which givesUeff50.26 eV. Besides, there ar
some small differences in theF2, F4, andF6 Slater integrals
in two the calculations.

Figure 3 also shows themj -projected 5f 5/2 density of
states in US calculated in the LSDA1U approximation with
U52.0 eV andJ50.5 eV. The corresponding partial DOS
for USe and UTe are presented in Fig. 4. The degree
localization of occupied 5f 5/2 states is increasing from US t
UTe. In US the 5f 5/2 states withmj525/2 are strongly hy-
bridized with other occupied states, while the hybridizati
in USe and particularly in UTe almost vanishes. The 5f 5/2

states withmj525/2 are responsible for the narrow sing
peak in UTe~Fig. 4!. The orbital magnetic moments calcu
lated in the LSDA1U approximation are larger than thos
calculated in the LSDA1U(OP) approximation, which lead
to a slightly overestimated ratioMl /Ms in comparison with
the experimental data for the LSDA1U calculations
~Table I!.

3.2. XMCD spectra

The XMCD measurements on the UM4,5 edges of US
have been presented in Ref. 29. The measured dichroicM4

line consists of a simple nearly symmetric negative peak
has no distinct structure. Such a peak is characteristic of
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M4 edge of all uranium systems. The dichroic line at theM5

edge has an asymmetrics shape with two peaks—a strong
negative peak and a weaker positive peak. The dichroism
theM4 edge is more than one order of magnitude larger t
at theM5 edge.

We recall that theM4 (M5) edge corresponds t
3d3/2(3d5/2)→5 f transitions. The created 3d core hole has
electrostatic interaction with the 5f shell. However, in a first
approximation, this interaction can be neglected since
clear multiplet structure is distinguished in the absorpt
spectra. This approximation is supported theoretically si
the Slater integralsFk(3d,5f ) and Gk(3d,5f ) are small
compared to theFk(5 f ,5f ) integrals and 3d spin–orbit
interaction.29 In neglect of the core-level splitting, the me
sured spectra reflect the density of states above the F
level EF weighted by the dipole transition probabilitie
Since the XMCD technique uses circularly polarized x ra
the dichroism contains information about the character of
magnetic sublevels in the DOS.

Because of the electric dipole selection rules (D l
561; D j 50,61) the major contribution to the absorptio
at theM4 edge stems from the transitions 3d3/2→5 f 5/2 and
that at theM5 edge originates primarily from 3d5/2→5 f 7/2

transitions, with a weaker contribution from 3d5/2→5 f 5/2

transitions. For the later case the corresponding 3d5/2

→5 f 5/2 radial matrix elements are only slightly smaller th
for the 3d5/2→5 f 7/2 transitions. The angular matrix elemen
however, strongly suppress the 3d5/2→5 f 5/2 contribution.
Therefore the contribution to the XMCD spectrum at theM5

FIG. 5. The XMCD spectra of US, USe, and UTe at the uraniumM 4,5 edges
calculated within the LSDA~dashed lines!, LSDA1U(OP) ~dotted lines!,
and LSDA1U ~solid lines! approximations. Experimental spectra of U
~Ref. 87; open circles! were measured at a magnetic field of 2 T. The UM4

spectra are shifted by295 eV to include them in the figure.
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edge from the transitions withD j 50 is 15 times smaller
than the transitions withD j 51 @see Eq.~11!#.

Figure 5 shows the XMCD spectra of US, USe, and U
at the uraniumM4,5 edges calculated within the LSDA an
LSDA1U approximations. It is clearly seen that the LSD
calculations give inappropriate results. The major discr
ancy between the LSDA calculated and experimental XMC
spectra is the size of theM4 XMCD peak. The LSDA under-
estimates the integral intensity of the XMCD atM4 edge. As
the integrated XMCD signal is proportional to the orbit
moment76 this discrepancy could be related to an undere
mation of the orbital moment by LSDA-based computation
methods~Table I!. On the other hand, the LSDA1U ap-
proximation produces good agreement with the experim
tally measured intensity for theM4 XMCD spectrum. In the
case of theM5 XMCD spectrum, the LSDA strongly over
estimates the value of the positive peak. The LSD
1U(OP) approximation gives good agreement in the sh
and intensity of the XMCD spectrum at theM5 edge.

The behavior of the 5f electrons ranges from nearly de
localized to almost localized: US is considered to be nea
itinerant,88 while UTe is considered to be quasilocalized89

So the failure of the LSDA description of the XMCD spect
in US comes as a surprise, because if the 5f electrons are
itinerant, one would expect the delocalized LSDA approa
to be applicable. However, as the integrated XMCD signa
proportional to the orbital moment,76 this discrepancy could
be related to an underestimation of the orbital moment
LSDA-based computational methods.

It is interesting to note that the LSDA1U(OP) and
LSDA1U calculations give similar results for the XMCD
spectrum at theM5 edge in the case of US and becam
relatively more different going through USe and UTe, pro
ably reflecting the increase of degree of localization of
5 f electrons. Besides, the relative intensity of theM5 and
M4 XMCD spectra is strongly increased in going from US
UTe. Experimental measurements of the XMCD spectra
USe and UTe are highly desired.

4. SUMMARY

We have studied the electronic structure and the x-
magnetic circular dichroism in US, USe, and UTe by mea
of an ab initio fully-relativistic spin-polarized Dirac linear
muffin-tin orbital method. We found that the degree of loc
ization of occupied 5f 5/2 states is increasing in going from
US to UTe. In US the 5f 5/2 states with mj525/2 are
strongly hybridized with other occupied states, while th
hybridization in USe and particularly in UTe almost va
ishes. The 5f 5/2 states withmj525/2 form a narrow single
peak in UTe.

The LSDA calculations for ferromagnetic uraniu
monochalcogenides~US, USe, and UTe! give too small a
magnitude of the total magnetic momentMt compared to the
experimental data, indicating that the calculatedMl is not
large enough. On the other hand, the LSDA1U method
~with Ueff50, the so-called LSDA1U(OP) approximation!
provides good agreement with neutron and XMCD expe
mental data. The orbital magnetic moments calculated in
LSDA1U approximation are larger than those calculated
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the LSDA1U(OP) approximation, which leads to a slight
overestimated ratioMl /Ms in comparison with the experi
mental data for the LSDA1U calculations.

The experimentally measured dichroic UM4 line in US
consists of a simple, nearly symmetric negative peak that
no distinct structure. The dichroic line at theM5 edge has an
asymmetrics shape with two peaks—a stronger negat
peak and a weaker positive peak. The major discrepa
between the LSDA-calculated and experimental XMC
spectra is the size of theM4 XMCD peak. The LSDA under-
estimates the integral intensity of the XMCD at theM4 edge.
As the integrated XMCD signal is proportional to the orbi
moment this discrepancy could be related to an underest
tion of the orbital moment by LSDA-based computation
methods. The LSDA calculations also strongly overestim
the value of the positive peak of the XMCD spectrum at
M5 edge. On the other hand, the LSDA1U(OP) approxima-
tion gives good agreement in the shape and intensity of th
XMCD spectra at theM4 andM5 edges.
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Boundary friction on molecular lubricants: rolling mode?
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A theoretical model is proposed for low-temperature friction between two smooth, rigid solid
surfaces separated by lubricant molecules, admitting their deformations and rotations.
The appearance of different modes of energy dissipation~by ‘‘rocking’’ or ‘‘rolling’’ of lubricants !
at slow relative displacement of the surfaces is shown to be accompanied by stick-and-slip
features and reveals a nonmonotonic~mean! friction force versus external load. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1705439#
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INTRODUCTION

In modern tribology there is a still increasing interest
studies of wearless friction on atomically smooth surface1,2

as a possibility for providing information about the bas
processes of energy losses on the microscopic level, im
tant for the purposes of optimization in many technologi
applications. This is also connected with the search for
best coating and lubricant materials. The principal phys
picture usually considered in relation to boundary friction
few molecular layers of lubricant liquid is a sequence
‘‘freezing—melting’’ processes of the lubricant, giving ris
to discontinuous~stick-and-slip! displacement of sliding
surfaces.3 Recently a new theoretical approach was propo
for microscopic sliding processes at extremely low velocit
of motion and upon a monolayer of lubricant atoms,4 as can
be the case for friction force microscopy~FFM!. Based on
the adiabatic formation of metastable states~similar to dislo-
cations in usual deformed crystals or defects in the Frenke
Kontorova model5,6! and their following relaxation, this
treatment shows how the~average! microscopic friction co-
efficient depends upon the material parameters of the c
tacting solids and lubricants and also how stick-and-s
jumps with atomic periodicity can develop in the micr
scopic friction force. It should be noted that a similar micr
scopic mechanism of dislocation-assisted sliding was
cently proposed for contacting asperities in dry friction.7

Ultimately, with the discovery of the almost spheric
fullerene C60 molecule8 ~and/or cylindrical carbon
nanotubes9! a hope had arisen to use such closed molec
structures as ‘‘free rotating’’ lubricants, for considerable
duction of the friction coefficient. For instance, a reducti
of the sliding friction coefficient had already been discuss
due to involvement of spinning motion of surfaces
contact.10 However, the FFM experiments with use of C60

monolayers deposited over atomically smooth solid surfa
brought some contradictory results.11–13 To get a better un-
3171063-777X/2004/30(4)/4/$26.00
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derstanding of them, a further theoretical insight on the
ementary processes of boundary friction is desirable.

The present communication is aimed at extention of
above-mentioned adiabatic approach to processes of bo
ary friction which include the internal degrees of freedom
the lubricant molecules. Within an extremely simple mod
we make an attempt to show that, due to the discrete ato
structure of such a molecule, qualitatively different modes
slow motion, either dissipative or nondissipative, are p
sible, depending on the applied external load on the cont
For dissipative modes there are energy losses resulting f
stick-and-slip discontinuities, but these losses turn out m
lower than for similar processes at sliding solid surfac
upon atomic lubricants. Besides, the mean value of the f
tion force is found to be a nonmonotonic function of th
external load and can be sensitive to temperature in the c
genic range.

THE MODEL

Let us consider a two-dimensional model for the boun
ary friction system which includes two semi-infinite atom
arrays, ‘‘solids,’’ with identical triangular lattice structur
and a spatial separationd between their surfaces, and clu
ters of four atoms, the ‘‘molecular lubricants,’’ confined b
tween the solids~Fig. 1!. The distances between neare
neighbor atoms in both solids and in clusters are assu
invariable1! ~that means, corresponding to ‘‘absolutely rigid
bonds!, and the bond length for the molecule is equal to t
lattice parametera for the solid surfaces.

The model includes certain ‘‘soft links,’’ which deter
mine the energy variation versus relative displacement of
solids. In the first turn, this is a weak Lennard-Jones inter
tion between an atom of solid and a lubricant molecule
distancer :
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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VL2J~r !5«0F S r 0

r D 12

22S r 0

r D 6G , ~1!

characterized by the adhesion energy«0 and equilibrium dis-
tancer 0 . Besides, a lubricant molecule can experience rho
bic deformation which changes its energy ask sin2 w, where
k andw are the elastic constant and rhombic angle, resp
tively. We neglect the interaction between different lub
cants, that is, we omit their possible collective modes. T
the molecular lubricants are supposed to contribute indep
dently to the total friction force. Then we choose one p
ticular molecule and set its center of mass as the origin of
reference frame, so its configuration is determined by
‘‘internal’’ rhombic angle w and the ‘‘external’’ orientation
angleu ~say, with respect to the normal to the interface!. In
such a frame, the two solids are supposed to be displa
symmetrically with respect to the lubricant molecule, a
their configuration is fully defined by the displacement p
rameterp, chosen, e.g., as the smallest positive longitudi
coordinate of the atoms of the upper solid. All this permits
to write the total energy~per lubricant! in the simple form:

E5(
n,m

VL2J„urn2Rmu…2k sin2 w, ~2!

wherern andRm are, respectively, the positions of the atom
of solids and the atoms in the lubricant molecule. Obviou
this extremely simplified model does not pretend to give
quantitative description, and explanation of friction expe
ments in real systems with complex and typically incomm
surate solid and molecular structures. It serves mainly to
lustrate some new qualitative possibilities for weak
dissipative processes associated with the internal~rolling or
rotational! degrees of freedom of molecular~including nano-
tubes! lubricants, in contrast to the dissipation by only tran
lational motions of the ‘‘point-like’’~atomic! lubricants.

THE ADIABATIC DYNAMICS

The adiabatic treatment of the system, correspondin
the expression~2!, follows the lines suggested in Ref. 4. Th
equilibrium distance for Lennard-Jones interaction~1! is

FIG. 1. Schematic of the friction system: two solid arrays~gray circles! with
identical lattice structures are separated by a four-atom lubricant mole
~white circles!. The molecule center rests at the origin, and its configura
is determined by the tilt angleu and rhombic anglew, while the symmetric
displacements of the solids are described by the parameterp ~see the text!.
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taken equal to the interatomic distance in the solids:r 05a.
At a given separationd between the surfaces, we calcula
numerically the total energy profileE(p,u,w) as a function
of the displacement parameterp, and also of the anglesu
and w. Next this function is optimized with respect to th
deformation anglew to result in profilesE(p,u) such as
those displayed in Figs. 2–5~for different values ofp,
through the whole displacement period from 0 toa, and at
different separationsd).

The primary optimization inw refers to the stronger elas
tic deformation constant~we took k50.5«0 , while the am-
plitude of relevant energy oscillations inu is ;0.1«0) and
hence to a faster relaxation inw than inu.2! Then the system
behavior at very slow uniform variation of the parameterp
with time ~that is, the slow dynamics! is obtained from
analysis of the profileE(p,u). Below we analyze how this

le
n

FIG. 2. Series of profiles of potential energy versus orientation~at optimal
deformation, see the text! and the related equilibrium states~bold circles! of
a lubricant molecule at growing displacement of the solids~the numbers
indicatep/a values! and at the highest separation between them. The ph
trajectory~arrows! shows that the molecule performs continuous ‘‘rocking
motions and after the full cycle~at p/a51) returns to its initial state with no
energy dissipation. Inset: the rhombic configuration atp50.

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 but at closer separation between the s
~higher external load!. The lubricant molecule after ‘‘rocking’’ returns to its
initial state, but in this course it experiences a thermally activated jump~the
dotted arrow over the potential barrier forp/a50.4) between the metastabl
~0.4! and stable (0.48) minima, and the corresponding energy difference
irreversibly lost. Inset: the configuration atp50 corresponds to one of the
split minima.
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profile changes with growing external load, which is he
simulated by a gradual decrease of the separation distand.

i! At the greatest separations~evidently corresponding to
the lowest loads!, it is seen from Fig. 2 that the energy profi
has a singlep/2 periodicity in u. This means that, for any
given p, there is a single equilibrium state for the molecu
characterized by its orientationu(p) ~up to a C4 rotation!
and energy E(u(p)), such that (]E/]u)u(p)50,
(]2E/]u2)u(p).0 In this case, the phase trajectoryE(u)
~shown by the sequence of bold dots linked by arrows,
growing displacement! is closed and continuous. Thus, th
system energy changes in a fully reversible way and, tho
some forces are exerted in the process, their mean value
the cycle and thus the mean friction force are exactly ze
This reversible variation of the angleu around its median
position ~such that the long diagonal of the rhombus poi
vertically; inset to Fig. 2!, corresponds to a ‘‘rocking mode
of the molecular motion.

ii ! As the two solid surfaces draw closer~at increasing
load!, the first qualitative change that appears in the sys
behavior is the doubling of its energy minima. Now there a
two split minima at the initial configurationp50 ~Fig. 3!,
which correspond to a twofold degenerate equilibrium st

FIG. 4. The same as in Figs. 2 and 3 but at still higher load. The therm
activated jump changes its direction and the lubricant molecule rotate
the anglep/2 after every period inp ~‘‘rolling mode’’ !. The energy loss and
hence the friction force is somewhat larger than that in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. The same as in Figs. 2–4 at futher growing load. The mole
returns from ‘‘rolling’’ to ‘‘rocking’’ regime with an intermediate jump, bu
at much smaller energy loss than in Figs. 3 and 4.
,
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of the deformed lubricant molecule: the long diagonal of t
rhombus can deviate by a finite angle,p/2 to both sides
from the vertical~inset to Fig. 3!. Since the molecule is con
sidered a classical object, it initially occupies only one of t
minima ~the left one is chosen in Fig. 3!.

However, the degeneracy gets lifted forp.0, so that one
of the split minima turns into a stable (s) and the other a
metastable (m) equilibrium state. As is seen from the con
secutive curves in Fig. 3, the energy barrierh between them
state and the nearests state~here that to the left ofm) de-
creases by many times with growingp, as a certain function
h(p). Since the adiabatic lifetime for them state is tm

5ta exp(bh) ~where ta;10212 s is the atomic oscillation
time andb is the inverse temperature!, it decreases in this
course by many orders of magnitude. Eventually, this li
time gets comparable to the characteristic timet0 of slow
displacement by an atomic period, at a very sharply defi
instant whenp5p0 , such thath(p0)5h05b21 ln(t0 /ta).
Hence it is almost exactly at this instant that a therma
activated jump from them to thes state is realized. After the
jump, the energy difference between them and s states~to
the moment of transition! is irreversibly lost, through the
creation of quasiparticles~phonons, for insulating solids!
which are finally thermalized in the bulk. For typical dis
placement rates in FFM,;102 Å/s, one hast0;1022 s, so
that the barrier to the transition moment is still as high
h0;23b21. For the situation presented in Fig. 4, the tran
tion corresponds top050.4a ~the potential profile shown by
the solid line!. It is also seen that, with further increase ofp,
up to a, the system returns to its initial state; thus the pha
trajectory is still closed~‘‘rocking mode’’ again!, though dis-
continuous. This discontinuity produces stick-and-slip fe
tures in the microscopic behavior of the force versus d
placement and it is the only source of irreversible losses
our model system, in full similarity to the model of slidin
solids upon atomic lubricants.

There are, however, some distinctions between the
systems. First, the stick-and-slip profile for molecular lub
cants is more complicated than the simple triangular s
tooth for atomic lubricants. But especially important is t
fact that the irreversible forces for molecular lubricants a
smaller than the elastic, reversible forces~the jump heights
in Figs. 3–5 are noticeably lower than the amplitudes of
smooth oscillations!, while the irreversible forces for atomi
lubricants are orders of magnitudehigher than the reversible
ones. Since the reversible forces in both cases are chara
ized by the same energy scale«0 , this indicates a possibility
of substantially reducing the dissipation by molecular~rotat-
ing! lubricants versus that by atomic lubricants. Note,
least, that if the molecule occurs initially~at p50) in the
right minimum, it simply spends a period, 0,p,a, in thes
state, but then passes to them state during the next period
and eventually comes to the same closed discontinuous r
ing.

iii ! Now let us bring the surfaces yet a little bit closer,
by a very small change of the distanced between the solids
~Figs. 3 and 4!. Then the system evolution acquires yet a n
quality: now at the transition moment the nearests state is to
the right of the givenm state. As a result, after the transitio
at p.p0 , the molecule does not return to its initial state b
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will eventually be rotated by an anglep/2 ~the dashed circles
and arrow in the inset to Fig. 4!, and this rotation will be
repeated in each successive period. Thus in this case we
both unclosed~corresponding to the ‘‘rolling mode’’! and
discontinuous regimes of lubricant motion.

iv! With still increasing loads, the situation of a sing
minimum for E(0,u) will be restored again~though dis-
placed by the anglep/4!, corresponding to a ‘‘square’’ mol
ecule~inset to Fig. 5!. But now, unlike the case of low loads
this minimum gets split with increasing displacementp ~here
at p'0.3). The molecule returns from the ‘‘rolling’’ to
‘‘rocking’’ regime ~‘‘rock-n-roll dance’’!, but with consider-
ably reduced energy dissipation: the energy loss at a jump
d52.1a ~Fig. 5! is about 2.5 times smaller than ford
52.28a ~Fig. 4!, i.e., it decreaseswith increasing load. We
do not present here detailed results of numerical simulat
for even higher loads, noting only that they reveal a num
of subsequent dissipative regimes, either with growing
falling friction forces.

Finally, it should be noticed that the irreversible pr
cesses considered above are triggered by the actual tem
ture, and this parameter can be as important as the ap
pressure for changing the dissipated energy, for changing
dissipation regime, and for the very presence of ene
losses. Thus, using typical a LJ energy for a C–C pai«
;1 eV, the critical conditionp050.4a for the rolling pro-
cess iii! in Fig. 4 is expected atb21;15 K, but it will
change top050.2a with about a twofold decrease of th
dissipated energy atb21;40 K.

CONCLUSIONS

The above simple analysis demonstrates that boun
friction with participation of molecular~spheroidal or cylin-
drical! lubricants can possess quite unusual properties, s
as the existence of various regimes of molecular moti
either nondissipative or dissipative, with abrupt transitio
from one regime to another upon continuous variation of
external load. In the sequence of regimes~‘‘rocking’’ and
‘‘rolling’’ ! the obtained friction force versus load displa
ave

or
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nonmonotonic and hence nonlinear behavior. This model~of
course, with due improvements to be incorporated! may pro-
vide a mechanism for explaining the data of re
experiments14,15 with the C60 fullerenes as lubricants an
give indications for an optimal regime of their practical a
plications.
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The possibility of the existence of states with a spontaneous interlayer phase coherence in
multilayer electron systems in a high perpendicular magnetic field is investigated. It is shown that
phase coherence can be established in such systems only within individual pairs of adjacent
layers, while such coherence does not exist between layers of different pairs. The conditions for
stability of a state with interlayer phase coherence against transition to a charge-ordered
state are determined. It is shown that in a system withN<10 layers there is stability at any value
of the interlayer distanced. For N.10 there are two intervals of stability: at sufficiently
large and at sufficiently smalld. For N→` the stability interval in the region of smalld
vanishes. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1705440#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last 10 years a the study of the quantum H
effect and its accompanying phenomena has focused on
layer systems. One of the most interesting features of t
layer quantum Hall systems is the possibility of realizing
superfluid phase in them due to spontaneous interlayer p
coherence of the charge carriers. This phenomenon is an
gous to superfluidity of electron–hole pairs with spatia
separated components. The possibility of superfluidity of t
type in a two-layer electron–hole system in zero magn
field was first predicted in Refs. 1 and 2~see also Refs. 3 an
4!. In Ref. 5 it was shown that the application of a hig
perpendicular magnetic field to a two-layer electron–h
system promotes the formation of a superfluid phase~see
also Refs. 6–9, where a more detailed investigation of
question is carried out!, since, unlike the situation considere
in Refs. 1 and 2, in the latter case it is not necessary to sa
the condition of nesting of the Fermi surfaces of the el
trons and holes.

Owing to the electron–hole symmetry, a two-lay
electron–electron system in a quantizing magnetic field w
filling factors of the layers equal ton and 12n (n,1) is a
practically complete analog of a two-layer electron–hole s
tem, and a transition to a superfluid phase is possible in s
a system as well.10–16 Interest in this question has risen si
nificantly of late in connection with experiments17,18 in
which an effect of the Josephson type was observed~a sharp
increase in the differential tunneling conductance at a sm
potential difference between layers!. Furthermore, in a recen
3211063-777X/2004/30(4)/7/$26.00
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experiment on the interlayer drag in two-layer systems19 a
sharp suppression of the longitudinal drag and an increas
the Hall component of the drag were observed in the sit
tion when the value of the total filling factor of the laye
became close to unity. The effects observed in Refs. 17
can be explained on the assumption that a spontaneous i
layer phase coherence arises in the system and a transiti
the system to a superfluid state occurs. We note also
direct experimental proof~based on the measured tempe
ture dependence of the luminescence spectra! of Bose con-
densation of interwell excitons~photoexcited electron–hole
pairs with spatially separated components! was obtained re-
cently in double quantum wells in zero magnetic field.20

A natural development of this topic is to study the s
perfluid properties of multilayer electron systems. Multilay
systems are of particular interest for studying collect
properties of the superfluid state of electron–hole pairs
optical and acoustic methods, since the integrated inten
of the interaction of such systems with external fields
creases in proportion to the number of layers. The pres
study is devoted to investigation of the effect of interlay
phase coherence in quantum Hall superlattices.

The realization of multilayer quantum Hall systems w
reported in Refs. 21–23. The research in Refs. 21–23
mainly concerned with analysis of the properties of chi
edge states in such systems.

Previously the question of interlayer phase coherenc
multilayer quantum Hall systems was considered in Refs.
and 25. The authors of Ref. 25 showed that a state in wh
phase coherence arises between all layers can be realiz
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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such systems~this will be referred to below as a state wi
global phase coherence!. It was shown in Ref. 24 that in a
multilayer quantum Hall system another state can a
~which we shall call a dimer state! in which the system sepa
rates into pairs of adjacent layers and the interlayer ph
coherence is established only within each pair, while
tween layers belonging to different pairs there is no su
coherence. This raises the question of reconciliation of
results of Refs. 24 and 25. In the present paper we show
the states of Refs. 24 and 25 correspond to two differ
solutions of the self-consistency equations for the order
rameters describing the interlayer phase coherence. We
find that the energy of the dimer state is less than the en
of the state found in Ref. 25 and, hence, it is the dimer s
that should be considered as a candidate for the ground
of such a system.

It was shown in Ref. 25 that the existence conditions
the state with interlayer phase coherence in multilayer s
tems are more restrictive than for two-layer systems
multilayer quantum Hall system, unlike the two-layer sy
tem, demonstrates a tendency toward the formation o
charge-ordered state~when the filling factors of adjacent lay
ers become equal to 0 and 1!. In Ref. 25 the stability condi-
tions for the state with interlayer phase coherence were
lyzed under the assumption that the phase coherence h
global character. Since this assumption is not confirmed,
stability conditions will have to be reexamined. We shall fi
that in the limit of an infinite number of layers~the case
considered in Ref. 25! the dimer state is stable against tra
sition to a charge-ordered state already atd.dc'1.45l B ( l B

is the magnetic length!, which is less than the critical valu
(dc'1.7l B) obtained in Ref. 25.

In connection with the fact that the properties of syste
with numbers of layersN52 and N→` are substantially
different, and in real physical systems the number of layer
always finite, an important question arises as to how
stability conditions depend onN. In this paper we shall con
sider this question under the restriction that the numbe
layers is even. It is found that forN<10 the state with inter-
layer phase coherence is stable for arbitraryd. For N.10
stability is present only ford,dc1 or for d.dc2 , wheredc1

decreases anddc2 increases with increasingN while remain-
ing in the interval 0<dc1,dc2<dc .

2. INTERLAYER PHASE COHERENCE IN A TWO-LAYER
SYSTEM WITH TOTAL FILLING FACTOR n totÄ1

Before turning to multilayer systems, let us describe
approach used in this paper for the example of the simp
caseN52 and recall the situation that exists in a two-lay
system.

We consider a two-layer electron system in a high m
netic field perpendicular to the layers, with a filling fact
n tot5n11n2 equal to unity. Tunneling between layers will b
assumed to be so weak that this interaction can be negle
in the Hamiltonian. If the cyclotron frequency is substa
tially higher than all the other characteristic energies of
problem, then for the description of such a system one
restrict consideration to the approximation of the lowest L
dau level, where the influence of the upper unfilled Land
levels on the dynamics of the system is neglected.
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The Hamiltonian of this system has the form

H5
1

2 (
n,n851,2

E E d2r nd2r n8Cn
1~rn!Cn8

1
~rn8!

3Vnn8~ urn2rn8u!Cn8~rn8!Cn~rn!

2 (
n51,2

E d2r nmnCn
1~rn!Cn~rn!1HBG , ~1!

whereC1 andC are Fermi field operators,

Vnn8~r !5
e2

«@r 21~n2n8!2d2#1/2 ~2!

is the Coulomb potential,d is the distance between layers,«
is the dielectric constant, andmn is the chemical potential in
layer n. The termHBG in ~1! describes the interaction o
electrons with positively charged impurities in doping laye
For definiteness we shall consider the case when the de
ties of the positive neutralizing charge in the doping lay
are the same. For simplicity we shall also assume that thz
coordinates of the electron layers and doping layers coinc
~the difference of thez coordinates of the electron and do
ing layers which exists in the real physical situation does
influence the effects studied in this paper!.

For further analysis it is convenient to transform to t
operators of the Fourier components of the electron den
rn(q), in terms of which the Hamiltonian~1! can be written
in the form

H5
1

2S (
n,n851,2

(
q

H Vnn8~q!Frn~q!rn8~2q!

2dnn8 expS 2
q2l B

2

2 D rn~0!G J
2 (

n51,2
mnrn~0!1HBG , ~3!

where S is the area of the layer. The value ofr~q! is ex-
pressed as follows in terms of the creation and annihilat
operators for electrons on the lower Landau lev
(a1(X),a(X)) with the center of the orbit at the pointX:

rn~q!5(
X

an
1S X1

qyl B
2

2 DanS X2
qyl B

2

2 D
3expS iqxX2

q2l B
2

4 D . ~4!

In Eq. ~3! the quantity

Vnn8~q!5
2pe2

«q
exp~2qdun2n8u! ~5!

is the Fourier component of the Coulomb potential.
We consider the interaction between electrons in

mean field approximation. In this approximation the Ham
tonian ~3! takes the form

HMF5(
X

$«1a1
1~X!a1~X!1«2a2

1~X!a2~X!

2@JDa1
1~X!a2~X!1h.c.#%. ~6!
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The energy«n in ~6! has the form

«n5Vn2Inn2mn , ~7!

whereVn is the Fourier component of the Coulomb intera
tion at q50 with allowance for its screening by positive
charged doping impurities. For a two-layer system th
quantities are equal to

V15
1

2p l B
2 lim

q→0
FV11~q!S n12

1

2D1V12~q!

3S n22
1

2D G5Wñ,

V25
1

2p l B
2 lim

q→0
FV22~q!S n22

1

2D1V21~q!

3S n12
1

2D G52Wñ. ~8!

The parameterñ5(n12n2)/2 describes the value of the in
terlayer imbalance of the filling factors. In Eq.~6! D is the
order parameter, defined asD5^a2

1(X)a1(X)&. In the gen-
eral caseD5uDueiw is complex valued. We restrict conside
ation to the case when the modulusuDu and phasew of the
order parameter are independent ofX. In deriving Eq.~6! we
have also taken into account that the avera
^an

1(X)an(X)& are equal tonn .
In Eqs. ~6!, ~7!, and ~8! we have used the following

energy parameters. The parameterW, equal to

W5
e2d

« l B
2 , ~9!

describes the energy of the direct Coulomb interaction
tween layers. The parameters

I 5
1

S(
q

V11~q!expS 2
q2l B

2

2 D 5Ap

2

e2

« l B
~10!

and

J5
1

S(
q

V12~q!expS 2
q2l B

2

2 D
5Ap

2

e2

« l B
expS d2

2l B
2 DerfcS d

l B&
D ~11!

describe the energy of the intralayer and interlayer excha
interactions.

In a state in which the order parameterD is nonzero, the
motion of electrons in one layer is correlated with the mot
of holes~the single-particle states on the lower Landau le
are unoccupied by electrons! in the other layer. This state ca
be treated as a gas of electron–hole pairs, which are c
posite bosons. The Bose condensation of such pairs~a true
condensate atT50 or a quasi-condensate with a fluctuati
phase atTÞ0) will have superfluid properties. In the supe
fluid motion of electron–hole pairs a nondissipative elec
current in one layer is accompanied by an equal and op
sitely directed nondissipative electrical current in the ot
layer.
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For finding the self-consistency conditions for the ord
parameterD and chemical potentialsm1 andm2 we subject
the operatorsa1 and a2 to a (u2v) transformation of the
form

a15ua1v* b1, a25u* b12va. ~12!

The operatorsa and b will satisfy the Fermi commutation
relations if uuu21uvu251. This allows us to seek the coeffi
cients of the (u2v) transformation in the formu
5cos(Q/2) and v5sin(Q/2)eix. From the conditions tha
terms nondiagonal ina and b in the transformed Hamil-
tonian are zero, we find that

sinQ5
JuDu

A«̃21~JuDu!2
, cosQ5

«̃

A«̃21~JuDu!2
, ~13!

and thatx coincides with the phasew of the order parameter
Here we have introduced the notation«̃5(«12«2)/2.

Using Eqs.~12! and ~13!, we obtain the following self-
consistency equations:

n11n2515^a1
1a1&1^a2

1a2&511NF~Ea!2NF~Eb!,
~14!

2ñ5^a1
1a1&2^a2

1a2&52
«̃

A«̃21~JuDu!2

3@12NF~Ea!2NF~Eb!#, ~15!

D5^a2
1a1&5

JD

2A«̃21~JuDu!2
@12NF~Ea!2NF~Eb!#,

~16!

where

Ea~b!5A«̃21~JuDu!26
«11«2

2
~17!

is the energy of elementary excitations andNF(E)
5@exp(E/T)11#21 is a the Fermi distribution function. I
follows from Eq.~14! that Ea5Eb , which leads to the con-
dition «11«250. From Eqs.~15! and~16! we easily find the
dependence of the modulus of the order parameter on
value of the imbalance and temperature. Below we shall
strict consideration to the case of zero temperatures, wh
this dependence has the form

uD~ñ!u5A1

4
2 ñ2. ~18!

The differential of the free energy of a two-layer syste
for n11n251 andT50 is equal to

dF5m1dn11m2dn252m̃dñ, ~19!

where we have introduced the notationm̃5(m12m2)/2.
Here and below the energy per electron is given. If the
plicit form of the functionm̃( ñ) is known, then, by using
~19!, one can easily find the energy of the system at a sp
fied value of the imbalance:
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F~ ñ !5F~21/2!12E
21/2

ñ
dñ8m̃~ ñ8!, ~20!

where F(21/2) is the energy of the system forñ521/2,
i.e., forn150 andn251. At such values of the filling factors
the energy of the system is the sum of the energies of
direct Coulomb interaction between layers and the intrala
exchange interaction in layer 2, i.e.,F(21/2)5W/42I /2.
Using Eq.~7! and the relation«̃52Jñ ~which follows from
Eqs.~15! and~16!!, we find the following expression form̃:

m̃~ ñ !5~W2I 1J!ñ.

Accordingly,

F~ ñ !52
I 1J

4
1~W2I 1J!ñ2. ~21!

It is also useful to write expression~21! in the form

F5Wñ22
I

2
@n1

21~12n1!2#2JuDu2, ~22!

from which the physical meaning of each of the terms
comes obvious. The first term is the energy of the dir
Coulomb interaction at a filling factor imbalance ofñ. The
second term is the sum of the energies of the intralayer
change interaction in layers 1 and 2. The third term is
energy due to the appearance of interlayer phase cohere

Since energy~22! is independent of the phasew of the
order parameter, the interlayer phase coherence is of a s
taneous character. The minimum energy of a state with in
layer phase coherence is reached in the case when the m
lus and phase of the order parameter are independent o
coordinate. The superfluid current state that arises at non
gradients of the phase lies higher in energy, but in the c
when the gradient of the phase is less than a critical va
~which depends on the ratiod/ l B), such a state is stabl
against the onset of elementary excitations that lead to
ergy dissipation~i.e., the Landau criterion of superfluidity i
satisfied!.

In concluding this Section we turn our attention to
important conclusion that follows from formula~21!. Using
Eqs. ~9!–~11!, we easily see that the coefficient of theñ2

term on the right-hand side of~21! is positive for arbitrary
dÞ0. This plays a fundamental role from the standpoint
the possibility of realizing the state with interlayer pha
coherence in two-layer systems. Indeed, if the sign of
expressionW2I 1J were negative, then the system wou
go to a state with a maximum imbalance of the filling fa
tors, ñ561/2, for which uDu50 ~see Eq.~18!! and, conse-
quently, interlayer phase coherence is absent. Skipp
ahead, we note that in multilayer systems, in contrast, su
mechanism of destroying the phase coherence can indee
realized in a certain range ofd values. A detailed analysis o
this question is the subject of Sec. 4.

3. STATES WITH INTERLAYER PHASE COHERENCE IN A
MULTILAYER SYSTEM

Let us consider a system with the number of layersN
→` and with an average filling factor per layer equal to 1
The Hamiltonian of such a system can be written in the fo
e
r

-
t

x-
e
ce.

on-
r-
du-
the
ro

se
e

n-

f

e

g
a
be

.

~3! with the sum over two layers in it replaced by a sum ov
an infinite number of layers. Going to the mean field a
proximation, we have

HMF5(
n

(
X

H «nan
1an

2
1

2 (
mÞ0

@JmD~n,m!an
1an1m1h.c.#J , ~23!

where the energy parametersJm are equal to

Jm5Ap

2

e2

« l B
expS d2m2

2l B
2 DerfcS dumu

l B&
D ~24!

~the parameterJ introduced in the previous Section coincid
with J61) and the order parameters are defined as

D~n,m!5^an1m
1 an&. ~25!

In the general case the quantitiesD(n,m) can be nonzero for
arbitrarym and not only form561. This corresponds to the
situation when a correlation arises in the system between
electrons not only of adjacent layers but also in layers a
trarily far apart. Since the Coulomb potential is long-rang
such correlations carry an appreciable contribution to the
ergy, and it is important to take them into account wh
finding the ground state of the system.

It is natural to expect from physical considerations tha
a imbalance of the filling factors should arise in such a s
tem it will have a periodic character. Let us consider t
situation when the period does not exceed twice the dista
between adjacent layers. As will be shown below, per
doubling can arise in the system even in the absence of
balance of the filling factors when a state with interlay
phase coherence of the dimer type is realized in the sys

Let the filling factors of the layers be equal tonn51/2
1(21)nñ. In this case the quantityñ can be treated as
charge-ordering parameter. Proceeding from the assump
of periodicity of the system, we seek the order parame
D(n,m) in the form

D~n,m!5D1~m!1~21!nD2~m!. ~26!

In the general case the quantitiesD1(2)(m) can be com-
plex valued, i.e., they can contain phase factors eiw1(2)(m).
The phase factors can no longer be specified independe
since the self-consistent equations impose certain condit
on the phase differencew1(2)(m). However, these condition
do not fix all of the phases, and a certain arbitrariness in
choice of the quantitiesw1(2)(m) remains. It can be shown
that the energy of the system is independent of the phase
the order parameters if the latter satisfy the self-consiste
equations~we stress that we are considering the case w
the modulus and phase of the order parameter are inde
dent of X). The arbitrariness in the choice of phases is
reflection of the fact that the phase coherence is spontane
In connection with what we have said, for finding the grou
state of the system we can restrict consideration to the s
plest case for analysis, when all the phases are equal to
i.e., the quantitiesD1(m) andD2(m) are real valued.

Transforming in Eq.~23! to the Fourier components o
the operatorsan
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an5
1

AN
(
qz

eiqznaqz
, ~27!

we obtain the following expression for the Hamiltonian
the system:

HMF5(
X

(
qz

$@«2D1~qz!#aqz

1aqz
1@ «̃2D2r~qz!

2 iD2i~qz!#aqz1p
1 aqz

%. ~28!

Here we have introduced the notation«5(«2k1«2k21)/2,
«̃5(«2k2«2k21)/2. The quantities« and «̃ in view of the
assumed periodicity inz are independent ofk. The functions
D1(qz) andD2r ( i )(qz) in ~28! are defined as

D1~qz!52 (
m51

`

JmD1~m!cos~mqz!, ~29!

D2r~qz!52 (
m51

`

J2mD2~2m!cos~2mqz!, ~30!

D2i~qz!52 (
m51

`

J2m11D2~2m11!sin@~2m11!qz#.

~31!

Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian~28! and calculating the
averages of~26!, we arrive at the self-consistency conditio
for the order parameters. Let us give these equations for
caseT50:

ñ52
1

2p E
2p/2

p/2

dqz

«̃2D2r~qz!

E~qz!
, ~32!

D1~2m!50, ~33!

D1~2m11!5
1

2p E
2p/2

p/2

dqz

cos@~2m11!qz#D1~qz!

E~qz!
,

~34!

D2~2m!52
1

2p E
2p/2

p/2

dqz

cos~2mqz!@ «̃2D2r~qz!#

E~qz!
,

~35!

D2~2m11!5
1

2p E
2p/2

p/2

dqz

sin@~2m11!qz#D2i~qz!

E~qz!
.

~36!

In equations~32! and ~34!–~36! the spectrum of energies o
elementary excitationsE(qz) is determined by the following
relation:

E~qz!5A@ «̃2D2r~qz!#
21D1

2~qz!1D2i
2 ~qz!. ~37!

As we see from the self-consistency conditions, a s
with global phase coherence can be realized in the sys
The state considered in Ref. 25 corresponds to the case w
all the quantitiesD2(2m11) are identically zero~in which
case Eq.~36! is satisfied automatically! but D1(2m11)Þ0
for arbitrarily largem. This means that phase coherence
established between all layers.

However, it is easy to see that the self-consistency c
ditions ~32!–~36! are also satisfied by a solution of an esse
tially different type: D1(61)56D2(61)Þ0 and D1(m)
he

te
m.
en

s

n-
-

5D2(m)50 for mÞ61. In this caseD(2k,1)5D(2k11,
21)Þ0 ~or D(2k21,1)5D(2k,21)Þ0, and all the re-
mainingD(n,m) are zero. In the state corresponding to su
a solution, the system separates into pairs of layers, and
interlayer phase coherence is established only within e
pair. Such a state will be called a dimer state.

Writing the differential of the free energy of a multilaye
system and integrating it overñ, we obtain an expression fo
the free energy at arbitrary values of the order parame
satisfying Eqs.~32!–~36!. The energy we seek has the for

F~ ñ !5Vc~ ñ !2I S 1

4
1 ñ2D22 (

m51

`

Jm@D1
2~m!1D2

2~m!#,

~38!

where the first termVc( ñ) corresponds to the energy of th
direct Coulomb interaction, which is independent of the co
crete form ofD1(2)(m).

Using the answer~38!, let us compare the energies of th
state with global phase coherence and of the dimer state
ñ50. In this case Eqs.~32!–~36! give the following expres-
sions for the order parametersD1,2(m). For a state with glo-
bal coherence we have

D1~m!5
sin~pm/2!

mp
, D2~m!50. ~39!

For a dimer stateD1(m)56D2(m)5d1,umu/4. Consequently,
the energy difference of the dimer state and the state w
global phase coherence satisfies the condition

Fd2Fg52
J1

4
1

2

p2 (
k50

`

J2k11

1

~2k11!2 <2
J1

4

3S 12
8

p2 (
k50

`
1

~2k11!2D 50. ~40!

In deriving Eq.~40! it was taken into account that fordÞ0
the parametersJm fall off with increasingm. Ford50, when
all the Jm are identical, the energies of the two states un
consideration are equal. A numerical analysis of the s
consistency equations shows that the inequalityFd,Fg

holds for arbitrary values ofñ anddÞ0. Since the energy o
the state with global phase coherence is higher than the
ergy of the dimer state, it is the dimer state and not the s
considered in Ref. 25 that should be regarded as a pos
candidate for the ground state of the system.

4. COMPARISON OF THE ENERGIES OF THE DIMER AND
CHARGE-ORDERED STATES

Let us now consider the question of the stability of t
dimer state in a multilayer system with even number of la
ers against a transition to a charge-ordered state. For thi
find the explicit form of the energy of the direct Coulom
interactionVc( ñ). This energy is equal to the energy of th
electric field induced inside the superlattice by the charg
electron layers~since the system on the whole remains ele
trically neutral, the electric field outside the superlattice
equal to zero!.

If the filling factors of the layers were equal ton2k21

51/22 ñ, n2k51/21 ñ (k51,2,...,N/2), the electric field
would be nonzero between layers 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 an
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etc., while between layers 2 and 3, 4 and 5, etc. it should
zero. Accordingly, the electric field energy per electron, as
the two-layer system, would be equal toVc5Wñ2. However,
in contrast to the two-layer system, in a multilayer syst
one can achieve a substantial benefit in the energy of
direct Coulomb interaction by changing the filling factors
only the two outer layers. Indeed, if the filling factors of th
outer layers were to take the valuesn151/22 ñ/2 and nN

51/21 ñ/2, then an electric field would be induced betwe
all the layers, and its absolute value would be smaller b
factor of two than in the previous case~the direction of the
field would change sign on crossing a layer!. Consequently,
the energyVc per electron will be half as large~to an accu-
racy of 1/N) as in the two-layer system. ForN→` the total
energy would be

F52
I 1J

4
1S W

2
2I 1JD ñ2. ~41!

In deriving Eq.~41! we took into account that in the dime
state the order parameterD52D1(2) has the same depen
dence onñ as in the two-layer system~Eq. ~18!!.

In contrast to Eq.~21!, the sign of the coefficient of the
ñ2 term in Eq.~41! depends ond: for d,1.45l B this coeffi-
cient is negative, while at largerd it is positive. Conse-
quently, ford,1.45l B andN→` the minimum energy will
correspond to the state with the maximum charge order
in which all theD(n,m) go to zero and phase coherence
absent. In the cased.1.45l B the minimum of energy~41! is
reached forñ50, i.e., charge ordering becomes energetica
unfavorable.

The above analysis is easily generalized to the cas
finite, even values ofN. Let us consider the configuratio
when the inner layers are found in a completely or partia
charge-ordered state, and for these layers the imbalanc
the filling factors is equal toñ in . The imbalance of the filling
factor of the outer layers will be described by the parame
ñex5(nN2n1)/2. We shall assume that phase coherenc
established only between the inner layers and has the d
character. The energy~per electron! of such a state is equal t

F~ ñex,ñ in!5WF ñex
2 1

N22

N
~ ñ in2 ñex!

2G
2I FN22

N S 1

4
1 ñ in

2 D1
2

N S 1

4
1 ñex

2 D G
2J

N22

N S 1

4
2 ñ in

2 D . ~42!

Because the functionF( ñex,ñ in) has an extremum~or
saddle point! only for ñex5 ñ in50, its minimum value can be
reached either at the point of the extremum or at the edg
the region of allowed values ofñex, ñ in ~when uñ inu51/2,
uñexu<1/2 or uñexu51/2, uñ inu<1/2). Therefore, for determin
ing the stability region of the dimer phase it is sufficient f
us to find the minimum value of expression~42! at the edge
of the allowed region and compare it to the energy
the dimer phase in the absence of charge ordering,Fd

52(I 1J)/4.
e
n

e

a

g,

y

of

y
of

r
is
er

of

f

If WN,2I the minimum of expression~42! at the edge
of the allowed region is reached forñ in5 ñex561/2 and
F(61/2,61/2)5W/42I /2.Fd .

Under conditions such that the opposite inequality hol
WN.2I , the minimum is reached at the points

ñex56
1

4

N22

N212I /W
, ñ in56

1

2
, ~43!

where the value of the energy is equal to

I

2N
2

I

2
1

W~WN22I !~N22!

2N~WN1I 2W!
. ~44!

We note that, in particular, it follows from~43! that ñex

5 ñ in/251/4 for N→`.
The value of expression~44! can be larger or smalle

thanFd . Therefore, in the general case, there is a region
instability of the dimer phase in the space of paramet
(d,N), determined by the system of inequalities

I

2N
2

I 2J

4
1

W~WN22I !~N22!

2N~WN1I 2W!
,0, WN.2I .

~45!

A numerical analysis shows that forN<10 the system of
inequalities~45! is not satisfied for anyd. It follows that in a
multilayer system in which the number of layers is even a
equal to 10 or less the dimer state is stable against trans
to the charge-ordered phase at any values ofd.

For N.10 condition ~45! holds in a regiondc1,d
,dc2 . In this region of parameters there will be comple
charge ordering of the inner layers and no phase cohere
between those layers. The dependence ofdc1 anddc2 on N is
shown in Fig. 1. ForN→` the domain of valuesd for which
the dimer state can exist is restricted by the conditiond
.1.45l B (limN→`dc1(N)50). However, even at large bu
finite N there exists a region of smalld (d& l BA2p/N) in
which the formation of the dimer state is possible.

It was shown in Ref. 25 that a factor that opposes cha
ordering in multilayer systems is interlayer tunneling. Bas
on a comparison of the energy of the system forñ50 and
ñ561/2 the authors of that paper arrived at the conclus
that in the case when the tunneling parametert exceeds a

FIG. 1. Existence regions of the dimer~I! and charge-ordered~II ! states.dc1

~s!, dc2 ~d! as functions of the number of layersN. The interlayer distance
d is given in units of the magnetic lengthl B .
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value 0.05e2/« l B the charge ordering becomes energetica
unfavorable for any values of the parameterd/ l B .

In the presence of tunneling between layers the polar
tion coherence is no longer spontaneous, since tunne
leads to fixing of the phase of the order parameter. In t
case the superfluid state with a constant phase gradient
not be realized, but superfluidity of a ‘‘soliton’’ type ca
exist.16,26,27 According to the results of Ref. 16, fort
*0.01e2/« l B such a state will be unstable with respect to t
onset of normal excitations leading to energy dissipati
Therefore, from the standpoint of realization of the sup
fluid state in multilayer systems, tunneling plays more o
negative than a positive role.

On the contrary, the use of multilayer systems with p
rameters lying in the stability region of the dimer state~Fig.
1! and with a small value of the tunneling is more promisin

CONCLUSION

Thus we have shown that a state with spontaneous in
layer phase coherence can be realized in multilayer quan
Hall systems in a certain range of parameters. The ph
coherence in such systems has a two-dimensional rather
a three-dimensional character; specifically, the system s
rates into pairs of adjacent layers, and coherence is es
lished only within each pair, and coherence is absent
tween electrons belonging to different pairs.

If the number of layersN<10, then for an arbitrary
distance between layers the state with spontaneous inter
phase coherence is stable against transition to a cha
ordered phase. If the number of layersN.10, the state with
spontaneous phase coherence is stable only for sufficie
small or sufficiently large distances between layers. In
intermediate region of interlayer distances in a system w
more than 10 layers a transition occurs to a charge-ord
state in which interlayer phase coherence is absent.

Since the phase coherence has a two-dimensional c
acter, the superfluidity of the electron–hole pairs will also
two-dimensional. A multilayer quantum Hall system c
therefore be considered to be a solid-state analog of ultra
atomic Bose gases in optical superlattices~see, e.g., Ref. 28!.
Among the interesting effects that can be observed in s
systems, in particular, is the nondissipative interlayer dr
ging of superfluid flow.29–31

This study was supported by INTAS Grant No. 01-234
Work was begun at the Max Planck Institute of Phys
of Complex Systems in Dresden, and one of the auth
~S.I.S.! takes this opportunity to thank Prof. Fulde for th
invitation to the institute and for hospitality.
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Low-temperature anomalies of the mobility and Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations due
to electron resonance scattering on donor impurities in semiconductors.
Explanation based on the Friedel approach

V. I. Okulov,* L. D. Sabirzyanova, and K. S. Sazonova
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Manifestations of electron resonance scattering by donor impurities in the low-temperature
conductivity of semiconductors are investigated in the case when the donor resonance energy level
of the impurities lies in the conduction band. It is shown that the application of resonance
scattering theory in the framework of the Friedel approach can explain the stabilization of the
electron density, the maximum of the electron mobility, and the minimum of the Dingle
temperature as a function of the concentration of donor impurities and also the anomalous
temperature dependence of the mobility due to the resonance. New experimental data are obtained
on the concentration, mobility, and Dingle temperature of electrons in mercury selenide
crystals containing iron impurities, and it is found that these new results, like those known
previously, are in complete agreement with the behavior predicted in the proposed approach. The
relation of this approach to the previous interpretation of the concentration maximum of the
mobility is discussed, and arguments for its applicability are presented. ©2004 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1705441#
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INTRODUCTION

One of the interesting and complex problems of t
physics of the electronic properties of semiconductors
volves the interpretation of the manifestations of the ene
levels of donor impurities in the conduction band. Accordi
to the existing ideas, the interaction of the conduction el
trons with impurity ions at energies close to the energy o
donor level is of a resonance character and is describe
the quantum theory of resonance scattering. Effects du
manifestations of such resonances become appreciable a
temperatures, when, with increasing impurity concentrati
the Fermi energy reaches the energy of an impurity le
With further increase in impurity concentration the Fer
energy and the electron density stabilize, i.e., remain alm
unchanged with increasing donor concentration. The beh
ioral regularities observed under such conditions are in m
ways still poorly understood. This is particularly true of th
gapless semiconductor systems containing impurities of t
sition elements. Among such systems, mercury selenide
taining iron impurities has attracted the most attention;
maximum of the electron mobility as a function of impuri
concentration has been investigated in this system, and o
unusual effects due to the influence of the iron ions h
been observed.1,2 Investigators working on an explanation
the observed anomalies have disregarded the possibilit
explaining them as being a direct manifestation of resona
scattering of electrons, assuming that the latter can only
decrease of the mobility. For this reason they have used m
els based on the hypothesis of the existence of bound s
3281063-777X/2004/30(4)/4/$26.00
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of electrons on the impurity ions and the existence of spa
ordering of the latter.3,4 However, it is difficult to justify such
an assumption for systems in which the impurity states
strongly coupled with conducting states. At the same time
should be kept in mind that under conditions of stabilizati
of the electron density with increasing number of impuriti
the effective charge of an individual impurity decreases, a
this can lead to a maximum of the mobility.5 Thus it is a
topical problem to carry out a detailed study of the electr
resonance scattering effects under conditions of stabiliza
of the electron density in a semiconductor containing do
impurities. That is the task of the present study. Based on
theory of resonance scattering in the framework of the F
del approach a description is given for the stabilization of
electron density, and the predictions as to the concentra
and temperature dependence of the electron mobility
follow from well-known theoretical ideas are clarified. The
our new experimental data on the concentration and temp
ture dependences of the electron mobility and of the Din
temperature in the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations for m
cury selenide containing iron impurities are presented,
the agreement of the data with the theoretical prediction
demonstrated.

STABILIZATION OF THE ELECTRON DENSITY AND
MOBILITY DUE TO RESONANCE SCATTERING

Consider a lightly doped semiconductor with singly io
ized impurities having resonance energy levels«d in the con-
duction band. The mean electron densityn(«) as a function
of the electron energy« can be written as the following sum
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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n~«!5ne~«!1niz~«!, ~1!

which contains the electron density in the conduction ba
ne(«) and a term that is proportional to the impurity conce
trationsni and describes the contribution of the electron d
sity localized on the impurities. Adopting an isotropic mod
for the energy spectrum of the electrons and the scatte
potential, we can express the functionz(«) as a linear com-
bination of the scattering phases for definite values of
orbital angular momentum.6 Far from resonance, at low en
ergies («!«d) the functionz(«) equals zero, since there
no localized contribution ton(«), while at high energies
(«@«d) the localized contribution ton(«) is close to maxi-
mum and the value ofz(«) is close to unity. These condi
tions lead to the well-known Friedel sum rules for the sc
tering phases.6 Near the resonance the functionz(«) is
expressed in terms of the resonant scattering phasedd(«)
and has the following form:

z~«!5~1/p!dd~«!51/21~1/p!arctan@~«2«d!/D#,

u«2«du<D, ~2!

whereD is the width of the resonance, which is small com
pared to«d . The influence of the resonance is manifested
the mean free pathL~«!, which is expressed in a known wa
in terms of the scattering phase. In the vicinity of the re
nance the nonresonant phases are small compared to
resonant phase, and one can obtain the following simple
mula for L21(«):

L21~«!5Lm
21@a1sin2~dd~«!2w!#, ~3!

where the parametersLm , a, and w are practically un-
changed with energy over an interval of the order ofD. The
small constantsa and w describe the contributions of th
nonresonant phases, and the phasew reflects the difference o
the transport relaxation time from the lifetime of the ele
tronic state. In determining the Dingle temperature o
should setw50 in the formula analogous to~3! and take into
account the possible difference of the constanta.

Considering the ground state~the temperatureT50 and
the energy« is equal to the Fermi energy«F) and assuming
that all the electrons originate from the donors under con
eration, we should setn(«F)5ni in Eq. ~1!. Then the density
of conduction electronsne(«F) depends on the relationshi
of the Fermi energy«F to the resonance energy«d . Far from
the resonance, at«F!«d the usual equality of the number o
electrons to the number of donors is valid. As the concen
tion of impurities is increased, the equality«F5«d comes to
hold, whereupon we havez(«F)51/2 in formula~1!, so that
ni52ne(«d). The resonant values of the Fermi energy«d

and conduction electron densityne(«d)5n0 differ little from
the limiting values to which the values of«F and ne(«F)
slowly tend with further increase in donor concentratio
Thus the equation

ni5ne~«F!1nidd~«F!/p ~4!

describes an effect in the which the electron density
Fermi energy are stabilized with increasing concentration
donor impurities above the value 2n0 .

Within the domain of applicability of formula~2! in the
vicinity of a resonance, one can setne(«F)'n0 in formula
d
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~4!, and the resonant phase is equal top(12n0 /ni). Using
this and formula~3!, we can obtain the electron mobilit
m(T) at T50 in the following form:

m~0!5m0~2n0 /ni !@a1sin2~pn0 /ni1w!#21. ~5!

This expression describes a concentration dependence o
mobility having a minimum near the resonanceni'2n0 ~a
value close to the constantm0) and a maximum at substan
tially larger values of the impurity concentration. Becau
the position of the maximum and the value of the mobility
the maximum are slowly varying functions of the paramet
a andw and variation of the parameterw does not lead to any
qualitative features, the inverse lifetime of the electron
states will have a similar dependence.

The temperature dependence of the mobilitym(T) in the
region of stabilization of the electron density at low tempe
tures is described by the following formula:

m~T!/m~0!5E d«@L~«!/L~«F!#~2] f /]«!, ~6!

where f is the Fermi function, and the integration region
restricted to a neighborhood of the resonance in which
formulas~3!–~5! given above are valid. A characteristic fe
ture of the given temperature dependence is that the mob
near the concentration maximum goes to a constant v
m~0! at a significantly lower temperature than does the m
bility outside the maximum. The scale of the dropoff of th
mobility with increasing temperature is mainly determin
by the parameterD(Lm /L(«F)). Such behavior of the mo
bility and the concentration maximum itself are among t
main effects of electron resonance scattering on donor im
rities.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR MERCURY SELENIDE
CONTAINING IRON IMPURITIES

The behavioral regularities which, as was shown abo
are predicted by the theory of resonance scattering
known and have been observed in mercury selenide crys
containing iron impurities. The experimental data have be
set forth in detail and discussed in review articles.1,2 For a
quantitative comparison of the experimental data with
theoretical predictions we have made new measuremen
the electron density and Hall mobility and the Dingle tem
perature of the Shubnikov oscillations in HgSe:Fe cryst
with different concentrations of iron impurity atoms. Th
measurements were made and the samples prepared b
techniques described in previous papers cited in Ref. 2.
results obtained are presented in Figs. 1–4.

Figure 1 shows the data on the electron density in
vicinity of the limiting value n054.631018 cm23, which
practically coincides with the value obtained in a number
studies cited in Refs. 1 and 2. The fitting curve was co
structed according to formula~1! for «5«F , n(«F)5ni with
expression~2! taken into account, and it corresponds toD
53 K.

The data on the concentration dependence and temp
ture dependence of the mobility, given in Figs. 2 and 3,
also in good agreement with the previously known da
Their fitting by curves constructed according to formul
~3!–~6! was done with a single set of parameters which
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cluded, besides the values ofm0 , a, andw, the density of
electrons from uncontrolled donor impurities, which is a co
stituent ofn0 and was taken equal to 231018 cm23, corre-
sponding to the known estimates. The parametersa50.2 and
w50.1 were found by fitting the data in Fig. 2 by a cur
obtained according to formula~5! on the assumption that th
value of n0 /ni is small. The inset in Fig. 2 illustrates th
inessential change in the position and height of the mob
maximum upon a more precise fitting.

The Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations were studied
magnetic fields up to 50 kOe in the temperature inter
1.3 K<T<4.2 K on the same HgSe:Fe samples with diff
ent iron concentrations that were used in our study of
electron mobility. From the magnetic-field dependence of
amplitudes of the oscillations we found the Dingle tempe
ture TD . In keeping with the task of this study, we shall n
discuss the possible dependence on the electron scatteri
the other parameters of the oscillations~periods, spin split-
ting, etc.!, since that would require additional investigation
In the determination ofTD the data were processed only f
those crystals in which the field dependence of the oscilla
amplitude was monotonically increasing; this attested to
absence of beat nodes in the oscillation pattern for the c

FIG. 1. Electron densityne versus the concentrationNFe of iron impurities
in HgSe:Fe atT54.2 K. The points are experimental data, and the so
curve was obtained from formulas~1! and ~2! with «5«F .

FIG. 2. Dependence of the electron mobilitym on the concentrationNFe of
iron impurities atT54.2 K. The points are experimental data; the curv
were obtained from formula~5! with a50.2 andw50.1 in the approxima-
tion n0 /ni!1. The inset shows the fitting in the region of the maximum
nearly the same values of the parameters.
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sen direction of the field and of the current through t
sample. Figure 4 shows how the value of the Dingle te
perature depends on the impurity concentration. The fitt
curve was constructed according to a formula of the form~3!
for «5«F , w50, anda50.06. The position of the minimum
of the concentration dependence ofTD is correlated with the
maximum of the mobility.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

According to the results which we obtained, the expe
mental data on the anomalies of the mobility and Ding
temperature in HGSe:Fe crystals are described well in

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the electron mobility atT54.2 K for
three HgSe:Fe samples with different concentrationsNFe of iron impurities
@1019 cm23#: 1 ~a!, 2 ~b!, 5 ~c!. The points are experimental data, and t
curves were obtained from formula~6!.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the Dingle temperatureTD on the concentrationNFe

of ion impurities for HgSe:Fe samples. The points are experimental data
solid curve was obtained from formula~3! with w50, a50.06.
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framework of the theoretical concepts set forth above, wh
correspond to a generalized Friedel approach. In the stu
done previously, which are reflected in the review artic
mentioned above,1,2 the observed maximum of the mobilit
has been interpreted on the basis of a different approach
principles of which were stated in Ref. 3. Its main assum
tion is that ionized and un-ionized donor states exist sim
taneously at the resonance«F5«d . That assumption in es
sence means that the state of an electron on a dono
assumed to be not a resonance state but a bound state, s
to states in the forbidden band of a crystal. In adopting t
approach for the description of the observed mobility ma
mum it was argued in addition, on the basis of model cal
lations, that an ordering of the ionized donors exits,3,1,4 and
other assumptions were made about the structure of the
purity system. A detailed analysis of the whole picture sho
that such an interpretation of the mobility maximum conta
model assumptions that are hard to justify adequately. At
same time, the experimental facts are most likely consis
with the concept of a resonance state~in the usual under-
standing of this term in quantum scattering theory! of an
electron on an impurity and, accordingly, to the same p
tially ionized state of all the donors. This concept underl
the approach proposed in this paper. In the framework of
approach to the explanation of the behavior of the mobilit
is not necessary to assume that the donors exhibit sp
ordering, the existence of which in HgSe:Fe crystals c
scarcely be considered proven at the present time.

Of course, a rigorous determination of which of the tw
approaches should be applied to a particular system sh
be based on experiments whose interpretation can unamb
ously distinguish the effects of resonance and bound sta
This is a complex problem because the distinction is of
significance for a qualitative interpretation of individu
h
ies
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~e.g., local! experiments and is ignored by investigato
Therefore, for the HgSe:Fe system this avenue is difficul
take at present, since such questions have been practi
ignored in the experiments that have been done.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that the scattering of electrons on do
impurity having a resonance energy level in the conduct
band of a semiconductor leads to stabilization of the elect
density, to a maximum of the electron mobility and a min
mum of the Dingle temperature as functions of the impur
concentration, and also to characteristic anomalies of
temperature dependence of the mobility. These effects
predicted by the theory of resonance scattering in the Frie
approach. The available experimental data obtained on m
cury selenide crystals containing iron impurities, both pre
ously existing data and data newly obtained by us in
present study, are in good agreement with the aforem
tioned predictions.
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Structural mechanisms of low-temperature work hardening and fracture of cryogenic
metallic materials
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On the basis of the results of original research, various physical aspects of work hardening and
fracture of metallic materials at low temperatures~the macroscopic behavior,
microstructural processes governing plastic flow and work hardening, the mechanisms of
nucleation and propagation of fracture in the final stage of plastic deformation! are analyzed from
a unified point of view: the evolution of the microstructural state during plastic deformation
of different groups of structural metallic materials in the temperature range 300–4.2 K. The
characteristic physical situations realized in low-temperature plastic deformation and
fracture of solids are generalized and classified. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1705442#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on the processes of work hardening and f
ture of metallic materials at low temperatures~down to 4.2
K! is extremely topical both for the basic physics of plast
ity and strength and from the standpoint of the applied pr
lem of formulating scientific principles for obtaining high
quality and functional structural materials for mode
cryogenic vacuum and aerospace technique.1!

The processes of plastic flow, work hardening, and fr
ture of solids should be thought of as continuously coup
links of a unified process of plastic deformation—from
onset~yield point! to its completion~macroscopic fracture!.
The connective material for such a treatment is provided
data on the character of the evolution of the structural s
of the material on the microscopic level in the course
plastic deformation under the influence of a continuou
increasing load. It is the evolution of the defect structure t
leads to all of the macroscopic manifestations in the beha
of a deformable solid.

Such an approach makes it possible to treat the var
physical aspects of the problem from a unified point of vie
to establish the relationships between them, and to b
them into a unified conceptual framework for the process
plastic deformation. This position is, in principle, ‘‘textbook
and cannot raise objections, but in practice it is not of
realized because of the rather complex experimental te
nique. A convincing example of the fruitfulness of the a
proach proposed here is the recently published study2 in that
vein.

In the present paper we carry out an analysis and ge
alization of many years’ worth of results of our own expe
mental research and model calculations1 devoted to estab
lishing qualitative and quantitative correlations between
macroscopic parameters and plasticity, work hardening,
3321063-777X/2004/30(4)/8/$26.00
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fracture and the characteristics of the defect structure cre
in various types of metallic materials under the influence
low-temperature plastic deformation~in the temperature in-
terval 300–4.2 K!. The goal of this analysis is to establis
the microstructural mechanisms that govern the proces
low-temperature plastic deformation in its different phases
characteristic groups of real metallic materials.

2. METHODS OF STUDY

The mechanical properties of all the materials were st
ied in experiments on active uniaxial tension at constant ra
of loading (1024– 1023 s21) in the temperature range 300
4.2 K. The methods used in these studies have been
scribed in detail in a monograph.3

The structural–phase state of the materials was inve
gated by direct methods: transmission and scanning elec
microscopy ~TEM and SEM! with statistical processing
low-temperature qualitative x-ray diffraction analysis, a
optical microscopy, and an indirect method: low-temperat
resistometry.

In the latter case the temperature dependence of the
sistivity r(T) in the undeformed state was determinedin situ
under a mechanical stresss,spr , and the change in resis
tanceDR/R0 in the deformation process was also determin
as a function of the elongationD l of the sample, which was
registered simultaneously with the curves of the mechan
load P versus elongationD l .

The methodological details of the experiments are
scribed in Refs. 4–8.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A quantitative study of the evolution of the defect stru
ture and phase state with the deformation from the time o
onset to the completion of the fracture of the object mad
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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possible to identify the main microstructural mechanis
that govern the various phases of the low-temperature pla
deformation as a unified process in different groups of r
materials used in cryogenics. This, in turn, made it poss
to propose a classification of the existing real materials
the modes of their deformation, hardening, and fracture fr
the standpoints of macromechanical and mictrostructural
teria; this proposed classification is set forth in Sec. 3.1.

3.1. Classification of the objects of study according to the
physical signs of their behavior under loading

Of the whole diversity of metallic materials investigate
and the features of their behavior on the macro- and mic
scopic levels under low-temperature deformation, one
single out the following characteristic groups:

1. Structurally stable2! materials with ‘‘hard’’ work hard-
ening, i.e., single-phase or pseudo-single-phase mate
characterized in low-temperature plastic deformation b
high work hardening coefficientu5ds/d« (u;G/20, where
G is the shear modulus of the material at the deformat
temperature!, relatively low macroscopic plasticityd (d
<10%), a macroscopically uniform plastic deformation~the
absence of macronecking on fracture!, and a strong interac
tion of dislocations on the microscopic level~a dislocation–
dislocation coupling constanta.1).3! A typical representa-
tive of such a group of materials is the alloy Ti–5% Al, fo
which the results of a study are presented below.

2. Structurally stable materials with ‘‘soft’’ work harden
ing, i.e., mono- or polyphase materials with a relatively lo
work hardening coefficientu (u;G/100), high macroscopic
plasticity (d'30– 70%), a plastic deformation which is su
stantially nonuniform macroscopically~with a tendency to-
wards necking upon fracture!, and a weak dislocation inter
action ~with a constanta,1). The Fe–Cr–Ni–Ti alloys
considered in this paper are materials of this type.

3. Polyphase structurally unstable materials, i.e., mat
als which on cooling or during low-temperature plastic d
formation undergo phase transformations of the marten
type, with the formation of phase boundaries induced by
low-temperature deformations. Representatives of this gr
of materials among the alloys of the Ti–Nb system a
NT-45 and NT-50.

4. Heterophase materials, i.e., materials with pre-exis
phase boundaries between constituents having different c
tal lattice types and different elastic, strength, and therm
physical properties. The mechanical behavior of this type
material is examined for the particular case of the comm
cial composite Cu–~Nb–Ti! ~a superconducting cable mad
of thin filaments of the alloy NT-50 pressed into a copp
matrix!.

Let us consider the features of the behavior of this gro
of materials during their low-temperature plastic deformat
and fracture.

3.2. Behavior of hard-hardening materials

Representing this group of materials in our study was
single-phase commercial titaniuma alloy Ti–5% Al, which
prior to mechanical testing was annealed in vacuum
800 °C for 1 hour and then cooled in air.
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Mechanical properties. In the temperature interva
300–77 K the plastic deformation occurs monotonically, a
the hardening curves are smooth. The deformation at 4.2
of a jumplike character, with the depth of the drops in lo
increasing with increasing degree of deformation.

In Table I we show the temperature dependence of
mechanical characteristics of the alloy (s0.2 is the yield
stress,su is the ultimate strength,d is the maximum elonga-
tion, andu5ds/d« is the work hardening coefficient; the
values given foru correspond to the average over the defo
mation part of thes–« curve!. It is seen that when the tem
perature is lowered from 300 to 4.2 K, the strength char
teristics of the alloy increase monotonically and the plastic
of the material increases somewhat.

Structural studies. In the undeformed annealed state th
alloy has an average grain size of the order of 10mm. The
defect structure of the alloy in the initial state is charact
ized by the presence of isolated dislocations of a mixed o
entation and dislocation pileups belonging to the prisma
slip system$11̄00%^112̄0&, and also low-angle tilt and twist
grain boundaries. The distribution of defects in the initi
state is nonuniform, with an average density of dislocatio
'23108 cm22. The alloy studied is a single-phasea alloy
with the hcp lattice.

Plastic deformation of the alloy in the investigated tem
perature interval occurs by prismatic slip along intersect
planes of the$11̄00% type. Dislocations with the same typ
of Burgers vectorb5 1

3^112̄0& which lie in intersecting
planes of the prism enter into a reaction with one another
form dislocation networks of various configurations. Th
density of the dislocation network in the structure of th
deformed alloy is high. The observed dislocation ensemb
often have appreciable long-range stresses, as is attest
by the significant bending of the individual dislocations ne
these groups. Activation of secondary systems of prisma
slip and the related formation of stable dislocation grou
with long-range stress fields is an important structural fac
that makes for significant work hardening of the alloy.

A distinctive feature of the structural state of the allo
deformed at 4.2 K is the presence of twins belonging to
system^101̄2%^101̄1&. Twinning gives rise to a new inter-
face, i.e., it leads to a subdividing of the initial grain, an
hence to additional hardening of the alloy~the Hall–Petch
effect! at 4.2 K in comparison with the hardening at roo
temperature.

Based on the structural studies we can give some id
as to the nature of the jumplike deformation of this alloy
helium temperature. Apparently the low-temperature jum
like deformation is due to both an avalanche discharging
dislocation pileups and to twinning. The jumplike charac
of the plastic deformation at helium temperature neverthel

TABLE I. Mechanical properties of the alloy Ti–5% Al.
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does not lead to the appearance of macronecking in
sample, and in this sense the alloy Ti–5% Al must be clas
among the materials with macroscopically uniform deform
tion. At higher temperatures there is a possibility for t
internal stresses to relax owing to thermally activated m
tiple cross slip or the pressing through of dislocations
tween thermally insurmountable obstacles. Macroscopic
this is manifested in the smoothness of the deforma
curves.

A quantitative processing of the results of structu
studies made it possible to obtain the dependence of the
stresss on the dislocation densityr and the dependence o
the dislocation density on the deformation« at different tem-
peratures~Fig. 1a 1b!. It turned out that these dependenc
are described by the same analytical expressions, differin
different temperatures only in the parameters that enter
them:

s5s01aGbr1/2, ~1!

r5r01A«n, ~2!

wheres0 is the internal stress component of nondislocat
origin ~impurities, grain boundaries, lattice friction, etc.!, G
is the shear modulus at the corresponding temperature,b is
the Burgers vector of the prismatic dislocations,a is a coef-
ficient characterizing the contribution of the elastic intera
tion of the dislocations to the value of the flow stress,r0 is
the density of dislocations in the undeformed alloy, andA is
the dislocation accumulation coefficient. The experimenta
determined values of the parameters in Eqs.~1! and ~2! are
given in Table II.

FIG. 1. Dependence of the flow stresss on the dislocation densityr ~a! and
the dependence of the dislocation density on the deformation« ~b! for a
Ti–5% Al alloy at different deformation temperaturesT @K#: 4.2 ~s!, 77
~n!, 300 ~h!.
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Let us analyze the data given in Table II. The couplin
coefficienta of the dislocations has a substantial temperat
dependence. It has been shown experimentally9 and in model
calculations10 that the value of the coefficienta reflects the
contribution of different types of dislocation interactions
the value of the flow stress, and, according to Ref. 19,
value ofa can be written in the form

a5aG1aS , ~3!

whereaG is the athermal part, which is due to the long-ran
dislocation interaction,aS is the thermally activated part
which is determined by the short-range interaction of t
dislocations. The microstructural data show the presence
both forms of interaction: long-ranged~planar pileups, net-
works, recombination segments! and short-range~intersec-
tions, jogs, dipoles!. The increase of the componentaS with
decreasing temperature is due to the temperature depend
of the flow stress of the alloy.

From the joint solution of equations~1! and~2! one can
establish a relation between the parametersa andA and the
work hardening coefficientu:

u'
1

2
naGbA1/2«~n/221!. ~4!

It follows from Eq. ~4! that for a fixed value of the
deformation the following relation should hold~if the tem-
perature dependence ofG is neglected!:

u~T1!

u~T2!
'

a~T1!A1/2~T1!

a~T2!A1/2~T2!
, ~5!

whereT is the temperature of the experiment. Substitution
the experimentally measured values~see Table II! into rela-
tion ~5! confirms its validity; hence we can conclude that t
features of the formation of the dislocation structure in t
alloy at different temperatures determine the trend of
macroscopic work hardening curve. The hardening of
single-phasea alloy is apparently governed mainly by th
attractive interactions of dislocations of intersecting slip sy
tems, and that leads to higher values of the work harden
coefficient and dislocation coupling constant with decreas
temperature.

Electron fractography. In the temperature interval 4.2–
300 K the fracture surfaces contain similar elements of str
ture typical of different fracture types. This is indicative o
simultaneous realization of several mechanisms of nuc
ation and propagation of the defects responsible for fract
of the alloy. One also observes a number of structural co
ponents specific to testing at different temperatures.

A detailed analysis11,12 of the dislocation configurations
and morphology of the fracture surfaces showed that
nucleation of microcracks occurs as a result of dislocat

TABLE II. Values of the structural parameters for the alloy Ti–5% Al.
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mechanisms and that the further propagation of the cra
leading to fracture of the material, can occur in differe
ways, from viscous to quasibrittle, under identical exter
conditions.

To ascertain the leading fracture mechanism in a part
lar situation we carried out a statistical analysis of the dis
bution of different structural components over the areas
different testing temperatures. The histograms shown in
2 attest to the increase in the relative fraction of the visc
fracture component and a decrease of the fraction of q
sibrittle components with decreasing temperature, which
relates qualitatively with the increasing of the macrosco
plasticity at low temperatures. Obviously the viscous char
ter of the fracture becomes predominant as the temperatu
lowered.

On the basis of the results of a statistical processing
the geometrical parameters of the fracture reliefs, we w
able to estimate the true value (« loc) of the plastic deforma-
tion localized in microvolumes in the fracture of an alloy.12

The results,« loc
30053.7 and« loc

4.254.5, attest to an increas
in the localization of the plastic deformation in microvo
umes as the temperature is lowered. The ratio of the de
mation localized in micronecks at different temperatures
fairly well correlated quantitatively with the ratio of the ma
roscopic plasticityd of the alloy at the corresponding tem
peratures:

« loc
300/« loc

4.2'd300/d 4.2,

and this also indicates that the mechanism of viscous frac
of an alloy plays the leading role in the temperature ran
studied.

3.3. Behavior of soft-hardening materials

As we said in Sec. 3.1, this group of materials is rep
sented by four alloys of the Fe–Cr–Ni–Ti system, with t
concentrations Cr'16.5%, Ni'31.4%, and Ti51.6, 1.9,
2.05, and 2.5%.

The heat treatment of all the alloys consisted in quen
ing from a temperature of 1000 °C~1 hour! in water and
aging at 720 °C for 16 hours, followed by cooling in air. Th
heat treatment makes for the precipitation of a maxim
amount of disperseg8 phase, which in turn makes for th

FIG. 2. Distribution of the structural components of fracture over areas
different testing temperatures in the alloy Ti–5% Al: pits~I!, breaking crests
at 4.2 K and delamination at 77 and 300 K~II !, quasi-spalling~III !. Si is the
area of the fracture surface occupied by the characteristic morpholo
signs of fracture;S0 is the total area of the fracture surface.
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maximal strength characteristics to the alloy.13 The grain size
in the samples studied, determined by the method of opt
metallography, was 20–50mm.

Mechanical properties of the alloys. The deformation
curves of alloys of all the compositions studied have a mo
tonic, parabolic character at temperatures of 300, 77, and
K, with the load maximum achieved prior to fracture and t
subsequent drop which are reflective of the appearanc
macronecking in the sample. AtT520 K several irregular
jumps in the load appear on the strain curve not long bef
fracture. The work hardening coefficient of the alloys
small in absolute value and increases slightly with decre
ing deformation temperature.

The temperature dependence of the mechanical pro
ties of the alloys is presented in Fig. 3. It is seen that low
ing the temperature from 77 to 4.2 K leads to growth of t
yield point s0.2, the ultimate strengthsu , and the relative
elongationd for the alloys of all compositions~except for the
alloy with Ti52.5%). The value of the relative cross secti
area reductionc decreases at temperatures below 77
Characteristically the strength of the alloys at all the te
peratures studied increases with increasing titanium con
tration, while the plasticity of the alloy with 2.5% Ti is low
ered in comparison with the plasticity of the other alloy
which is practically independent of the Ti concentration. It
important to note that, even so, the high plasticity of t
material is preserved down to a deformation temperature
4.2 K.

r

al

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the yield stresss0.2, ultimate strength
su , elongation to fractured, and relative cross section area reductionc of
Fe–Cr–Ni–Ti alloys with Ti concentrations of 1.6%~s!, 1.9% ~ !,
and 2.5%~n!.
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TABLE III. Fracture micromechanisms of Fe–Cr–Ni–Ti alloys.

Composition
~Ti concentration, %!

Deformation temperature, K

4.2 20 77

Composition I
~1.6!

Transcrystallite combined: viscous (90%)
1quasiviscous, micronecking.

Transcrystallite1 intercrystallite
combined: viscous (75%)

1quasi-cleavage.

Transcrystallite viscous
~96%!, micronecking.

Composition II
~1.9!

Transcrystallite combined:
viscous (87%)1quasiviscous

1quasi-cleavage

Transcrystallite1 intercrystallite
combined: viscous (75%)

1quasi-cleavage.

Transcrystallite viscous
~98%!, micronecking.

Composition III
~2.05!

Transcrystallite combined:
viscous (80%)1quasiviscous

1quasi-cleavage.

Transcrystallite1 intercrystallite,
combined: viscous (76%)

1quasi-cleavage.

Transcrystallite viscous
~93%!, micronecking.

Composition IV
~2.5!

Transcyrstallite combined:
viscous (82%)1quasi-cleavage,

micronecking, decohesion.

Transcrystallite1 intercrystallite,
combined: viscous (70%)

1quasi-cleavage, decohesion.

Transcrystallite viscous
~95%!, micronecking, decohesion.
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Measurements of the macroscopic mechanical prope
~including the work hardening coefficient, the deformation
fracture! attest that Fe–Cr–Ni–Ti alloys belong to the ma
rials with soft work hardening in the proposed classificatio
This is confirmed by the results of an electron-microsco
study of the defect structure and of the character of the f
ture, which are presented below.

Features of the structure of the alloys deformed at l
temperature. TEM study. A study of the evolution of the
dislocation structure of the alloys with low-temperature d
formation showed that, independently of the Ti concentrat
in the material, a relation of type~1! holds between the flow
stresss and the densityr of dislocations belonging to the
$111%^110& slip system. Here the dislocation coupling co
stanta typically takes on values'0.4– 0.6 which are weakly
dependent on the deformation temperature and the Ti c
centration in the alloys~a weak tendency toward growth ofa
with decreasingT and increasing Ti concentration is ob
served!.

The TEM study of the structure of the alloys deform
to fracture14 revealed the presence of intersecting coarse
bands of the$111%^110& type, a misoriented stripe substru
ture, and steplike subboundaries with crystallographica
oriented steps. The existence of this kind of dislocation s
structure also explains the zigzag microcracks observe
the fractured samples, the steps of which open along po
ful slip bands.

In the alloys studied the nucleation of microcracks d
ing low-temperature deformation occurs at places with
high concentration of internal stresses—at dislocation s
boundaries and at the interfaces between the matrix and
termetallide inclusions. The further propagation of the
crack, leading to fracture of the material, can occur in va
ous combined ways—from viscous to quasibrittle.

Fractographic study. The fracture of the alloy sample
for all Ti concentrations and at all temperatures in the int
val studied~77–4.2 K! occurs with the formation of pro
nounced macronecking. In this region the fracture ha
‘‘cup–cone’’ shape, which is typical for viscous materials15

The results of a quantitative microfractographic stu
are presented by the histogram in Fig. 4 and in Table III~the
numbers in parentheses indicate the fraction of the frac
surface area which shows signs of viscous fracture!.14
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Reviewing the results presented, we must conclude
the main mechanism of fracture in these alloys in the te
perature range 77–4.2 K is a transcrystallite viscous mec
nism of nucleation, growth, and coalescence of microdisc
tinuities. Lowering the temperature below 50 K leads to
noticeable manifestation of quasiviscous and quasibr
components, i.e., at low temperatures the fracture is o
combined viscobrittle character. Especially noticeable is
contribution of nonviscous fracture mechanisms at 20 K o
ing to the appearance of intercrystallite anisotropic fract
that is apparently due to the embrittling influence of the l
uid hydrogen medium. Increasing the Ti concentration in
alloys causes an increase in the relative fraction of the n
viscous fracture mechanisms at low temperatures, wh
leads to a lowering of the macroscopic plasticity of the
loys. Furthermore, the lowered macroscopic plasticity of
alloy with 2.5% Ti is due to the presence of rather lar
inclusions of an intermetallide phase (Fe,Ni2)Ti, which pro-
mote the action of an additional mechanism of microvo
nucleation—the decohesion mechanism.

Based on our fractographic study, the fracture proc
for these alloys can be represented as follows. When
external stress reaches the value of the ultimate strength
deformation localizes in a macronecking region, where
uniaxial stress state gives way to a triaxial one~the most
rigid state of plane deformation!, and the maximum stress i
developed at the center of the sample. In this case micro
continuities arise in the central region of the sample at n
uniformities of the dislocation substructure, and under
influence of the increasing true stress and with increas
deformation they grow and merge by the mechanism of f
mation of internal micronecking, forming an initial microc
rack.

This initial microcrack, causing stress concentration
its tip, propagates from the central part of the sample to
periphery along a zigzag surface, forming alternating pla
at 645° angles, where the maximum shear stresses act.
process corresponds to the formation of the observed re
of the ‘‘cup bottom’’ macroscopically normal to the axis o
tension and containing equiaxial pits against the backgro
of the riffled surface. Further development of the cent
crack occurs by means of local shearing in the bands at a
of <45° to the axis of tension, where the final fracture o
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curs and which corresponds to extended shear pits on
walls of the ‘‘cup.’’

The results of an estimate of the local plastic deform
tion « loc realized in partitions~micronecks! bounding the pits
at the fracture surface for the alloy with 1.9% Ti are pr
sented in Table IV.

From the data listed in Table IV, we see that plas
deformation localized in microvolumes at the fracture of
alloy is more than an order of magnitude greater than
values of the macroscopic elongation of the samples, an
increases noticeably with increasing testing temperat
This last conclusion is in qualitative agreement with the o
served increase of the role of the viscous mechanism of f
ture with increasing temperature~see Fig. 4!. One notices
that the temperature trend of« loc and c is the same, which
attests to the fact that under conditions of nonuniform plas
deformation the value of the relative cross section area
duction reliably characterizes the plasticity of the materia

The correlation noted may be qualitatively linked to th
temperature dependence of the work hardening coefficien
alloys with soft hardening. With decreasing temperature
work hardening coefficient increases somewhat, and tha
turn should lead to an increase in the uniformity of the pla

TABLE IV. Values of the relative macroscopic deformations~elongationd,
cross section area reductionc! and the plastic deformation« loc localized in
the micronecks at their fracture at different temperatures in an Fe–
Ni–Ti alloy with a Ti concentration of 1.9%.

FIG. 4. Distribution over areas of the structural components of the frac
of Fe–Cr–Ni–Ti alloys at different testing temperatures (Si is the area oc-
cupied by the corresponding relief, andS0 is the total area of the fracture
surface!.
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tic deformation~a decrease ofc and « loc), since the active
zone of the deformation hardens more rapidly, and the de
mation is carried along the sample to another cross sec
Raising the deformation temperature results in a certain
crease in the work hardening coefficient, the deformat
proceeds further, all the way to fracture, in one~the ‘‘weak-
ened’’! band; this is manifested in an increase in the nonu
formity of the deformation~c and « loc) and to a greater
tendency toward necking during fracture.

3.4. Regularities of the low-temperature plasticity and
fracture in the case of polyphase structurally unstable and
heterophase materials

Studies of the mechanical properties, structure–ph
state~in the intervalT5300– 4.2 K) and their interrelation
for typical representatives of two groups~3 and 4; see Sec
3.1! of materials16 for the examples:

—bcc deformable superconducting alloys of the Nb
system ~45–50 mass % Nb! in various initial structural
states;

—a heterophase composition material Cu–~Nb–Ti!, the
components of which have different crystal lattices—f
~Cu! and bcc~Nb–Ti! and, hence, have substantially diffe
ent strength, plasticity, and elastic properties.

Both groups of materials were subjected to differe
thermomechanical treatments, consisting in multiple stret
ing, drawing, intermediate annealing, quenching, and
droextrusion in various combinations.

3.4.1. Mechanical properties and deformation structure of
Ti–Nb alloys

Studies of the mechanical properties and structure–ph
state of the bcc alloy Ti–45% Nb have shown the followin

It has been established4,5 for the first time by direct~x-
ray! and indirect~resistometry! methods that ab→a9 mar-
tensitic transformation occurs on cooling in the quench
and drawn samples of the alloy Ti–45% Nb under an app
stresss,s0.2

293 K and in the quenched samples also after p
deformation to the yield point at 293 K. The temperatu
interval in which theb→a9 transformation occurs depend
on the applied stress and on the preliminary thermomech
cal treatment~TMT!. In particular, under a stress amountin
to ;0.8s0.2

239 K the b→a9 transformation begins below
;140 K in the quenched samples and below;90 K in the
drawn samples. The lattice type~orthorhombic! and lattice
parameters of thea9 martensite have been determined4 by
x-ray diffraction in the temperature interval 293–5 K~at
293 K they are: a50.303(8) nm, b50.470(7) nm, c
50.462(6) nm).

A low-temperature structural nonuniformity common
all the materials of this group is the sharp localization of t
plastic deformation. It has been shown by the method
quantitative electron fractography that the value of the de
mation localized in microvolumes during fracture increas
markedly and that the deformable volume decreases with
creasing temperature. The sharpest increase in« loc ~by a fac-
tor of two! with decreasing temperature from 20 to 4.2 K
observed in an NT-50 and Nb wire after intermedia
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anneals.7,17 One notices the influence of the large absol
value « loc53 – 6 characterizing the reserve of plasticity
the material in the microvolumes.

It has been established on the basis of the data o
quantitative fractographic analysis that in the temperat
interval 300–4.2 K, including in the region 20–4.2 K
the leading micromechanism for the fracture of Ti–N
alloys ~45 and 50% Nb! after all the TMTs is viscous
fracture by the formation, growth, and coalescence
microdiscontinuities.7,18

A study of the character of the plastic deformation a
the mechanical characteristics of bcc superconducting m
rials revealed the following features in the Ti–45% Nb all
and the NT-50 wire in the interval 300–4.2 K~Fig. 5!: a! a
change in sign of the derivativesdspr /dT andds0.2/dT for
the quenched samples in the region 160–140 K; b! an in-
crease of the plasticity in the quenched and drawn sam
with decreasing temperature in the intervals 160–70 K
130–70 K, respectively; c! a nonmonotonic character of th
su(T) curves for all types of samples in the temperatu
region 20–4.2 K; d! pseudoelasticity and reversible stre
jumps on the deformation curvesP(D l ), manifested in an
interval which depends on the TMT.

A comparison of the results of the studies of the m
chanical properties and structural state of the alloys s
gested that observed nonmonotonicity on thespr(T),
s0.2(T), P(D l ), andd(T) curves of Ti–Nb alloys are deter

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the mechanical properties of quen
~1! and drawn~2! samples of the alloy Ti–45% Nb and the commercial w
Ti–50% Nb ~3!.
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mined by processes ofb↔a9 transformation, which accom
panied by a significant volume effect and occurs by mean
an oriented shear. In addition, twinning contributes to
increase of the plasticity of the quenched samples~in the
interval 160–70 K!.

To elucidate the causes of the anomaly on thesu(T)
curve, which is clearly expressed in wire samples of
Ti–Nb alloys in the 20–4.2 K region, and of the decrease
the level of plasticity of the quenched and drawn Ti–N
alloys in the region 77–4.2 K, we have considered the in
ence of the following factors: a viscobrittle transition, th
superconducting transition, the development of twinnin
and temperature dependence of the work hardening co
cient. As was shown above, a viscobrittle transition is n
observed in any of the materials of this group. Similarly, t
superconducting transition does not cause a lowering of
ultimate strength of the alloys; twinning occurs only in th
quenched samples of the Ti–45% Nb alloy.18

At the same time, the substantial growth of« loc and the
decrease in the volume of the active plastic deformation
temperature of 4.2 K are evidence that even at such a
temperature the work hardening in the zone of active pla
deformation is insufficient to restrain the localization of t
deformation and the transfer of slip to adjacent regions.
such a case an accumulation of deformation defects, wh
are sources of nucleation of discontinuities, occurs in a n
row zone of active plastic deformation; this ultimately lea
to catastrophic failure of the material at an insignificant m
roscopic deformation. This is apparently also the cause of
anomalous decrease ofsu in this temperature interval.

3.4.2. Mechanical properties and the character of the fracture
of composite materials

A study of the mechanical properties of a heteroph
multifilament composite consisting of a structurally unsta
‘‘reinforcing’’ component—thin wires of the alloy NT-50 and
a copper matrix—showed that in the temperature region 9
4.2 K there is a lowering of both the strength properties a
especially, of the plastic properties of the material subjec
to TMT with the use of intermediate anneals, whereas
plasticity of a hydroextruded composite is maintained at
order-of-magnitude higher level in this same temperature
gion ~Fig. 6!.

Structural studies16 have shown that the sharp decrea
in plasticity of the composite at low temperatures cannot
explained by a viscobrittle transition in the ‘‘reinforcing
component.

It turned out that in the composites with a ‘‘soft’’ matri
~obtained by technologies employing intermediate anne!
multiple necking occurs in the ‘‘reinforcing’’ component, an
breaks of the individual filaments appear in the necking
gions at 30 K, and at 9–9.5 K the multiple breaks of t
‘‘reinforcing’’ component are observed. At the same time,
composites with a ‘‘hard’’ matrix~obtained without anneals!
the deformation occurs in a macroscopically uniform man
in the filaments and in the matrix, leading to the simul
neous failure of the composite as a whole.

Our studies permit the assertion that the level of lo
temperature plasticity of composites consisting of meta
materials with different crystal lattices~bcc and fcc!, both in

ed
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the case of structurally stable and in the case of the m
stable bcc component, is determined by the relationship
tween the strength and plastic properties of the matrix
the ‘‘reinforcing’’ fiber with the sharply growing~as the tem-
perature is lowered from 20 to 4.2 K! localization of the
plastic deformation of the latter taken into account. At a h
strength of the matrix the localization of the plastic deform
tion of the ‘‘reinforcing’’ component is suppressed by th
transfer of stress to the matrix, the deformable volume
which hardens locally, and the subsequent deformation of
composite is translated along the axis of the sample to a
cross section. This is a structural mechanism of maintain
the high strength in combination with the appreciable pl
ticity of the composite at the very lowest temperatures of
deformation. At a low strength of the matrix the low
temperature deformation of the composite in a given lo
cross section occurs to the failure of the ‘‘reinforcing’’ com
ponent and the composite as a whole; this is the cause o
embrittlement of the heterophase material at low tempe
tures.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have carried out a systematic anal
and classification of the various~differing in their physical
nature and their external manifestations on different lev!
mechanisms governing plasticity, work hardening, and fr
ture of real metallic materials at low temperatures. We h
proposed principles for dividing different materials in
groups from the standpoint of their behavior under lo
temperature deformation.

Such a systematization turned out to be possible tha
to an analysis of multistage and multifactor process of pla
deformation in all of its stages from the standpoint of t
governing role in the evolution of the defect microstructu
and the establishment of qualitative and quantitative corr
tions between the microscopic parameters of the struc
and the macroscopic mechanical characteristics of the m
rials.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the ultimate strengthsu and relative
elongationd of composites obtained with the use of intermediate anneals~1!
and by hydroextrusion with ultrafine filaments of diameter 0.2~2! and 0.1
mm ~3!.
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The approach developed has turned out to be rather
fective for developing criteria for estimating and selecti
structural materials capable of serving under extreme co
tions of service in cryogenic and aerospace technique
also for the development of unconventional methods of cr
genic thermomechanical treatment of a number of materia1
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1!In this paper we include studies done by the author in coauthorship

colleagues in the Department of Applied Cryogenic Materials Scie
SRDB ILTPE NASU.

2!By structurally stable we mean materials that do not undergo a ph
transition of the martensitic type in the course of the low-temperat
plastic deformation.

3!The dislocation–dislocation coupling constant establishes a quantita
relation between the deforming stresss and the density of dislocations o
a definite typer i which have accumulated in the material as a result of
plastic deformation:s'(a iGibir i

1/2 ~Ref. 9!. The value ofa i character-
izes the contribution of the given type of dislocation interaction to t
deforming stress and is determined by the energy benefit of the co
sponding dislocation reactions.10
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Features of the low-temperature creep of a Nb–Ti alloy after large plastic
deformations at 77 K

V. K. Aksenov,† O. I. Volchok,* E. V. Karaseva, and Ya. D. Starodubov

National Science Center ‘‘Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology,’’ ul. Akadmeicheskaya 1,
Kharkov 61108, Ukraine
~Submitted July 10, 2003; revised July 21, 2003!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.30, 458–462~April 2004!

The low-temperature~77 K! creep and the corresponding changes in the resistivity of a
niobium–titanium alloy subjected to plastic deformation by drawing at 77 K are investigated. It
is shown that after large plastic deformations («.99%) one observes anomalies of the low-
temperature creep which do not appear in tests of samples subjected to low and medium
deformations. The creep rate in the transient stage is significantly higher than would
follow from the classical ideas about the mechanisms of low-temperature creep~logarithmic
law!, and the time dependence of the creep deformations is described by a power law, which
corresponds to recovery creep. In the creep process oscillations appear on the resistivity
curves; these are especially pronounced after drawing in liquid nitrogen. Possible causes of the
observed effects are discussed. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1705444#
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The regularities of structure formation in metals and
loys at large plastic deformations go beyond the descrip
in terms of the mobility of individual dislocations. One of th
manifestations of collective effects in the dynamics of dis
cations in such structures is the onset of structural instabi
which can cause a number of macroscopic effects, e.g
nonmonotonic change in the mechanical properties as fu
tions of the degree of deformation, etc.1,2 In niobium–
titanium alloys the maximally distorted structure, in the for
of fine dislocation fragments and particles of the titaniu
baseda phase~a-Ti! of large volume density, is formed in
deformations at cryogenic~77 K! conditions in combination
with heat treatments.3 As was shown in Ref. 4, such a stru
tural state is characterized by high critical currents a
evolves under the influence of tensile stresses which
close to the breaking strength, bringing about a proces
structural instability in the form martensitic phas
transformations.5 The latter is one of the main causes of
effect that occurs in superconducting coils of niobium
titanium alloys in powerful magnet systems: degradation
the critical current under the influence of tensile loads. Si
the scheme of mechanical loading in that case is clos
conditions of low-temperature (T,0.2Tm) creep, and there
are no data in the literature on the low-temperature cree
alloys of the Nb–Ti system, the goal of the present study w
to investigate the features of the low-temperature~77 K!
creep and the corresponding changes in the structural sta
wires of niobium–titanium alloy.

SAMPLES AND TECHNIQUES

The material investigated was the niobium–titanium
loy NT-50 ~48.5 wt. % Ti! obtained by electrospark melting
Single-filament wire samples were prepared by the pres
of bimetal preforms~NT-50 alloy in a copper sheath! and a
subsequent drawing to a degree of deformation«599.4% at
300 K. Then a finishing deformation to 99.93% by drawi
at 77 K ~in a medium of liquid nitrogen! was carried out on
3401063-777X/2004/30(4)/4/$26.00
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a special apparatus.6 Some of the samples obtained in th
way were annealed for 10 hours at 675 K to permit the d
fusive decay of the theb solid solution and the precipitation
of particles of thea phase.

Creep tests were carried out on the device describe
Ref. 7 in a medium of liquid nitrogen and at 300 K, at te
sionss50.9sB , wheresB is the breaking strength of th
alloy for the respective temperature. Prior to the measu
ments the copper sheath of the wires was etched off.
mounting the wire samples in the jaws of the device, cop
tips were grown on the ends of the samples by an electrol
method. The working length of the samples was 50 m
Measurements of the resistivity in the course of the cre
process were made by a compensation scheme usin
R-348 potentiometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the creepD« in the transient stage, with
out allowance for the instantaneous deformation, as a fu
tion of the testing timet at 77 K for samples of the alloy
NT-50 after drawing at 77 K and also after drawing at 77
and annealing at 675 K. Figure 2 shows the same data p
ted in the coordinatesD« – ln t andD« – t1/3. It is seen in Fig.
1 that the creep deformation attenuates with time and that
value ofD« is larger for the annealed sample. It is known8,9

that the dependence of the creep deformation on the tes
time atT,0.2Tm in the transient stage obeys a logarithm
law «;a ln t. The data presented in Fig. 2 attest to the f
that for the alloy NT-50 the logarithmic law is obeyed only
the initial part of the transient stage, and then«;bt1/3,
which is typical of the so-called recovery creep. Thus o
observes an anomalous character of the low-tempera
creep of NT-50 alloy samples that have an extremely d
torted structure after large plastic deformations.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the variation of
resistivity r during creep at 77 K for NT-50 alloy sample
after they have been subjected to various kinds of action.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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seen that fort,0.3 h the character of the (Dr/r0)(t) curve
is predetermined by the structural state of the alloy. For
ample, for alloy samples that had been subjected to draw
at in a medium of liquid nitrogen and having~as was shown
in Ref. 3! a highly distorted finely disperse fragmented stru
ture, nonmonotonicity of the (Dr/r0)(t) curves appears, an
the incrementDr/r0 is fixed immediately after application
of the load. At the same time, for samples annealed a
deformation, which have a relatively equilibrium structu
one observes only a monotonic decrease ofr immediately
after application of the load. Fort.0.3 h the general ten
dency for all the samples is to have a monotonic decreas
Dr/r0 after relatively brief (;0.3 h) holds of the materia
under load. We note that in this case a transition from lo
rithmic creep to recovery creep occurs earlier~at lnt'4.8,
wheret is in seconds!.

Let us analyze the data obtained. The change in the
cay law of the creep attests to the appearance of new

FIG. 1. Dependence of the creep deformationD« at 77 K on the timet for
the alloy NT-50 ats50.9sB : 1—after drawing to 99.93% at 77 K;2—after
drawing to 99.93% at 77 K followed by annealing at 675 K.
-
g

-

er
,

of

-

e-
o-

cesses that substantially influence the character of the de
opment of the deformation during a hold of the mater
under load. According to published data,8,9 logarithmic creep
is described well in the framework of thermally activate
mobility of individual dislocations in the slip plane. Viola
tion of this law has been observed previously when there
change in the mechanism of dislocation motion, e.g.,
climb and transverse slip, and also when phase transit
occur under load.8,9 We note that under these conditions t
violation of the logarithmic law was registered immediate
after application of the load.

Let us turn to the results of a measurement of the re
tivity, which to a significant degee reflects the character
the structural changes in the material during the creep p
cess. It is known8,9 that in pure metals the decreases in t
creep rate and electronic resistance in the transient stage
stress below the yield point are due to the mechanisms

FIG. 3. Variation of the resistivity incrementDr/r0 for the alloy NT-50
during creep at 77 K; drawing to 99.93% at 77 K~the inset shows the initial
part of theDr/r0 curve for 0.5 h! ~a!; drawing to 99.93% at 77 K followed
by annealing at 675 K~b!.
FIG. 2. The data of Fig. 1 replotted in the coordinates« – ln t and« – t1/3 (t is in seconds!: after drawing to 99.93% at 77 K~a,b!; after drawing to 99.93% at
77 K followed by annealing at 675 K~c,d!.
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dislocation creation and to a decrease in the degree of im
fection of the structure. In the present study, though,
anomalous decrease in the resistivity is observed fos
.s0.2. To link this decrease with a decrease in the degre
imperfection of the material is impossible, since martens
transformations occur during the low-temperature deform
tion of the alloy NT-50. The phases that arise at these, e
a9 martensite, have a typical metallic conductivity with
lower residual resistivity than for theb matrix,10 and the
development of a martensitic transformation during the cr
process may be one of the causes of the decrease in
resistivity r and of the change in the character of the cre

Let us analyze the possible influence of the martens
transformation on the resistivity during the creep process
samples which have been annealed after drawing, in wh
the structure of the alloy is rather equilibrium, since the a
pearance of the diffusive phasea-Ti in the overstressed re
gions~boundaries of fragments! as a result of annealing lead
to processes of internal stress relaxation. During loading
this case, processes of plastic deformation of theb solid
solution develop, and there is a corresponding increase in
degree of imperfection of the structure and also a marten
transformation stimulated by the deformation. The super
sition of these contributions to the resistivity at a relative
low level of imperfection of the matrix is reflected by th
(Dr/r0)(t) curves~Fig. 3b!.

A more complex situation arises in the creep of the un
nealed, highly imperfect samples, since in those cases o
lations ofDr/r0 are observed, which reflect the substant
structural instability of the alloy with respect to active loa
ing. It appears that the main cause of the oscillations is
reversibility of the martensitic transformation under con
tions of a markedly nonuniform distribution~in magnitude
and sign! of the internal stresses in theb matrix and also in
the higher-strength anisotropica9 phase. The martensit
phase appears at places where the stress concentration is
as a result of strong dislocation pileups. At places wher
appears, a mutual orientation of the lattices of the initial a
martensite phase is realized which leads to relief of
stresses, unblocking of the pileups, and lowering of the le
of imperfection. The development of plastic flow in the cre
process gives rise to new stress concentrators and rep
initiation of phase instability, a consequence of which will
the observed oscillations of the resistivity.

Let us consider the possible causes of a change in
decay law of the creep; in particular, the influence of t
phase instability of theb matrix on this effect. It is known
that an increase in the deformation temperature to 300
suppresses the martensitic transformation almost comple
It is natural to assume that in creep testing at 300 K
suppression of that transformation will lead to a change
the decay law of the creep in comparison with testing at
K. Figure 4 shows the results of creep testing at 300 K of
NT-50 alloy that had been deformed by drawing at 77 K. I
seen that damping of the creep under these condition
described by the logarithmic law only, although the charac
of the (Dr/r0)(t) curves remains the same as in testing of
annealed sample at 77 K—the resistivity decreases with
creasingt. Moreover, the decrease ofr after creep at 300 K
is 1.5 times larger than at 77 K. The observed characte
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the time dependence of the resistivity can be explained
the appearance of a martensite phase, but such an assum
does not explain the fact that the damping law of the cre
remains unchanged. If a martensite phase does not ap
then there must be another mechanism responsible for
decrease in resistivity during a hold of the material und
load. An analysis of the results suggests the presence o
other process that can lead to a change in the character o
creep and the structural state of highly distorted syste
This process might be the appearance and developmen
collective effects in a dislocation ensemble, which in th
case would be the predominant mode of plastic deformat
To check this hypothesis we investigated the creep at 77 K
pure niobium that had been deformed by drawing by 90%
300 and 77 K. It turned out that ats50.9sB (s.s0.2) in
the transient stage a transition from a logarithmic dep
dence of the creep deformation to a power law («;t1/3)
occurs.1! This result also gives us reason to assume tha
the case of a highly imperfect structure such manifestati
of structural instability as processes of collective motion
dislocations are possible. The development of these p
cesses is accompanied by a lowering of the average de
of dislocations.

Thus the observed features of the low-temperature cr
and the changes of the resistivity in highly distorted stru
tures of the NT-50 alloy are formed as a result of large pla
deformations at 300 and 77 K, which are due to the jo
action of processes of motion of individual dislocations, m
tensitic transformations, and the development of collect
modes of plasticity in theb matrix, the contribution of some
process or other to the observed effects being different un
different concrete conditions. For example, in the init
stages of creep the mechanisms of deformation due to
structural instability~both phase instability and the collectiv
motion of dislocations! contributes relatively little to the de
formation, since otherwise the recovery creep would be
served immediately after application of the load. The reali
tion of a logarithmic law means that in the initial stages t
main contribution to the deformation is due to the motion
individual dislocations not coupled into ordered ensemb
In cases of relatively equilibrium structural states the dis
cations arise in the process of application of the load, wh
in highly distorted systems they have already been in

FIG. 4. Dependence of the creep deformationD« at 300 K on lnt (t is in
seconds! for the alloy NT-50 after drawing to 99.93% at 77 K.
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duced during the preliminary drawing and are located ins
the fragments. However, this mode of plasticity is rapid
exhausted, and at long times of holding under load the p
cesses due to structural instability become the leading c
tributors, and that leads to the realization of recovery cr
and, as a consequence, to a change in the creep law.

†Deceased.
*E-mail: volchok@kharkov.org
1!This result will be considered in detail in our next paper.
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Erratum: Fluctuation conductivity and critical currents in YBCO films
†Low Temp. Phys. 29, 973 „2003…‡

A. L. Solovjov, V. M. Dmitriev, V. N. Svetlov, and V. B. Stepanov
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.30, 463 ~April 2004!

1. The following phrase should be added to the caption of Fig. 2: For better visualization the values ofj c(T) for sample
W62 has been multiplied by 20.

2. Figure 3 should look as follows:

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the critical current densities
for samples W62~s!, W136 ~h!, and W154~,! in double loga-
rithmic coordinates; the straight lines are plots of the equations
j c(T)5 j c(0)(12T/Tc)

s for each sample with the same values of
the parametersj c(0) ands as in Fig. 2; the dashed line is a plot of
j c(T);t2. The arrows indicate the temperaturest0 for samples
W154 and W136 andtc for sample W62.
3441063-777X/2004/30(4)/1/$26.00 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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